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ThIS ~tudy examines whether current and future strate)::y, dnctnne, and 
programmed sy~tem~ are suitable to perform fire support and ~peClfically, close aIr 
~upport (CAS) and clo~e air ~upportltroops-in-contact (CASfTIC) missions for joint 
e-xpediuonary warfare. Naval torce~ will provide the "enabling" power for Lhl~ new 
come-a~-you-arc cnVlfonment. To ofhe-t reductions in organic fire support, more 
frequent and su~tained application of CAS and CASITIC will be required by joint 
expeditIOnary forces 
To comparatively analyze selected CAS platforms, the study u:-.es four alf-to-
ground measures of ment (MOM): (1) target detection/recogmtlOn; (2) lethality; 
(3) survivability: and (4) comhat peNstence. The results paint a bleak picture of 
current capability Therefore, a Carrier-Based Gunship (CBG) concept IS 
presented to fill thi~ VOld. The CBG concept is more Important than the ~election 
of one particular plntform. For illustrative purposes, three CRG candidates wen: 
evaluated vis-a-\'ls the tour MOM to a~ce[tal1l the practlcahlY and effectivcnes~ of 
each m a CBG role. The CDG would be siruated on a forward-deployed c<liTier. 
close enough to the objective area to proVide a quantum leap in CASrrJ(' 
capability and sustamed support for joint expeditIonary forces 
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EXECUTIVE SUI\L\IARY 
The new expeditIOnary wartare envJ[onmcnt will reqUIre more frequent and 
~ustal1lcd appllc.:atJOn~ of clo~e air ~upport (CASI and clo~c alT ~upponJtroop~-lll-contact 
(CAS/TIC) miSSions bec.:ause of the reduction in organic.: fJrepo\\cr and virtually 11011-
e.\lstent naval surface firc support (NSFS) Currcnt and future ~trategy, dOdnne, and 
programmed ~ystem~ are llladequatc to perform JOlllt expeditionary fire ~upport and 
speCifically, CAS alld CASrrIC. The hl~toncal record proves that the CAS Issue revolves 
around doctrllle, lllter-serVlce f]valry, and money It IS clear thai CAS and CAS/fIC \\111 
be the backhone of jOlllt expeditIOnary firepower but as budget cuts reduce available 
alfframes, it is uncertam by whom, With what. and how CAS and CASlTIC Will he 
conducted Therefore, a Carner-Based Oun~hlp (CBO) c.:oncept is offered to fill thl~ 
crucial void III Ame[]ca'~ warfightlllg c.:apabilit)' 
The nev. military strategy of the Umtcd States focuse~ on a legionally onented 
defen~e po~ture The hedrock of this new ~trategy rests upon JOint expeditIOnary warfare 
capability This lllvolve~ movement of expeditIOnary force~ which are compo~ed of two 
or more Servic.:e~ across oceans to reach an objective area. Mo~t otten, Naval forces are 
expected to proVide the "enahling" power for thiS comc-as-you-are enYlronment 
Thi~ ~tudy provides anaIY~I~ that shows a huge reduction 11l expedllJonary fire 
support capability. The M,mne Corp~ ha<; experienced a 45 percent reductIOn 111 cannon 
artillery. the lo~~ of self-propelled artillery capability. and reductIOns III tactical aircraft 
The ~avy ha, decommi~sloned all battlesh1p :'JSFS 16-mch gun p,atfomls ~md mme 
tbreilt~ coupled with limned littoral water depths v.1ll probably make NSf'S 5-mcb gun~ 
a non-tactar. To offset th1s rcductlOn In organic tJre support. more frequent and sustained 
,lpplication of CAS and CASffIC wIll be reqU1red to ensure vIctory 
The study use~ tour alr-to-ground med~ure~ of ment to comparal1vel), analyze 
selected CAS platforms' (I) target detectlOnirecogmtlOn; (2) lcthahty; (3) ~urvlvablhty 
and (4) combat persJstence. The results paint a bleak pICture of current CAS and 
CASrrIC' capabihty. Therefore, a Carner-Ba~ed Gunship (CBG) concept IS presented to 
fill th1' VOId 
The CBG concept IS modeled after the USAF AC-130 side-flrlng gunshIp with 
modlf1catlOns to enable carner operations, better hard-target kill capability, and mcreased 
~urvlvablhty. It Will proVide surgIcal fIrepower for extended lolter penod,. da)' and mght, 
111 poor weather/enVIronmental condJtions. Its mam mlssion~ will be expedItiOnary 
(' ASITIC, CAS, battlefield air mterdlCtion, and battle damage asse~sment. It v.ill be 
capable of pos1l1vely ldentit) ing friendly positions and delivery of ordnance during poor 
weather/environmental condltlOm. The sensor suite consi~ts of a turret mounted fonvard 
\ookmg infrared and lov.-light-levcl television to provide 360 degree battlefield coverage 
and 10 cover the entlre electromagnet1c ~pectrum. The weapons <;uite comists of one 25-
MM Bushmaster chain gun tor area suppre~<;lon ot personncl and use agamst hght armor. 
one 30-MM Bushmaster II gun tor destructIon ofvehlc\e~ and armored vehicles. and eIght 
Hrllfire mi~<;ile~ for hard-target kill and forward-firing, non-orhlt finng capJbllny In 
addillon, the platform \>,111 be ~un'lvabk It \\,111 h,ne ~tate-of-thc-art self-defense 
capability coupled \>'Ith armr'r platlllg and redundant systems Finally, combat pen'lstence 
will be good The CBG will be carner-capahle and have al lea~l a 1.:"00 nautlcdl mile 
range" 
The CBG concepl IS more Important than the selectIOn of one pamcular platform 
Howevcl, for illustrati~e purposes. thi~ stud) evaluated modifIed version~ of the E 2C, 
S-3. and \"-22 airframes Hs-a-vis th.e four mea,;ures of rnerlllo a~cenalll the practlcalily 
and effecl!vene~s of edch. in.l eRG role The results shov.ed that all three could be u\ed 
but with dlfferenl degrees of effectlvenes~. 
A CBG could he procured u~lIlg off-thr-~hclf technology and hard\>, are to replace 
the Jo~~ of organ!c fire power. Thi~ would provide a quantum leap In CASHIC capabllJl) 
for 10lnt expeditionary force~ 

DEDICATlOr.; 
Duty IS the mo,t ,ubhme word in the EnglIsh language 
(General Robert E Lee) 
On January 31. 1991. an AC-130H gUrJ'ihlp, call sIgn Spm! 03. was conductmg 
an armed reconnaissance ml~SlOn agam~t Ira'll Arm) posItIOns near the SaudI Arabi<ln 
horder IOwn of Al Khaf]!. DUf1ng the ewly mOlllmg hour~. Spmt 03 v,.as tasked to 
engage an Iraqi Free Rocket Over Ground IFROG) mISSIle Slle and the crew 
~uppre~~ed 1t with 105-M:\1 and 40-MM fire. Trteir aggres~lve missIOn executIOn 
prevented an enemy missile attack on Alhed force~ defendmg Al KhafJi. Soon atter 
trtlS actIOn. Spin! 03 was ~hot down and all 14 crew members were killed 
ThIS thesIs IS dnheated 10 lhe brave erev,. of Spirit 03 and to the 58 other 
courageou~ gunship crew members who have given theIr llve~ m the defense of 
treedom 
and where the spirl! i~. there IS freedom 

I. INTRODlTCTTO'\ 
The ,ludent does not ~eck to IC<lm from IlJSton thc 
minutiae' of and tcchlllquc. • 
the' charactenstJCs 01 weapons 
<lnd their COmbl!1dt!On~ 
A. BACKGIU)lIND .\ND PliRPOSE 
In the decadc prior to '· ... From the Sea"l, the strategic tl!in"lnl! of the U.S l'\avy 
and U.S. Mannc Corps was guided by The Maritime Strateg\.' Th!s gO\emmg concept 
focuscd pflrnarll) on conlnbutlon<; of the :\fav) and MaIlile Corp~ in defeating the Sonel 
Union In a global war That strategy focu~ed on "blue v.atcr'· 01' m!d-(>eean-a~pe1;t~ 01 
the naval war. the 11lloral~ (..,hore or coastal areas', werc v!cwcd a~ adJunct~ to he seIzed 
and ut!ltzed to nnprove prospect<, for aChlC\'mg sca control.' 
K~nnrrh R. McGruther, TIle htth Annual Adm,r"l Ch.:rrks M CO"ke Confc,cncc tor l\"a.al 
StraIC~l>I' and Planner, Conkr("nce RerorL :-leV/port. RI. US )la'al War Coll"l'e. 15 Murch-Ii MJ.r~h 
1994',1 
following the col1~p~e of the ,)O\let {:rOlon, then: I~ no ~enous challenge 10 I" S 
Nilyy/.vlarme Corps supremacy on the hIgh ,ea~. Thl, has allo ...... ed L".S. naval force~ 10 
focu, on the httor(ll Jre'l~. The term for domg so lS "N(lv(li ExpedltlOnary \\';nf(lre'" 
t:xpedJllOnary wartare mvolves movement of e;..pedltionary fon:es dCroS~ ocean~ 
to reach an obJecl!ve area. A Naval Expedlt10nary Force is compm,ed of N;wy andlor 
Manne Corps forces. A Jomt Ex.peditJonary Force mclude~ forces of other SerVKe.'> 
[Army, Air Force, Coa~t Guard).' The United States National Seell]lty Strategy IS 
rcplacmg reliance on forward basmg ...... ith capability for expedltionary ...... (lrf,lfC. In tI\]~ 
enVironment. naval forces" will become more Important m meeting Amencan forv.ard 
presence reqU1rement~. Thus, the National Security StJategy of the Umted States 
Increasmgly Will be operationalized b) the joint lmoral warfare concept. The littoral 
region 15 frequently characterized by confmed and congested water and alr ."pace occupied 
by f[lends, adver~arie~, and neutrab-making target detectlon/recojenJtion profoundly 
difficult. 
A vcr) Important aspect of expedllJonary ...... arfare I.'> the absolute nece~.'>lty of 
brmgmg the appropnate force to bear on an enemy at (he Ilme and pla!;e of our choo~lIlg 
Reahties and requIrements of this "new" operanonal enylrOnment place even greater 
demand~ on traditional U.S. mllltary reliance on firepower and maneuver to aVOld the 
negatIve political eonsequence~ of ca5ualtie~ normally assoCIated with attrition warfare 
Clo~e Air Support {CAS) operattonallzes (his concept. 
CAS h an action by fixed ~nd rotary-winged aJrcraft against hostile targets that 




!lll~'lon ".,llh the fife ,lDd J)lIJvement of tho,e force~ - CAS I~ J complicatcd ,md difficult 
Jlmsion to perfonn. It reLJuire~ detmled mtegratlOl1 of fnendlv air and ground force, for 
COmmUnl":dllOn, t~rgd dctectlO[]/n;cngnitlOn Iday and night), 1cthalllY, ~urVln\bllltj, 
combat p(;rSI~le[]ce I lOiter llme). as \\~II .l~ mitig.ulOn of fratrU:IJe and coll~teral damagc 
A suhcategory of the CI\S mlS~IOn b the c1o~(; ,llf ~upportltroop~,m-conlacl miSSIOn 
(CASrrrC'l.' Tile difference III CAS and CASrrIC IS mea."ureu in dl~l:lnC(;, ~peclflcally 
In the proxlmlly to fflendl) forces.' The ddlverj ot ordnance ncar tnendly pO~lllons 
requires complex procedllre~ ,md unlquelj confIgured alrframe~ Th<:refore, the ~ystem~ 
dnd procedures reqUired to mtegrate CASrnc are unique II 
CASfTIC play~ a cnllcaJ role In the 10mt eXpedltlOIl:lr) environment DUring the 
mllidl stage., of all aJl\phlblou~ operatron, the bulk of the fmepower for the Mallne Alr-
Ground Ta~k Force I\1AGTF) come~ from ('AS II ),'aval SUI face Fire Support (!\SFS\, 
artillery, dnd CAS .lre u\ed to support the ground force penelrat10Il HO'We\'er, NSFS has 
been greally reduced due to the decommls~lonmf' of all bdttk~hip~ and a beachhead mu~t 
be e~t"bll~hed before j:lrge caliber artillery can be deployed Therefore, CAS will play 
.m nen mOrl" lmpOfldn! role 111 10111t expedillOnary wdrfare 
Thi.'; thesl~ answers the que~tlOn: "arc current and future ~traleg), doctrme, and 
pwgrammed ~y . ,tem~ ~uJtable 10 perfonn fire support and specifically, ('AS/He mls~ions 
m the 11(;"'" operat10I1:l1 environment thJ.l will be encountered by Jomt expedItIOnary 
WJ1IUIl a one 
damage 
" Pal A 
September 
\' 5. TIle C ASrnC I11I%Wn COIl'''[' of pUlltll~ ordnJllce 011 a largel 
p"'11h.m There IS Inh~rent nsk of rr"lTiCHte and collateral 
'ctm~ AIr SUPPol1,A W.uttghllllj! V,e,,: Armetl F()r~t's Journal illlcrn,'lIollal 
LI Nelle Carnsand~t"nl,m:; Coerr ""ATruef'orcemReaJmc" US"r-:avalillstnute~ 
August 1'1';)4 ,~ 
fore~,'J" The analytIcal flamework wIll examine seicctcd Umted State., r\aval FOIce. 
Unned State~ AIr Forcc (USAF). and Umted Statc~ Army (USA) alrframe~ lO determillc 
It they are adequate to fulfdlthe nUld requHement, of npeditionary CAS. AddltlOnally. 
the the~i~ te~t~ the tea~lb!lllY of a Carner Ba~ed Gun~hlp (eBG) com:eptlO pelform thc 
expedltionary CASITIC mlssion The LJSAF. land ha~ed, non-carner capahle. AC-130 
Gunship is used a~ the docmnal. tactical, and trammg haselme fOJ a CBG modeL The 
AC-130 i~ an cffecll\'c CAS platfoffil wIth umque mghttime capabilitIes and long Joiter 
time whIch make it highly adaptable for a variety of specIal lTllSSlOnS, It provides 
fk'ilbJe. mohile firepower b) emp]oymg accuratc ordnance dehvery on enemy posjtjon~ 
\\hile hnutmg collateral damage It IS e~peclally effective m CASITT(', CAS, aIr 
interdIctIon (Al). and armed reconnai~~ance nllssions I, 
The the~l~ analyzes threc alternatIve carner capable technoJog) candidates. 
cmpJoymg AC-J30 tactlcs and doctrme. to explore the teaslbllit)' of adapting an ancraft 
or concept for execution of the CASrrIC mISSion. Imphcit m thiS analYSIS will he 
strengths. weakne~ses, constraints, trade-offs. inSlllUlional. doctnnal and tmmmg concem~ 
a~~oC1ated WIth acqUlsltlon of a CBG 
B. SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
This fe~eafch focu.,e~ on the assumption that U.S Naval fOfce~ will be an 
"enabling" torce In the new jOint expeditionary warfare ennronment. United States 
r\ational Secunty Polic} and Military Strategy »ill be operationalned hy the joint lmoral 
wartare concept The lmorah arc highly congested and "'nil reqUlfe more frequent and 
suqained CASfTIC appl!cations. 
" DepMtment 01 the A,r I'orce, Orc'~""n' AC_130 Gunsh,p Cmplovmcnt. =""",-,,,=-~ 
X. (hcncctortil cHcd a, AFSOCR 5~ 130. VOL XI. (Hurlbun held f-L I'm l-or~e 
("mm,,-",.!',, 
..... [1 t'xamllhltlOn of St'lvlce !Ole" 1l1l',Slons. doctnnes. ,md force ~tructufe, .."ill be 
conductcd to ascert.lIn when: the fife support ml~~lon. and 'peclfICall} the c ..... srnc 
ml~~lon fib mto this new mllttal)' strategy Joint Doctnne wlll bc rcvle"t'd to detcITlltne 
If J. Jomt CAS/TIC frJ.fllework ha\ heen e~t<lbli,hed. AdditIOnally, mnovatlve concepts 
likc Adaptive Jomt Forcc Packagmg (AJrp) L\ "ill he con~ldered 111 the contnt of the 
Jomt expedttlOtlm) envIronment 
AnalY~I~ will be conduct<:d to detcrmm<: the context of the n<:" C ..... S/TIC 
enVlfonlllenL The thesl' will deflilc rcqUirements from the pro~pe'ctlve of the "grum" 011 
the ground. Mea,ure~ of merit 'WIll he estabh\hed to ilSCCrtJ.1n thc ability ot current CA.~ 
airframe~ to perform the expeditIOnary CAS mISSIOn focusmg on aircraft talget 
deleclionirecogmt!Oll, Icthality, ~urvlvahllity, und combat per~lstencc 
Current fIre support techno log) capabilitic<; and hmttaltol1'i "til be examined, an 
AC-130 casc study wII! be accomplished, <lnd a comparatne analysl~ of 'iclected CAS 
platfonlls "ill he undcrtaken 
A notIOnal CBG concept based on the AC-130 doctnn<ll, tacttcal, and tralllmg 
haselme "Ill bc offelcd to compar<lttveiy an<llyzc ~elccted carner-capahle candIdates to 
as~e~~ the viahlht} of the CBG concept 
Co ORGANIZATION 
This theSIS begill'i with an exammatlon of Unttcd States Xational Strategy 
Guidancc tor J. Unl-Polar World The fall of the SovIet l nion ha<; cauqed L S policy to 
evolve from contammcnt <lnd tor" ani ba~ing to regiOnalism and crisi~ response 
managemcnt The bedrock of National Mlhtary Strategy 1<; no\\' Jomt expeditionary 
watfare 
(r>lonterey 
ldliurru JUlIll lorce, In conduct forwMd pre,cn~c operation> 
:\a\al torce, will provide the "enablmg" power fur the applICation of thl~ strategy ·1 hi' 
environment wjll be operationailled by more frequent and sus tamed ,upp0rt of CAsrnC 
llllssions C AS/nC force applicatIOns and doctnnal concept, will be explored to a,certain 
If a 10Jilt framework ha, been e'itahltshed fOi the execution of JOint expeditionary file 
,upport. Then, anal)'I~ will be conducted on the role" ml"ion,. and functIOn:, of the 
armed force'i to examine hl'itollcal a.> well as ple,ent attltude~ toward the application of 
CASrTIC. Thc chapter conclude, with an ex.!minatlon of current Joint f]fo~ support 
doetnne. trainmg, and force employment to see if thc,e I~~ue~ have bccn adequately 
addre,sed for future JOint expedltlonary \Narfare scenanos. 
Chapter III mve~tlgates the rcalltles and reqUIrement, of the Joint expedlllllnary 
wart"are environment and offer, .! template for the conduct of "new" Joint expeditIOnary 
operatlOns. III addition. general cnteria for the effective applicatIOn of CAS I, delmeated 
and speCifiC mea,ures ofment for CASfTrC wlil be outlined to provide a baseline for the 
compan'ion of pre'ient CASrrIC platforms and the CBO concept. MeasUle~ of mefll 
again focus on target detectlOn/recogmtlon, lethalJlY. ,ufYlvability, and comb.!t per,is\ence 
The result of thiS analY'ls I, expected to Justit) the need for a CBO platform 
Chaptel TV anal)ze'i current U.S fire support capabilitie'i and limitatIOn,. An 
evaluat10n of artillery. navaJ ~urt"ace fire ,uppon. and CASfflC platform, also lS 
accomph,hed. A C"a~e ~tudy of the AC-130 i~ developed m order to proVide background 
for the ~Ide-flrmg gunsh1p concept, delineate system capabihties and limitatIOns. and 
employment doctrine The AC-J30 1, thu, graded ag:am~t the mca,ure~ of ment outlined 
lTI the pn:viou, chapter. AC-130 tactics. doclflne, and measures of men! can then be u~ed 
as the baseline for the comparative anal)si'i of four selected CAS platfonn'i currently 
ta.'ked wnh thiS ml.'i,i(lIl. Ij 
In Chapler V. the CBO concept IS developed, rcqUlrcmenl~ for the operational 
mi'ision are delineated, operatlOl1al capahllitie'i are outhned, and three concept candidate, 
14 Howc;er, lhe CBG [fluSI have bener harJ-largcl lull capablhly am) sur"'abllny than the AC-J'.0 
are e\ammed to fulfllithe role of;, eSG RcLltlW slrength~ and \\~akrll"S~c~ can be 
weighed agam~t AC-1JO tactlc<; and doctnne and graded aga11l~tthe mea,ure~ of ment 
Empha,l' l~ then placed on developlllg a conceptual framework for a eBG, rdther than 
"elecung a speclflc cdndltiale platform. Thl, chapter conclude,> by defining a con..:ept of 
operatJO!l for the CRG and emplo)rnem of atrpower dunng Join! c:>..pedllJOnary warfare 
The fmal chapter prl;~cnts thc the"I\·~ fmal c.onc1usions about iomt e\pedJll0nary 
wadare and thl; viabilltj of a eBG concept. An opp0rtunJlj rnay eXI"t to modify a 
current system or field ,1 new Olll; U~l!lg off-the-shelr tedmolog) to provide C'AsrnC by 
the u~e of a eBG concept The eDG may be Ideall~ ~uited for the fluid, lotter-mtl;w,ive 
nature of thl; jomt expedlllOnal)' \\arfare enVlronment 
n. SOURCES 
·Ihere IS a wealth at source material concernmg the employment 01 U.S. mIlitary 
forces m the aftermath of the Cold \Var. Tim researcher was gUided by the following 
The NatIOnal SeWnt} Strate"} of the Umted States, National tl-llhtary Strateg\, at the 
Unlled State~. and The Chairman of the Jomt Chleb of Staff ReDan on the Rolc~. 
Ml~siuns, and FunctJOn~ of the Armed Force, at the Umted St,Hes. 
Naval Instltute Proceedin"s pro~ided numerous artKles concernmg joint 
clI.pedllionary and lmowl warfare. Addmonal information concernmg e\peditlOnar) 
warfare wa~ gleaned fTOrTI Strategic Re\-le\\ and AIr Force Magazine 
The book, Straw Glant Amellea's Armed Foree~, Tnumph~ and Failure~ and the 
papel, "Clo~e AIr Support Requuements: A Ca~e of InterserVlce RIval!)," provided 
valuahle histOrIcal perspccllve~ about Servtce attitude~ concerning the role and mission 
of CAS. Parameter~ and Armed Forces Journal InternatIonal proVIded mfmmation 
defmmg the context fOf the operatIOnal CAS environment. JOlllt Pub J-09.3 provIded a 
ventable "gold mme" for defmmg the realitie<; and requircmenb for effectIve CAS 
applicatlOn. Alsu, the Gulf War A!! Power Surve\ prm !ded a real-world asse<;~ment of 
current platfoml capabilities and lirmtatHlIlS and mcluded factual data to grade them 
\ersus the measure~ of merit. 
The book, Air Commandos' The OUlet Prote~slonals: Air Porce Spcclal Operations 
Command, gave an e>,.cellent hlsloneal dccount of AC-130 comhat operdtlOns. In 
addition, AFSOCR 55-130 Yol".£i, coupled with AC-IJO Gunship Conventional r.li~~ions 
Tutorial were used to provide AC'-130 eqUlpment capabilltlc" ItmltatlOn<;, and tacllc~ 
To construct a comparaIlve anaIY'ii~ of sclected CAS platfoml~, the Conduct of the 
Per~ian Gulf War' Fmal Report to (\In''res~, Appendi\ T, \\a, u~ed to analyze real-world 
eapabihtles \ersu~ the previOusly outlined measures of merit 
Finall). Jane', All The World'~ Atn;raft wa<; extensl\ely med to extrapolate 
technical data for the three CBG concept candIdates, 
II. [:'\!ITED STATES SI'RATEGY FOR A Ul\l·POLAR WORLD 
The strategl,t IS he who alv..ay, keep~ the ohlectlve of the \,ar III sIght 
and the of the v..ar I, never mIlitary dnd I~ alv..ays polItical 
I Alfred 
The bi-polar v..orld politIcal ;,tructure ha;, glvcn way to a \,orld centenng on the 
Umted State~ a, the hegemonic power for 0\'er40 ycar~. the Amencan grand strategy I' 
of contamment rcl1ected an era of e"\pandll1g Soviet power and aggre;';'lOn. Today. RI.lS;'Hl 
IS focu~ed on mtemal cri;,e;" hut It ,till remains tflC only qate capable of ue;,troymg 
American sonet) v..Jth a ;,ingl~ nuclear exchange. AddltlOnalb, Ru;, . ,lan conventIOnal 
forces still retam three mJiJion men m uniform. HO\H~\'er, It IS un!!!...ely that RU;,;,la 'Will 
again hecome the ;,upcrpower adver;,ary the l.S. faced dunnJ! me Cold-War. As a re~ult. 
the end of the bl-polar ~eeUflty environment emphasI7es regional mlhtary muilipolant) 
Shapmg Lllltcd State, S~cuntJ Strategy for thi, new enVIronment WIll relJl.llre 
developIng, hUlirling. and deploying mliltary capahliity a~ an mstrulllenl of polICY. In 
domg so. It IS appropriate to be (oglllzanl of the hl;,torical le;, . ,ons of the past with an 
apprcnatlon of tfle dan!Cers that he ahead ThiS \vill he a compllc.:tteu ta,k One thing 
I~ clear. Cold-War contmnment policy has yn:lded to military reglOnailsm 
A. NATIONAL STRATEGY GlTIDANCE 
Grand Strategy I;' the an and ~cien(.:e of optIOns. It Ldn be depJCtni by the means-
end~ concept Simply stated, strJ.tegy equa];, end;, (oblective;,1 plus way, Icourses of 
action) plu~ means (instruments by which ~ome end can he achll;:vedl 
There are four broad objective, that form the basiS of current l·.S. N,lllOnal 
Sel:unty Polley: (1) the SUf\IVdl of thl' l mted States as a free and Independent natlOn, 
v,'lth it, funddmentaJ _alue, Intact and Jts lllS\ltutlons and people ~ecure; (21 a healthy and 
growmg L.S economy to en~urE opportunity for indiVidual prospefJly and resource, for 
natIOnal endea\ors at home and ahroad. n) healthy. cooreratlVe, and polltically vigorou~ 
relatIOns with alhe~ and fnendl~ nations. and (4) a ~table and ,el:ure world, where 
political and economic freedom. human rights, and democratic lllslllutlOn~ flOUflSh.IO 
The Urand Strategy takes these ohjectnes and develop, them into lllterrelated 
pohtlcal, economIC, and mIlitary lllqrumcnts of national pov.er. The poiltlcalm~trument 
of power uses the internatIOnal poiltical position and diplomatiC ~kills of the state to 
pursue lldtionai InLerest. The economic instrument of pO\~er is the applicatIOn of a 
natIOn', matenal re,ourl:e, 111 achievlllg those ends. The mditary m~trument 1S the threat 
Of actual employment of armed force Lo achIeve natlOnal end, 
1. l\ational Security Strategy 
Pre~ldent Clmton's ~atlOnal SecurJlv StrdLegv of Engagement and Enlargement'-
focuse, on threats and opportunl1le, offered by the new ,el:urity en,ironment. Its purpose 
I~ to sustam U.s. security v.ith military force, that are ready 10 fIght, to bolster AmeflCa'g 
economic rev1talization. and to promote dernoclacy abroad These objecmes are 
mutually ,upportlve because secure natlOm are more likely to support free trdde and 
malIltalll democratIC structure,. Nallon~ with grov.ing economle, and strong trdde lie, are 
more likely to feel ,ecure and to work toward freedom. And democratic states are more 
mclined to cuoperate With U.S. seeunty policy inJtw.lI\e~. 




The 19Y..; i\atlonal ~eCurl1\ Strdlt:"\, ,i\S')) of thC" UJl1ted Slale\ allC"mpts tu 
achlC"\C" thc'ic ob]t'chves b) <:nldrgmg thc eommunlly of mal].;et demuclaclc~ wIllIe 
deterring and contdHlIII~ d range of thleat, 10 Amcllca, It." allle., and II> lfIlereSh. The 
prcmbc oj thb ~trateg:) I, that the \~oJ!d 'WIll he .,afer and more pro,pewu, If political 
and economic hberalu:allOll take hold nn a blobal ~calc, partlcularl) III countne'i of 
geo~lratcglC Imporlanc<: to American mt('rC~I, 
The [99-1 ~SS lak", the,e obJecl1\e~ and develop, tllem mto politIcal. economiC, 
and military lIl~lrument, of nallonal pow('r The,e ba'ilC oblechws will gUlde the 
dllocatlon of ~carce r"sources \Vhile all instrument" of natIOnal power are mutually 
SUpportlVC. thl~ chapter wdl be limiled by 1I'i focus on the nulilary m,trument of nationdl 
power in the context 01 JOlIll expedillonary warlan~ 
To protect and adv:mcc \ 1 S. mlere,ts, the llmted States must deploy robust and 
fleXible military lorce'i Ih"l can iKcompli,h the followiD!; task>: deal ""lIh major reglOndl 
c:ontmgenCles, prm ide a credible ovelsea<; presence; counter weapons of ma,~ de~truetlOn, 
contnbute to multilateral peace operations, and support countertcrron.'>Ill efforts and other 
natIOnal <;ccunt) obJecll\eS which mclude pumll\,<: altack>, noncombatant evacudtlon, 
counter-narCOlIe<; operallons, natIOn a~SI~lancc, and humamtarran and di<;aster relIef 
operations. l! 
To accompll . ,h the,e task" the L. S. mlillary mu,1 be capable of qlllck rcspon<;e 
and, if nece<;sary. oj fighting and v...inmng. ThiS demdnd~ hlghl) qualifred and motivated 
people, modern. \~el1-maintained equipment. realistic tfdming. ~traleglC mobIlity: and 
~ufflClent support and su~talIlmcnt capabllllle, 
The focus of plannlllg fOi major regIOnal contIngenCIes IS on delerrlng and, if 
necessar), fighting and ddeatlIl!; aggrc~"on by ho<;tlle regIOnal power~. ~ucil a~ North 
Korea, Iran, Traq or le"er re?iondi eont1llgencle~ III smaller countfle~ lIke HaIlI and 
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Samaha I' To deter af'gre,slOn, prevent coercion ot alhed or fnendly go\emmenls and, 
ultlTI1ately. dcteat adversane~. the Lnited State., mU'il have forces thaI can deploy qUICkly 
and ~upplement forward deployed force" along wah regional alhes. m haltmg mvaslOn~ 
and defeatmg the aggre"or.:'J Addlllonall), the contributlon'i of alhes or coalition 
pal1nel.'i will vary from place to place and over time Thus. balanced torces arc needed 
to pro\ ide a '-"lue range of complementary capabilities to cope wIth the unpredIctable and 
unexpected future mihtalJ enVlIonmenl. 
Cold-War threats have dlmmi,hed. but the United State, must remam engaged m 
an interdependent world to advance its pohtlcal. mllitaI). and economIc mtere,ls 
Dome,tlc rene""al will only beaccompli'ihed b) engagmg abroad m open foreign markeb. 
to promote democracy In key countnes. and to counter and defeat emergmg threat'i. 
2. National Militar:y Strategy 
MIlitary ~lrategy Involves employment of the armed torcc'i to secure objectives of 
natIOnal pollcy by thc apphcatlOn of force or threat of force. The objective i'i to deter 
aggre~~lOn This 1', accompli'ihed on two level,: operatIOnal and torce development. The 
operatlOnallevel i\ ha'ied on eXI~ting military capabilitic~ and torce development is ba,ed 
on e,tlmates of future threat'i, oh1ectlves, and requirement'i. 
Correct applicatIOn of milltary ,lralegy can be equated to three el]U1di~tanl leg~ of 
a triangle. The leg, mu~t be balanced to Yield the proper establi~hment of mihtaI)' 
objectives, formulallOIl ot strategic concept'i, and the proper use of military resource'i 
The Goldwarer-Nichols Reorganization Act of 19!16 charge, the Chainnan, Jomt 
Clllefs of Staff (CJCSJ, With the re~ronsibiiJty ot assi~lmg the PreSident and Secretary of 




str~leg: IS blllit upon the four ~t'v foundatlon~ of the ::--atJonal Oefeme Strategy 
Strategic Deterren..::e and Defen~e, Forward Presence, enSI' Re~pon~l', and 
ReconstitutIOn :!I 
The National "Vflhtan Strate"\, of tile United State, derart~ from pf1nClrfe~ that 
have ~haped the Amencan defen~e ro~ture ~ince World W~r it. Mo~t slgmJKant IS the 
shift 110m contmnmg the ~rread of commum~m and deterrmg Soviet aggreSSIOn to a more 
djver,e, f1e\ible strategy which l'i legionally onented and c.lpable of re,pondmg to the 
challenge6 of thl" decade Thl~ strategy lInplements the new regIonally JocLl~ed delensc 
strategy articulated III the Pre~IJenl'~ National Secuflt\ Strate"v of the Untted State~ and 
hUllds upon the A.nnual Report to the Pre~ident and Com!ress provided by the SEC'DEF.?Z 
Because 01 the changes 1Il the ~trategJc em;ronment. U.S. plan~ and resource~ are 
pnmartly foc\l~ed on deternng .lnd fightmg repional rather than global war~. Future 
threat~ are uncertain but they w!ll be met with a much ~maller E.S Base rorct' ~1 This 
force will be a total joint force ,tructured [(l wor~ in Joint and combmed en\lronmcnt~ 
which w1l1 reqUire flexlbliJt) m planninp;. training, and employment 
The b.l~c forcc I, d1\lued into four "force P,Id. . .lgcs" and four '\upport 
c3pabihtle~' Thl; ior(;e paekage~ are those forcc~ that Will be directly mvolved 1Il 
protecting American vltal mterests. \Vhile two of these packages are geographically 
onenled. all four arC" avallab!c lor worltlwHk elrJployment!~ 
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Adaptive plannmg \\ill he uLI1ILed to proVide a range ot preplan ned options. 
encompa~sin~ all the mstruments 01 nat10nai power 10 clearly dcmonstr:lle U.S. resolve. 
deter potential ad\er~afles. and, If necessarj, to dEploy and employ forcl;~ to fl~ht and 
Win. qUl(;kly and dCCl~lvely.2' 
The United States ~tratcg) for the "come-as-you-are" arena of contingency 
re~ponse, requlfe~ fully-tramed, highly-ready torces that are rapidly deployahle and 
mnmlly self-sufficient. This IS the hedrock of ,lomt npedillonary warfare 
3. Force Structure 
The Report on the Bottom-Up Review 26 is the vehICle that ha~ defined the 
strategy. force ~tructure, modeflllzatlOn program~, mdustrlal base, and mfrastructure 
needed to meet new dangers and sel7e new opportunities in the post-Cold Volar era It has 
been used to hUlld a multi-year p1.In for Amenca's future secunty, detallmg the torcl;S, 
programs. and defense budgets the Ulllted States requlre~ to protect and advance its 
mlere~ts 
The Bottom-Un Re\lew outhnes the follo\\mg tour pha~e~ of C.S. combat 
operations for jOlllt expedltlOnar) warfare: (J) hal! [he lIlva~ion; (2) huild up U S. comhat 
power 1Il thl; theater while reducmg the enemy's: (3) decI~l\ely defeat the enem), and (4) 
pro\lde for po~t-war stability 27 Even though the Bottom-CD Review does not list 
offen~i\'e and/or preemptl\e operations, U.S. forces mU~1 hI: fully capahJe to i:onduct these 
comhat operations. 
0< Powell. M,lilar; SlrHle~,. 12 
., Le, Aspln. Rl'ron 011 tile Buttom up Re,jcv.. (Hereafterclted a, Roltom·l1p Revlew) (Washington, 
D.C 19'n) 
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DUflng pha,c I, tht bull-. OJ Amcrlcan force, will come from torward-depioyed 
forces augmented trom the II S mamLmd TIll', places a prernlllm on rapidly deploy..tble 
yet hIghly lethal fOlces to blunt an attack. Forces for thiS pha~e wlll be Iequired to 
accompilsh the follo\\ing tasks help allted force~ estabh~h a viable defen~e that halt~ 
enem) ground forces belore they can achieve crJtlcai oblectlves, delay. dlsmpL and 
de~troy enemy ground jorce~ anrl damage lmes of eomrTIlmicatlOlls (LOCs) to halt the 
attack: and e.,tabh~h a degree of local alr-~ea supenonty. using pnmanly lomt 
expedItlonar) forces PreCISIOn fire . ,upport WII! be \ ita! for the succe~~jul 
aceompll~hment of the~e ubJect1\'es. 
Durmg pha~e n. many of the ~ame force~ wll! be u~ed 10 gnnd down the enemy's 
military potential "hlle addmonal L.5. and other coalItion combat power i~ brought mto 
the legIOn. After more forces have arrned, emphasIs wtll ~hift from haltmg the invasion 
to I~olatmg enem) ground force~ and dc~troymg them. ThiS attack must be ~upplemented 
with direct and IIldlrect preCI~I('n fire ~upport from ground. all, and sea force~, 
The centerpIece of pha~e III \\111 be the L.S. and allied counteroffenSI\e, aimed 
at engagrng, enveloprng, and destroymg or eapturmg enemy ground forces occupyrng 
friendly (emtnry Ta~ks could mciude conduetmg or threatenmg an amphibiou~ lIIVa~IOn, 
dlslodgmg and defeating mfantry fIghting from dug-m pO~ltlOn~, and defeatmg light 
infantry in urban terrain Successfull'onduct of CASfllC wdl be paramount for "ucce~s 
fmally, III the last phase, a smaller complement of joint forces Will remam In the 
theater once the enemy ha~ been defeated, The~e force~ might mclude a carner hallie 
group, an USAF compo~lte wmg. a diVISIon or le~~ of ground forcc~, and speCIal 
opcration~ forces 
Porce enhancements to ;.upport thIS ~trategy are underway. These enhancement~ 
ale geared to buttre';s U,S. ability to conduct a successful millal defense In any maJor 
regIOnal conflICt. Enhancements mclude' (I) strategic mobility through more 
prepositionmg and enhancement~ to aIrlIft ann ~eahft; c::) the ~trikc capabilitIes of camcr 
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;11r \\,'lllg,: \3'1 thl: leth,Jj!lY of Army flfl:power: ,md (4) thl: .Ibllny of 10ng--r<lngt bombers 
10 ddlver conventional ~mart mumtton~Y 
The I\.a\'y l~ piannmg to enh .. mce s[l]ke capahility by mOlilfymg the F-14B 
Homhcat mlo a precl~jon ground :lttack Jlrcraft, and by tlYlllg addltlOn.ll squauron\ of 
F/A-I ~ Homen to forv.<lfd-ul:ploycd am;faft camtr~.2'J HO\\tvcl. the,e tnhancement~ v'lll 
not Improve CASfTIC capablllt). The Army b plannmg to enhance lb flft'po\~er lethality 
by u~lllg the Longhow file control r.ll.iar ~ystem to incrl:<lsc the dfectjvene~~ <lnu 
survlvabllllY of the AH-64 Apache attack helicopter HI The AH-64 w1l1 not he abk to 
forward deploy fast enough to a(;t a~ p:lrt of a Joint expedltlOnary "enabling" force unle~s 
maSS1\,e airhft IS avmlable or thele IS enough time to deploy them on alfcraft carriers via 
the A.TFP concept. 
In addltlOll. these ellhan(;ement~ will he uone in an era of extremely tight defense 
hudgets Tn real term~. the defen~e budget fm 1995 IS thlrt)-flVe percent smaller than Jll 
FIscal 1985. nand 1985 was tht peak ytar for DOD hudget authorlty 1, since the Korean 
War. The Bottom-Up Rev1ew will cut the last Bush administratIOn budget authonty 
estimate hy 91.0 bilhon dol1ar~ hetween FYs 1995-1999;j rhis Wl\l have a de\astatlllg 
effect on the procurement of future mlllta/) hardware 
~) See Mehuron ·Budgel'. 10 The AH-M I, the number two tundlng prlom} for the Army $2734 
mIllIOn has been alloca!ed forFY 1995 
" Se~ 
(GDP) In 
-, Budge! au!hon!y ], the val\l~ oj ne ... obllgahons thm the gowrnment ]s authonled lo In~ur These 
mclu,k 'Olll~ obligatIOns to be Ill!.'"! In later },'ars 
1J Am()U~lS arc In 1')94 dollars Dctense outl"y, a, a ,hare ()f ~ro,\ 
he 2x percent In 19'19 
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Also, .i new mlnd-sel f.lvoring troops oyer system~ IS devcloplng m the 
Department of Defeme and Congres~. John Deutch. Deputy Defense Secretary, ~tated the 
following, "money is ught; we arc choosing people o"er systems." Deutch identifled ten 
large and costly programs he wants the services to consider killing or delaying. And 
long-time military ally Rcp John P. Murtha. D-PA., Chairman of the House Defense 
AppropnatlOns Suhcommittcc, has suggested eiiminatmg the Navy's FlA-IRE and F 
program. J4 More reductions in military equipment are likely. Therefore, technological 
advances m preclslon mUTIltlons, lmproved sur"eillanee and reconnaissance capabilities, 
better sensors. better use of communications and better coordination of existing systems 
to bring multiple, quantum improvements in warfighting capabilities for expeditionary 
warfare and specifically for CASrrIC are questionable 
B. JOINT EXPEDITIONARY WARFARE IN THE LITTORAL 
The new security environment noy" requires a doctnnal "sea change" in the way 
the United States approaches warflghtmg. Naval forces will become more important due 
to mcreased expedltionary and forward presence requirements derived from the National 
Secunty Strategy. Kaval expedltionary forces are offensive in nature. In addition, they 
are cohe~lve, self-sustaining, and tactically and ~trateglcally mobile. The~e forces can 
c~tablish and maintam a forward-based, stabilizing presence around the world. 
Expeditionary warfare has forced the U.S. Navy to shift from the strategic and doctrinal 
planning for war-at-sea to support for joint operations on land. In short, expeditionary 
warfare in the littoral is the na\'al equivalent of maneuver warfare.3S 
'"' W1l1Jam Manhews, .oNe", mind,sel favor, troop, over systems". Air Force Times. September 5. 
1994.20 
" See Depanmenl of the Manne Corps Warfighl!ng. FMFM), (Washington, D.C. March 6, )989), 
59 Maneuver warfarB " a warfighring philosophy that ,eeb 10 ,hailer the enemy's coheSIOn through a 
series ufrapld, vro1cnt.and unexpectedaclmns "'hlCh create a turbulent and rapldlydelenordling>llualion 
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ExpeditIOnary wariare place~ a premmm on naval force~ because land-ba~ed 
aircrart may have hmlled operatmg base~ and mfraqrudure. k ...... er and less timely 
dlplomdtlc cleardnces, longe'r re~ponse tlme~. and kss on-station time at the objective 
area: and heavy Army forces u~ua],y ~upplement or replace the \-lannes only after the 
objectIve area i~ ,eeure 
Naval forces wJlI pro\ide the 1nJtmL "enabhng" capability fOJ jomt operat10ns III 
en~e~ and will partIC1pate m ~ustained efforts hom the Se~ calls for a ~hift away from 
open-ocean warflghtmg on the sea to jOint operatlOn~ '6 conducted from the sea. It focuse~ 
on the "hUor"I", or '"near land" are::!s of the world'~ oceans The littoral reglOn 1S 
frequently charactenzed by confmed and conge6ted water and dir ~pace occupIed hy 
fflends, adver~arie~, and neutral~--mak1l1g ldentification of fflend OJ foe (IFF) dlff1cult 
Ihl~ battlefIeld en\1ronment wtll require more frequent and ~ustallled ~upport of clo~e air 
support!troor~ III eontdct apphcatiom Current naval aIr as~ets can be used most cost-
effectively for amphIbious forcihle entry oper~tlOns (e g , CAS, battlefield an lllterdiction 
(B.\I)", and general over~thc-beach atr <;upeTlOnlyJ. 
I-rom the Sea defllles littoral operations a~ a primary task for naval forces to 
contam CTlses or support ldnd force~ III '"small"' war~ ll1to the forc~ceilblc future. " I\aval 
rorce~ 'Will be u~cd to "'klck 111 the door"' illld conduct sllstalllcd combat operation." until 
heavy jOlllt forces amve III the area of operation (AO). 
""'J1h ..... hlchhecann01COpc 
" Jan S I.Ireemer. '"The r.nd 01 Novat ~lra1t~y: I{c\olu[wnaIY Chanj!C and 1he Future nf Amencan 
~aval Powel SlrategJC R"'Ie ...... Spnng 199444 
IS 
C. ROLES, MJSSTO'IS, Al"IU Fl'l"I"CTTO'IS or THE ARMED FORCES 
Thi~ sel:tlon dt"~(;nbe~ the CAS portion of millt<lf} f()lc~ and ml~~wn~. 
Histoncdll), with the exceptIOn pf the USMC and later the USA, after It~ acqUl~itl{)n of 
::l.tL.lcl helit()pler~. CAS has been ~hunned a~ a tll1SSlOn beLau~e nf il~ Inherent difficulty 
and the peaeelllne demand tor limited re~ourcc~ that <.IfC jlClCCI\cd to )Ield ··blgger 
ul\lLiemis'· if allocated to mOle 'tla~hy" ml~~lOns IIle till supCflont) Today, Joint Puh 
3-09.3 dcfJnc~ CAS as follows 
The fire 'Upp0r1 
co()".hnatl0n hne " used to c·,)()rdmme bre, "f ~Ir. ~'T"und. '" ,ea "eapon 'y'tem' USing any lYr~ of 
ammuml10n ag.:nfl'[ sudacc target.'>. 1he tire support COOrdmdllOn ilne ,hould follow well defined lerrdLn 
features The estauhshrnenl of the 
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'Manne Co~, Dner( Storm Rec()n,{I1Jc(wn Report Vol IV Third 
(Ale,andna, VA no dale), (,7 
" In'(l(u(e tOI Deicn<;e Anal\s". DocumenT D·lOW, (Wa,hmgton,D.C. no dale)J6 
'" See __ , Jomt Pub 3 09.3. V-S the CASrrIC mls,wn cons!>!, of pu((mg ordnance on a large! 
wahin a one kilometer radIUS of the frlendly pO",{ion 'There" mherenl r"k of framc1<k anJ colld(eral 
damage 
..,; TIlOmds W. Garrcn. "Close Air Suppon WhICh Wa) Do \'re Go1", Parameter"~ Decemher 1990. 
29-4, 
::'0 
L CAS: A Historical Perspective 
From World Wdr II emerged the Ihree ba~!C ml~~ion~ of IdCtlCdl 3IrpO\\Cf. Counter 
Air, AI. Jnd CAS. Although their priority depended upon the hattie area and the ~tage 
of the war, It \\as generally In thc order hskd, becduse alT superionty allo\\ed the other 
ml'i,IOn~ to be conducted Without mter/erenee from the enemy dlf fOfce. Toda) , Ai!: 
Force MdllUdl I-I h~t<; CIO'ie Air Support ,I> lb fifth rriont). It I~ preceded, m order by, 
CounteralL Counter'ipacc. SlJateglc Attack, and InterdlClion.'9 
\Vhen Congress ras~ed the ?'\at](lnal Security Act of 1947, It e<;tahli'ihed the AIr 
Force a~ a sep,mne Scnlee and attempted to clanfy Service role~ and ml~Slons to provide 
a framework for program and budget deCISions. Thl~ Immediate I) ~taflcd disagreement 
4' Garrett. "CA~ WtHch Wa, Do \\Ie 
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among the SerVlce~. so. m 1948, the SecrlOlary of DeJen~lO, James Fone<;tal, convened a 
conference In Key We~t. Flonda. where the ChICh of the Servi<.:es hl1mmerlOd out an 
agreement on rolc~ and functlOns. The agreement a~slgned the CAS miSSIOn w the Au 
Force tn ~upport of the Army. howe'<er. the Xavy and Mannes managed to rctam their 
mrcraft.'o 
Dunng Korea, once air superioTlly was a"ured, the Air Force allocated fOrl),-eight 
percent of it~ ~orties for interdiction misslOns.51 The other three .,ervlees wanted mr 
powcr applied at the battlelllle. ThIS sparked conlrovlOr~y about ""hich Ser\'ice (Air Force 
or Marines) <.:ould supply the mostlJ!nely, adequate. and accurate close-air ~upport tor thlO 
ground torces of the LnitlOd '\atlOns Command 
Control of Marine aViatIOn, when the Mannes arc committed to a land campatgn, 
has heen a dtlTlcult and emotional probkm. \1arine aViatIOn has been Ju<;tified on the 
basi~ of lt~ abIlity to supporl an amphibIOUS operation, whJCh the Marines are assigned 
as a pnmary miSSIon Smce amphIbIOUS foree~ arc WJlhout the artIllery support normall} 
organic to an Anny dlvi~ion constituted for sustamed land wadare, Marine landing forces 
are dependent upon naval gunfire, carner based aIr, Manne mr, and Air Force air (If 
Within range) for fire support. After the forces hJt the beach, Manne air augments the 
limited organic artillery. Smce the Army 1<; responsIble for the conduct of prompt and 
sustamed oplOration~ on land (m accordance wah the Ke} \Ve,t Agreement of 1(48), its 
forces WIll replace Marines after the objective area IS ~eeure and the \1anne~ either 
withdraw or become a part of the Army forces 
An exammatlOn of Marine au doctrine shows that it i~ quite similar to that of the 
Air Force (e g, e~tabhshing air ~upefJoTJ1y IS the ftrst order of busmess. and centralized 
control WIth decentraJiled executIon IS deSIrable). But there IS one bIg exception - the 
See __ , ACSC' Semln~rIC()rre,p'mdence Les"," B,)()~, Vol. IV, (Maxwell AI'R AL' Air 
{Tmver"ly, 19<)2), 17-17 
" W,ll,amW !l.lomycr AIr Power H\ Three ~als wwn. Korea. \Ietndm (Wa:"hmglon. DC 
Departmenl of \h~ Alf Force, (978), 163 
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M~rlnt: C0TT'\' t:rnpha~l~ on CAS Rather th,m a la~t·prlOnt) ml<;swn, CAS 1\ the main 
ml"lon. with "lr \up<:norJl) de-empha~l(cd but ~LJll a ncc<:'\\'lf) prcre'lui~lle to both 
alllphlhlOUS operatIOns and CAS. a, well a, other aIr (1peratlOns.': Thi, wa~ true dUring 
Korea hut it I, e~en more 1T1lpOnant today hecau\e of an mcn:",ed emplta,i, on 
expeditionary warian: 
Dunng the Korean \Vm even If the Air Force h"d repnorlllZed it:, C '\S 
allocation. It dId not pos~e" the proper airframes or tr~mlng 10 conductll. Arthur Jladley 
!llcd) sumrnari7ed the capahilltle; of Air Force T ACAIR dunng that war \\h<:n he stated 
Multl-tlllSSmn T ACAIR ag,ets were incapahJe of proVIding ade4uate CAS for gwund 
troops More importantl:>, the;t: ,mcratt (auld not provldl;" CASfTIC. 
After the Korean \Var, the C S developed a pobey of nucledr mas,ive retaltatlon. 
Thi\ ,hlft in doctrine toward stratt:glC ~nd tactical nu(iear employment encouraged the AIr 
Force to tocu~ almost excIU,I"el) upon ,trategic bombardment at the e'pen.\e of ta(tical 
al[ in ,upport of CAS Thl~ prompted Ihe Army to explore \\ay~ to foml a CAS arm ot 
lb own Addllionall), Ihcre wa, virtual lloneXNence of jomt Army-Air Force doctrme 
" Arthur T. Hddlc) , Slra", (;Lanl Amcn~,,', Anned f-orce, Triumph, and ['allures (Ke", Yor~, NY 
A,onBllll\;s,lnh) 1t2·11'-
dunng this period. Therefore, when America became Involved In Southeast Asia, It did 
not have the proper hardware or doctrine to perform the CAS mission. 
A~ the Vietnam \Var escalated, the Air Force once again priontized its missIOns 
in the following order: Counter air. mterdlction. and close aIr suppon General Curtis E 
Lemay, Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF), argued for a concentrated attack against 
targets in the heart of !':orth Vietnam. Indirect attacks in South Vietnam and Laos, in his 
judgement, were not apt to be dectsive. On the other hand, General Earle G. Wheeler, 
Army Chief of Staff, thought it was necessary for U.S. troops in South VIetnam to take 
on more of a combat role. An air campaign, he believed, should be directed at the LOCs 
near the border of South Vietnam, but not at the heartland of North Vietnam. The main 
emphasis should be on the Ho Chi Minh Trail and close air support in South Vietnam.54 
Later in the war, the Air Force's inability to provide adequate close air suppon 
was so bad that a congressional investigation was conducted by the House Armed 
Services Committee.55 The committee concluded that the Air Force had ignored lessons 
learned in previous war~ about the perennial operational problem~ of mght flying, bad 
weather, poor communications, target marking, short rounds, and strike assessment. 
Additionally, the continuous interservice bickering over the single manager for air assets 
and the complicated rules of engagement (ROE) added to the confusion. 
unable to effectively perform CASrnC with multi-mission TACAIR, the Atr 
Force had to "borrow" twenty-five L-19 light ob~ervation aircraft from the Anny to serve 
as forward air controller aircraft and the propeller driven A-I Skyraider from the Navy 
to conduct CAS attacks.56 Also, the Air Force reluctantly modified propeller driven 
transport aircraft mto fixed-winged gunships. In an age of supersonic jet aircraft., megaton 
•• Momver, AIr Power, 14 
" Robert E. Bullrow. "Close Air Support ReqUIrements: A Case of inlerservlce RIvalry," Miinary 
Study Program paper. (US. Army War College. C3J"llsle Barracks. PA, March 1. 1971).8 
'" Buhrow. "CAS RequlTemenls'". 8-10 
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nuclear v"eapc)f]" and ;;optmtlc-Ited cleclf(lTlIC de\ICe" []()thmg ~ccmc'd qUlte 00 
lncongruou~ as a lumbenng f-UnSlllr cvol\mg mto a potcnt "'capon <;)stem HOv,.C\"Cf 
Jack Ballard ~a)<; that Ihe nature of the war IJl Vietnam forced tbe Air h)fCC to take tlii, 
actIOn m ~lIprort of CAS he<.:au~e 
Ihe :\lr "'orce's <.:omhdt alfn.1ft of tbe earl) 1960s 
of len 
Amenca foughl a conventIOnal air war'" itb tactlc~ and multl-mi~~iol1 aIrcraft designcd 
for nuclear warJ.lre lIntllll \~a~ for<.:ed. b} nece~~lt), to conduct CAS opcratlOn~ ThIS dul 
brmg .1 change In taclK~, hllwevef. quantltatl\el) few pial forms "'erc modiflCd to conduct 
thc CAS 1111';,1011 Thc l- S ~tlil pleferred to use the multi-role fIghter th.11 focused on 
alr-Io-alr combat inste.1d of J. dedicated CAS platform ThiS point I~ illummated by 
Kenneth Wcrrcll's ';[Jtcmcnt· 
SeE Ja~l S BallanJ 
l'Wa~hlnl'!ton. DC. GPO, 19~2j, 
FNCC mrcraft <1unn~ the V,elnam \\0',,,. howe,~r 
" Kenn~lh P 
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The LSAF wa~ locked In an dlr-Io-alr mentalny II dn antrame IS nO! sleek, does no! tly 
last, or IS ugly. then it IS of limned operational value "J 
The Army. In frustr:JtiOn. developed the anae\... hehcopter and contmued to refme 
It after the war Dunng the 1970'~, the Air Force hecame worried about losing thc CAS 
mlS~lOn ,\TId reluctantly fielded the A-I 0 TilllnJerhoit 11 ,urcIaft, the only dedicated close 
air support 'IIrcw.ft ever purchased hy the AIr Porce. It IS Interesting to note that the 
unoffIcial name of the A-IO IS the WartHog. In general, l'SAF pilot~ use the WartHog 
as a steppmg ~tone for an a~signment 10 a "real'· flghter. 60 
The CAS Is~ue remamed 'status 4UO'· untIl the Goldwater-Nichols Act of ]9l:l6 
Iequired the CJCS to '·periodlcally recommend such changes in the aSSignment of 
funct!On~ (or roles and mls~!Ons) a~ the Chamnan consider~ neces~ary to achieve 
maXImum effectiveness of the Amed Forces." 61 By the ~troke of a pen, Congre~s had 
fOfced the ServIces to fe-evaluate the CAS mISSIOn. 
DUling 1989. In compliance \vith the Act and III response to a congreSSIOnal caJ! 
to ~tudy c1o~e au support (lTIcludmg the feasihlht) of transfemng the mlSSlOn to the 
Army}, then-CJCS AdmIral ¥hlilam Crowe suhmllted a roles and function report that 
included the follov.-ing ~tatement 
CAS IS not an Iswe onl) for the Arm~ and the AIr Force .. All four 
CAS functIOn. CAS fOl naval is aSSIgned 
and the Manne Corps. CAS for operatwns was 
when it hecame an mdepcndent serVICe, and the 
" Cohn L Powell ('h~\[rn~n ,,[Ihe 10m! ChIch "fS1J.J[Repon Un Ihc Role, MISSIOns and f'uncuon' 
of the Arme<.l I-orces "flhe Umled SI~(e,. lHcreafler tIled 3, Repun em Rules and MISSlon'i, (Wa,hinglon. 
DC oro. 1'I'n). \ 
Thb statcmenl \\a~ I~~ued under rhe new Splflt of jOlntness; howe\er, Ihe Arm) and Air 
Force chtef~ SUbIllttled the follO\\mg 10mt dISSenlltlg opmlon 
The Army and Ihc An Force do not dttack 
sy\tem~. Attack helicopter umb 
to enable the theater commander to ma~~. concentrate. or 
intnHhe.lter. \\ohlch i~ a \-ital characleriMIC of CAS \Ve 
that the onginal concept of AIr Force Itxed-'>'.ing 
1Il close to fnendly forces remalTI~ 
CAS 
It IS under~tandabk how Ihe Cilld oJ StafJ of the AIr Force could I~Slle thi~ statnne-nt: 
hov.,e\er, it 1~ perplexmg that the ChIef oj Staff of the Army would concur. bpeciaJly 
after the h1storIC"ally poor C"SAF CAS performance coupled with no planned upgrade to 
CAS capahllity Tht~ ~oullds hkc bureaucmtie politlC"s at the highest le\el~ of the mihtary 
estahJr~hmenl 
The ne'>'. CJCS, Geneml Calm Po\\elJ. forwarded the roles and funClion~ report, 
reversmg Admiral Cwv.,e's pos1tlon on CAS and ~upportilIg the Arm) and Au force 
sen-ICe chief, rhere/ore, General Powell supported the SUppositIOn that CAS could only 
be necutcd by fiXed-wlJlg aircraft 
In the current Report on Roles and l\.fi"ion>, dated Fehruary 19CJJ, General Po",~11 
As the U,S, adapts to global change~, it i~ placing more emphasIs on rapid respons~ to 
regional Cfl~CS, This puts a premIum on the expeditionary capabllities of the Manne 
Corp~ and the contIngency capabllitle~ of Ann) airborne and light mfanlly forces, In 
addilion, further reduction~ ill forward ,tatlOmng of forces will increase the Importance 
of other forward prc,ence operatIOn>, For example, the Adaptive 10mt rorcc Packaging 
concept will use geographically and mis,ion tailored joint for!:es contaimng a mix of mr, 
land, ,pe!:lal operation" ,pace, and manl!me force~ to meet the supported commandtT-m-
chiefs' (CIN"Cs)regUlrcmenb, 
Hardware will be supplied aiter careful ~tudy of the trade-offs between new 
acquisitIOn and the mOlhficatlOn of exi\ting ~ystem~. In man) !:a~es. the replacement of 
exi~ting s)stems to maintam a technological ad\antage i~ not as critical today 
Development programs have been reduced and equipment will be retained for longer 
peflod~ due to system upgrade~ and modification" The Navy', F-14B Bomhcat is an 
,~ Powell, RC")Ofl on Role, 
ex;,mple ot thl~ philosoph.' Thl~ may open d \\ Ifldo\\ of (lppOnunll! to modIfy .1Il 
cXI;tmg <lllfHIHle lor the iCxciu,IVE perfOrnl<lIlCC of the CASrrlC ffij,;IOn 
The 1991 C'JCS report examines the ahliity of Air Po\\t'r ll> conduct CAS for 
ExpedItIOnary v.arlarc ami fo[\\-anl pre~e'nCE III response to rlOglOIlal military thrlOat; It 
state~ that it I~ Important t() keep the of who provides C' AS separJte from \\ luch 
type of aircraft Will perfoml thlO fundion~' Furthermore, all 01 Ameflca'~ ;,vlatioll 
element'i, mcludlIlg aHad. helicopters Cdn and must be prepared to suppOrt troops OIl the 
ground. Therefore, it recommend; lllcluSlOIl of attack hehcopter; as CAS as~et; and 
realignment and c1anircatlon of lunctlOn; and doctnne to IIlcJude CAS a~ a prImary 
miSSIOn area for all SerVices, 
The C,\S j,;ue heen a real political hoomerang Thi~ i~ the thlfd poiKy 
change (dUrlllg a ,pan ot four ),lOar;) to role, and miSSiOns about which servIce and what 
klIld of platfoml WIll pro; Ide CAS. Even more perplexlIlg l'i the fa(.:t that the fanner 
ChIef., of staff of the Am}) and All' Force do not regard attack helicopters .1; CAS 
weapons systems Thl~ IS lmportJ!ll because CAS Will playa crlltcal rok III thlO JOlllt 
e\pedltlonaryenvIronment 1t appt'al, that the Chleh are confu~e'd about how, who and 
what platform~ wdl pro\'lde CAS- perhap~ thI~ IS why no other a~pect of lOJc~ and 
mls~ions has sparked more dlObate smcl' thl' IlJ48 Key We . ,. Agreement. Why all of tht' 
dl~agreemenf} Is thiS bureaucratIC politics or the fact that no .'>ervlce can adequately 
perform the ml~~ion') Thi~ re'iearcher beheve~ that it ~ome of hoth 
1n addition, the 19')3 C]CS report ;tate; that CAS-capabk alrnaft must he fully 
incorporated into lomt operatIOn.<, To en,ure ulllfonmty of executIOn. a ~tandardlzed. 
joint procedural and control system has been developed, It l~ hoped that the mtegratlOn 
of fixed-wmg aircraft and hehcopter~ wdl allow commanders at all levels to take full 
;,dvantage of dl;linctly different, but complementary, capabllJtle~ of each type of platform 
" Powell Kenon on Roles anrl M""on;,Ill-I~ 
lluwever. the nature of expeditionary warlare may bmit the avadabllity of CAS plat!orm~ 
due to a lack of ba~e mtrastructure, diplomatic clearances. response tllne, IOller lime. 
speed. lethalllY. and nexihlhly 
The ]9lJ3 CJCS report asslgn~ each Service the CAS mi~~lon as a pTimar) 
function, but each wIll specla!ile In the type for which It is cUlrently ~tructured. To 
clfect thiS change, the report recommends thai Service functlOn~ he reahgned: (! J Air 
Force proVides flXed-wmg CAS to the Army and other forces as directed. and provide 
flXed-wlIlg CAS to amphlhious operations; (2) Navy and :\tIarine Corp~ provide flxed-
wmg CAS for conduct of naval campaign.,> and amphibIOus operatIons. and provide flxed-
wmg CAS fur other land operallon~, (1,) Army provide rotary-wing CAS for land 
operatlOn~, and proVide rotar;.-wing CAS to Naval campaigns and amphihiou~ 
operatlOn~.6-
This suunds '"JOIl1I" 111 theor); however. there are still disparate view." bemg 
espoused General Ronald Fogleman, CSAF recently ~aid, 
The mission of close air support IS an area that I thmk the Alf 
Force would like to ~tart to treat as not a pflmary miSSIOn. In fact WIth 
advances that have been made with other bllttlelield ~ensor~. such as J-
STARS. tugether with ..... ise future investments m our ability to 
enem) forces ll~ they come toward the battlefield, CAS becomes more 
an emergency procedure. We need it m sit\latlon~ where I,\,e have aJ[ol,\,ed 
number~ that they are threatening to overn'he1m 
We want to remedy thl~ In t ..... o ways: Do not let the 
the ground force commander tho~e assets that he 
when engaged. That means organic firepower. to 
and. if need be and If the Arm) wants to make the 
3() 
This may appear jLl~llfiable in hmd~lghl of the Deserl Storm cxpellence. hut what about 
mOle demandlllg m~Jor reg-JOnal contliet (\fRC) scenarios and future expeditionary 
warfare operalions hke Haiti 01 Somaha when heavy Army forces functilln like a follow 
on force'! If the Army is a~,igneJ the primary responsibility for CAS, c\'en InnovatIve 
conceph like AJFP will not supply enough firepower lor expeditionarv warfare 
As previou~ ~tateJ. NSFS, artillery, and CAS support !vfarme amphihious 
operation~ and ground force penetratiun. In that regard. the 1993 CJCS report addrc~sc~ 
three other lire ~upport Is~ues. hrst, Manne Corps organic artillery fire support will be 
decreased. The Multiple Launch Rocket SY~lem (YILRS), as a cost cutting measure, will 
~tay wllh the Army. It will he availahle to the Marines only after the Arm)' arrives in the 
AO. Thi~ event coupJeJ with the decommissioning of all hattie ships will make accurate. 
sustamed, all weather CAS mandatory for expeditionary warfare. Second. Army light 
infantry force~ WIll be reduced. This may increase the extent of expo~ure for the Marines 
in the AO because the then; may he a shortage of Arm)' Light FIghters to supplemenl 
them. Therefore. the USMC may have to hold territory longcr until heavy Am1)' 
remforcemenb arrive to supplement and/or relieve them. Third, Marine Corp~ aviation 
will be the "airborne artille~y" that provides must of the supporting CAS firepower during 
an expeditionary operation bccause llSAf' uniL~ may lack the reqUlred base infrastructure, 
O\'erflight righh. CAS force slructure or tanker support to conduct ~ustained ()per;ltion~. 
The combination of Na\'y and :-'1arin.: TACAIR can increase the sortie rate for aircraft 
supporting ground forces. However. to save money. Marine NA-18 ~quadrons arc being 
reduced and the number of AV-8B~ i~ b.:ing reduced by,' one quarter. ~9 A reduction in 
'" Ronald R. Fogleman. "Changing: Role, and M;;,lom , 'r~~ch pre,enled (0 the Alr War CQllege 
N~l;onal Securiw rocuITl. O.-laxweU AFR. AI.: June 1. 1994j 
"" Powell R~pon on kole, and M"'lOT1', 111-17 
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mrval torce CAS plalfomh i., a ,tep in the wrong direction for the credihle conduct of 
expeditionary \\arfare_ More imponant. none of Ihe Service, po.'_'e's an adequate 
CASITTC platform 
The historical rer:ord suggests that CAS i_, lot.:h.ed in bureaur:ratic politiCS, It 
revolves aroun.:l the issues of doctrine, 1Jltel'-service rivalry. and money. It is clear that 
CAS will be the hackbonc ot joint expeditionary warfare firepower and It is equally 
certain that budget cut.'> will reducc CAS platfoffils. but it i~ uncertain by whom, and with 
what and how CAS \,>,,'111 he conducted 
As long as thl~ "politICal" issue t.:enters around which Service ~tands to gain or 
lose the most, or the doctrinal nnpllcations ot changes to traditional role~. m15sion~, and 
tunctions, future perfonnance of the CASrTIC mlSSlOll will be I1l concert \'mh its 
historit.:al pa~t. Only one issue really count~. and that i, how to ensure that Ameflcan 
troops, locked in combat with an enemy. get all the fire support they nccd. However. 
dc~pite recognition by some partic~ of the ncw rcality of conflict in the late twentieth 
century, resolution of the projected lack of fire support in expeditionary warfare IS not 
currently on the horizon. 
O. JOINT FIRE SUl'PORT DOCTRI~E, TRAINI]'I;G, AND FORCE 
EMl'LOYMENT 
Doctrine i, a fonnal ~et of guidelines based on experience While hislory doe~ not 
provide ~pecific formulas that can be applied without modification to present and future 
situations. it doc~ provide the broad conceptual ba,is for the understanding of war, human 
nature, and military power. Thus. doctrine is a p:uide for the exercise of professional 
judp:cment rather than a set of rules to be followed blindly Therefore, it is the starting 
point for solving contemporary problems 
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Doctmll: ,houid h~ ainc-grO\\lrl!" evohlllg. and maturing. ~e\\ expcnence.,. 
remterpretatlolb of former e'(penence~. ad\ance, In tcChJllljOg). change" JJ1 threJt~, and 
cuhural 
change~ can direct alteration, 10 parI', of doctnne \\ hdc other p,lrl~ n:maln conqant If 
thmkmg aoout mIlitary power slrlgnates. then doctnne can heeome dogma '0 TjlJ~ ha~ 
bcen true conC"lomlng the .!ppllcatlOJI of ('AS 
Although nelthel polley nor ~tralE~g). Joint doctrine deals wrth the !undamentaj 
J~S\le of how be~t to employ the nrltional m!litary power to achieve ~trategic end~. 
Becau~e US mlhtal'Y forcc~ '" ill operate and flght .Iomt!). II IS Imperative to learn and 
practice jomt doctnne, tacllC~, techmques. ,md procedurc~. fer:d back to the doctnne 
proce~s the le"orl~ learned m training. ex.crCl\e.'>. and operatlOn~: and en\ure Service 
doctnne and procr:dure~ are eonsl~tent. ThJ~ IS cntlcal for present and future 
effecl1vene~~.~' 
The Goldwater-NIchols Act ha~ gone a long way to enwre that the Sen Ices have 
been integrated lI1to a true Jomt force. However. thl~ I.'> an IteratIve process and many 
obstacles mU~1 SId! he overcome I'or example. contmued mterserVlce flvalry, the 
fundamental change in the world \ecurity environment, and the role and mJS~lon of CAS 
all cause budgct battks wllhm the Department of Defense (DOD). 
Although lomt Pub 3-09 arl1culate~ procedures for integration of Jomt fIres 
(artillery. CAS. :-';SrS). il does not contain any gUJdance for operatJons in the jOint 
expedltlOnary warfare environment Tt state~ that when appropriate, a FSCL will he 
de~lgnated by the land or .!mphibiOu~ force commander and coordinated with the loint 
Force Air Component Commander (lFAC(') and other ~upponmg clements. The FSCL 
'" D~p.lTlrr,,""1 ot tlw All I or~~. bJ:..M.U,~. 'I' 
Joml W~rta,e of the C S Anned Force.'. JOlllt Pub 1 (Wd~,lllng'011, D.C (991), b 
" Colm L Po"dl. A Doctrinal 'Iut~menl of SckcleJ hum Oprr,lIEC1nal Concepts, (\Va.,hmglOlI. D C 
1992),][ 
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I~ a perrTll~sive fire support coordmation mea~ure used to expedltl; flre~ Short of the 
FSCL, all fires 'Will he controlled by the land or amphlhlOU\ force commander, who has 
the responslbihty to execute and inlegrate all ground fire ,upp0rt OperalJOn> (employmg 
air. sea, and all ground forces) 
loint PublicatlOn" 0 provlde~ the only gUidance fOf lomt operations in the ilttoral 
or mantlme enVlfonment and It addfe~~es the concept m broad, general term<;." For 
example. it ~tate~ that naval opelation~ m the lJltoral can pJOvlde for the ... eIZUTe of an 
adversar;'s port. naval ba~e, or coastal air base to allow entry of other element~ of the 
Jomt fOIce Controlled littorals often offer the bl;~t rO~ltlOn~ from whICh to begm, sustam 
and ~upport jomt operations. especiall) m operatIOnal areas wllh poor tnfrastructure for 
wpporting operatJOns a,hO[I; 1\aval forces operattng III thl; littoral areas can dorm nate 
coa,tal area, to ma~~ forces rapidly and generate tugh inten~ity offensive power at tlme~ 
and m location." reqUired by thc JOInt Force Commander (lFCI. Additionally, even when 
jomt force ... are fmnly estabh~hed a~hore. ltttoral operatJOn~ provide lFCs With e:<ccllent 
operatlOnaJ maneuver from the sea, Tht po~ttional advantage gamed by '.uch maneuver 
create~ an obvIOUS dtlemma for the enemy. The mobility of naval force, at sea. coupled 
With the ability to rapidly land operationally significant force" can be key to achieving 
lFC obJectlve~. The,e carabilitie~ arc further enhanced by operation,1I fk:<iblJity and the 
ahiltty to Identify and ldle advantage of flcetmg opportumtie~.'4 
Additionally. loinl Pub .'-0 docs not articulate any speCific aspeet~ for the 
operatIOnal conduct of httoral warfare. Therefore. a framework for the apphcatlOn of 
Joint fire support in the httoral mu~t be addres6ed. Since the e"enee of Jomt fue <;upport 
IS to aehieye the JFC'~ overall intent, how tire . ,uppor1 mi~~JOn~ arc targeted, and agamst 
which level of objectives must be addre~sed. For e:<amplc, 
DD~1rIne F(}rJDJnI Operatwn" jDLnt Pub 3-0, (hcr(""ancrclted a, JOLnl Puh 3-0), 
(Wa,llInrt0n. D.C' 1(94). lV·2~·"21i 
lomt Pub 3·(1. IV-1<;-"21'> 
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atLacb deep in the adversary's rear area will have broader operational effects, but a 
delayed effect on ~urface forces. Strikes close to surface forces will more quickly 
produce discernihle results, but only in the vlcinay of the attach. The art of 
orchestration is in halancing the operational and strategic needs of the JFC with the 
tactical desires of surface commanders. This will be a fundamental operational objective 
of httorai warfare. 
Today, it is difficult to train for joint littoral warfare because there is no doctrine. 
Specifically, since there is no joint fire support doctrine, it is impossible to provide 
appropriate CAS to thc JFC. Even if there wcrc adcquate doctrine, there are few 
platforms capable of perfonning CASmc. This is once again, a case of "back to the 
future" 
Until joint fire support in the littoral is emhraced hy joint doctrine and a capable 
force structure is built:75 joint fire support employment may be a highly ineffective, 
fragmented procedure at best. and at worst, become a lethal environment for U.S. 
expeditionary force~. 
" CASfTIC capahle ptatfonns will be mandatory. 
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III. REALITIES A~D REQlIIREI\1ENTS: THE "r-\EW" OPERATIO~AL 
AIR EI\YIRO:\'lE~T 
One can never have too many guns; one never has enough 
{XapOleoll) 
The fi\.ed wmg and rotary wing t.:apabililie~ of the Army. ~·avy. Air Fort.:e, and 
Marine Corps are unique and wrnplernentary. The military events of 19q3-94 occurring 
in Bosnia. Somalia, and Haiti, provide a template for the employment of America's 
~lJrpower. In the future. it will be more important to ha\'e combat power 1Il theater than 
a large rr;talialOry force walling in reserve. Aircraft carrier hattie groups containing na\a] 
tactical aviation wing& and amphibiou~ ready groups with speewl operations-eapahle 
Marine Expeditionary Unil.' will he important for prompt and sustained com hat operations 
on and from the sea. In ex-peditionary \\arfare, the Marine Air-Ground Task Force 
\MAGTF) w!ll be the '"enabhng for.:.:e" that w!ll dommatc and exploit littoral battlespaee 
during the earliest phases of hostilities. The \1AGTF will employ rapidly expandable air-
ground formations, capable of operatmg from ~ea base., or ashore.'" During thc initial 
&tage& 01 an amphibious operation. air support will br; needed to protect the operation 
from enemy aircraft and to support troops ashore. Unless the as&ault takes place near 
friendly territory. the bulk oj the flfepower will be provided hy carrier based CAS 
platforms.77 Therefore, It should be antICipated that naval platform., will supply most of 
the CAS for expeditionary forces until Air Force and Army U';set~ arrivr; in the,lter to 
support the campaign 
In the early phasr; of air operations. 1he JFC will work to secure air superiority 
E.,tablishing control of the air and neutralizing the enemy's air defeIl~es are objectives in 
1990). X'i-H6 
" Hereafter. pla!forrn, arC Ikfmed as fLxed or fO!al)-wingced d~rmpace "eh,cle, 
this pha,e. In general. control of the air is a prerequisite 10 pursuing other ObJectives 
Once friendly force, can operate Wllhout unacTeptablc hindrance and risk, air operations 
~hol1ld focus on neLilraliIing the enemy cenler(,) of gravlty through ,lrategic altack, AI, 
BAT, or CAS. But CAS may be the most critICal mi,sion for air power, pal1ieularly when 
Jt is essential to ensure the success or ~urvi\'al of friendly ground force, For example, 
in joint expeditionary warf:\fC, if friendly ground force~ are engaged at the oubet, the 
primary focus of the air effort should be local air superiority, suppression of enemy air 
defense (SEAD)'" sy,tems, CASrrrc, CAS. BAL and then At of do~ing enemy forces 
to curtail their ability to su,tam the offen~ive untrl friendly force." gain the upper hand 
A. CAS REALITIES 
From the prospective of the ~oldier on the ground, CAS is "broken." Prohlem~ 
associated with appollionment, employment, and command and control have not been 
addressed. Therefore, no ground commander in hi, right mind would lock himself in 
mortal combat relying on a key weapon ~ystem that mayor may not be there to support 
him. Air superiority in another region, the Al mi6,io!l, and other ground priorities may 
receive precedence over CAS. Even if the commander does receive an apponionment of 
CAS, the perennial problems of weather, light, and timing will degrade hh ability to 
employ it The command and control of a TACAIR flight requires a difficult 
, Departm~nl of the ALr Force, JFACC Pmncr. 2 cd" (W~,hmgron, D,C.: 1994),22. 
coordination drill. under a severe tHnc-constramt: ~hUl down 01 shift artillen" mark 
fl'iendlic~, pick and idclllifv target 'i-all for four or ~ix bombs and some 30 M:v1, and 
maybe a }.JaV(>rick mi~sile' Moq Army ground commandcr~ believe that thcy will 
never ~ee CAS, and do not count on It, even in plannmg 
The Marine'i, on the other hand, have an air comhat element that Includes rotary 
wlllg a~ ""ell as fixed wing attack ain:raJt. The large number of Marine TACAIR 
platforms are iustified due to the hghtness of :v1arine ground force~ and their lad: of 
heavy art!l!ery and NSFS. This air package gives Marine ground commanders dedicated 
air SUppOll. HowevCT, the~e platforms have limited utility in the CASfrlC environment 
Air power ad\'ocatc~ have blurred the distmctlOn between CASffIC', CAS, and 
BA! ITmsions becau~e mOSl air assets are not capahle of providing CASrrIC support 
Therefore, the bulk of what air power proponents refer to CASfTTC is really CAS or BAr 
to the "grunt" on the ground 
The difference between CASrrrC and BAT de\'olves to a risk a~sessment decision 
CASffIC, from the pro~pective of the grunt, consists of pUlting ordnance on target within 
a one kilometer r::tdlU~ of a friendly positwn, By contr::tst, air proponents generally view 
the missIOn a." air interdiction attack .. again~t ground targeb that have a prompt effect on 
the operations or 'icheme of maneuver of fncndly force~, However, the prO:\lmlty of 
ordnance delivery in relation to friendly forces is based on platform capabihty becaU ... e 
most asseb are not tecllilologically capable of employing munitions within one kilometer 
radius of friendly force~ without undue ri~k of fratnclde.~1 Dunng DeSt'rl Storm, 
appflnimately 39 percent of lhe fratricide incidents (I I of 28) appeared to be as a reSUlt 
of target misidentifications. Of the 28 total incidents 10 wcre in ground-to-ground 
Garrell, '"CAS Wf]]~h Way Do We Go'!' 
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engagements, with ~4 killed and 57 wounded. whllc nine were in air-to-ground 
engagements that resulted in 11 kllled and 15 wounded.": Of the mne air-to-ground 
incidl:nb, one was from an Army AH-64, four were from USAf aircraft. one from USMC 
aIrcraft. and three were from high ~peed ami-radiation mi~~ile,<, delivered from 
undetermined sources These im;iden\.<, occurred even though limited CAsrnc 
applications occurrcd during the W'If. After actIOn repons indicate that there is still a 
need for an identification system that will identify friendly vl:hicle~ from the air, a~ well 
as a ground-to-ground identificatIOn ~yslem, at extended range~ in reduced visibility and 
darkness without betraying these locations to hostile forces 
Only a ~mall percentage of platforms can perform the CASrTIC mission, and still 
fewer are night CASfTIC-capahle. Most impOitantly, only the AC-J30U and r-15E are 
capahle of ordnance delivery during all environmental/weather condition.".') Specific 
capabihties and lirmtatiotls of selected attack platfonns are discussed in Chapter IV 
The joint expeditionar;.' warfare environment will require more frequent application 
of CAS ll1 the TIC role. Since the U.S. ctlrrently po~se~se~ platjoml~ that can adequately 
eonduct BAl. it i~ imperative to acquire a CASrnC platform that can accomplish the 
mission ill all environmental eonditions, day or night, because historically. CASrrlc. 
CAS, and BAI have demonstrated a tremendous beneficial ~ynergy. Examples from 
Korea and Victnam prove that apphcation of these missions, together have had a 
devastating impact on the hattlefleld, particularly in situations where airpower has been 
able to offset disparities between opposing ground fOf(;es. 
In Korea. the dichotomy of AIr Force and Navy CAS doctrine actually had a 
synergistic effect for battlefield coverage. The Navy-Marine system provided CASfTIC 
See nep~rtmem of Defen,e, (onduCi of the l-'ersJan Gulf War: Final Report to Congress. 
(Wa.shinglon, D.C'.; [992), M-3fto,.l-4 
, Both am'raftlmve the APU-18U synthetlc apenure (SAR) fir~ control ",dar which allows 1-'1~ci<lon 
alt-weather wr-lO-gTound hrecontrol 
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support (within 45-lIn meters of fllendly position'i wilile the AIr force provided BAI 
(usually outside om~ kilomder of iriendly positlons\. Although this caused inter-~('[vice 
rivalry. thc sy";tem worked fairly well. In VicTnam. appllCallOn of CASfBAI in 1068 
pre\'eliled Khe Sanh rrom hec'Jming another Dien Bien Phu. Massivc and <;ustained 
CASIBAI strikes. in conjunction with dc~peratc glOund fighting defeated thc North 
Vietnarlle<;e 1072 <;pring offensiveg-l ThlOse examples are instructive for the future 
doctrinal application of CASrrre, CAS. and BAI in expeditionary operations. 
Given the great dl.',(anee to expeditionary warfare operatJllg areas. the bulk of 
CASrrlC mission<; during the "enabling" phase usually will be performed hy naval foree 
assets while the majoflty of BAI I-I-'ill probably be performed by Air Force a~seb. If 
properly performed. thi, arrangement can provide synergistic firepower for the battlefield 
But the disturbing fact i~ that naval forces do not pos~ess doctrine, airtrames. or 
technology to conduct CASt'TIC missions. In reality, hi'''torically intransigent doctrinal 
policie,. inter-s<'rvice rivalry. and funding battle~ have left the U.S. Armed Force~ with 
few platforms that can conduct the CASITIC mbsion in the expeditionary warfare 
B. Cm",-TEXT FOR THE OPERATIONAL CAS ENVIROSME]\'T 
CAS IS the air miSSIOn that ha~ the greatest immediate Impact on the battlefield. 
It has worldwide applicahility. The requirements and capahilities for the miS~lOn vary with 
the spectrum of the threat from low to high intensity 
CAS and CASrnC haye historically been high-attrition missions. These missions 
have alway~ involved instances of fratncide including friendly ground forces and the CAS 
platfonn. Because of the swirlmg. nonlmear battlefield. the "fog of war" will be great in 
" Rl~harJ P. H~lIlOn "BattlefIeld Alr Support. A Relro'pcttivc 
Sprml' 19')0 
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the expeditionary CAS envimnmenL The proximity of friendly ground forces to targets 
pre~ents challenge~ and opponunities. 
To exploit thesl: opponunitil'~. a commander mu~t devote great attention to 
command and control of aerospatc and ~urface forte~. These arrangement~ must provide 
the clo~e tOOrdmalion a commander ileeds to ~ynchronize torces while avoiding an~ 
unacceptable risk of fratncide. The success of these arrangements depends largely on 
how well subordinate aerospate and surface commandl:[s understand the capabilities and 
limitations of c1o~e air suppon platfonns 
CAS can make a great contribution to campaign success. During an offenslye. it 
can make a transition from 'itatlc to mobile operation~ easIer for surfacc force, by helping 
them achlcve a breakthrough (as in Operation Cobra's contnbution to thl: Allied breakout 
from Normandy) and once ground operation~ are fluid, CAS can help ground forces 
mamtain a high tempo in their advance (as with XIX Tactical Air Command's suppon 
of Patton's Third Army in 1944), Similarly, on the defenslye. it can prcvent an enemy 
offen~i\"e from achieving the mass neces,al)' for success (as at Khe Sanh in 19(8) or from 
maintainmg tempo (as in the Battle of the Bulge in World War TIL R' The mastery of 
CAS and CASfTTC will be an irnponant challenge in high tempo operations 
CAS and CASITIC application must be massed, lethal. continuou~, and 
rcspon~lve. but it i~ not sunable for all targets. It ean fill organic firepower shortfalls, or 
."yncrgistically contrihute to ground fires to produce a total effect on the enemy that is 
hoth psychological and phy~ical.'6 A. represcntative sample of CAS and CASITIC Lype 
targets would consjst of dispersed annored vehicles. squads of enemy infantry in fortified 
positiom. ami hardened automatit wcapon cmplacements. This target set dOl:s not 
nonnally lnclude heavy armor 
Ra,;c Aermpace Doctrine oj the Umled Slates AIr force. AFM ).) 
)992).165.166 
" Pal A. Prntland. CAS", ')2·96 
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CAS and CASilIC should be viewed J~ ~l "y~tcm. It i~ a war-fighting cJpability 
that consi~ts of hardwJrc. training. logistics, ami operalional concepts that place the 
>I.'capon ~ystem on targel with limited collateral damage and wilhclut fratncide 
AdditionJily. the employment of airpower in the~e ,ituations will reiy on po~ilive 
thinking, attJtude, and lm<t).'inallon 
Tnsight into ~e!'\'iee atliludes eoncemin,!.' the C'xpechtlonal)' CAS envIronment can 
be gleaned from theIr respective papers. Arm\' Focus 92: the Air Force Global Reach. 
Global Pov.er: and the Naval and Manne COlT'S White Paper. Prom the Sea 
1. The Arm)' 
The Army divides war into close, deep, and rear operations Close operations, 
which include CAS, are defined as "the cfforb of large tactical fomlations-eorp~ and 
dlvi~ion.,-to win current balLles" ,,; The Army believes that "close oper'ltion~ bear the 
ultimate burden of vJctory or defeat" and mea"ure the ~uccess of deep operations oniy by 
their eventual Impact on close opefJtions,'i Therefore. close operallolls are paramount 
In most case" of expeditionary warf~Je. the Army will be used a, a follow-on 
force to relieve the "hrines Jfter mtiltrallon. The light mlantr), can be used to augment 
.\1arine fortts until heavy Army forces may arrive III theater. The Arm\' bv doctrine 
depends on the Air Force for fixed-wing CAS: however. the Air Force will only be Jble 
to accomplish thi, miSSIOn if it ha'i access to ba~es 111 clo~e proximity to the AO 
HJStorically. tht Army ha'i used attack helicopters as a maneuver ekment. not as 
a fully integrated ekment of lile fire support scheme of operations However. the current 
.' Powell Report on Role, and Mi"\Un5. 1I-~ 
" Pnee T. B,ngh~m ·'m inlcrdJClion CapabJitly Chalkngcs GJOund \-Vat Doctn~c," Ann~d 
F01~e,; Juurnal \mernmion<'l, OClObe, l'J'l2 
H Bongham. '"Ai, inlCld,C1JOn Challen~e, Ground DOC\Iln<:' 62 
change in roles and mi~sion~ integrates them inlo the fire ~uppon schemc. The attacK 
helicopter can provide et'fcctive CAS m certain situation~, however. there are logi~tical 
problem~ gelting It to the 1'1.0. Therefore. the Anny will still he the cu~tomer for fixed-
",ing CAS and CASITIC and. in expeditionary warfme, naval fOIces will be the main 
supplier of that precious commodity 
2. The Air Force 
The Air Porce will condu.::! expeditionary warfare by using tankers as the lifeblood 
of global reach, global power. Air refueling will assume increasmg importance as a force 
multiplier in a period of smaller forces and declining forward hasing. Tankers ",ill he 
required to bUIld air bndges and provide support to strike packa.c:e~ which rely on them 
to extend range and payload. Therefore. land-ba~ed tanker torce~ are indispensablc to 
support a range of thealer air operations:'<.l However, the Air rorce will encounler 
problem~ in conducting cxpeditionarv operations: tanker shortfalls; lack of forward 
operating bases (FOBs); and denial of diplomatic clearances and overflight rights which 
can hamper operations 
The Air Force will playa large role in AI and to some extent BAI, but, unless 
ba~es are available near the AO. it will not contribute significantl) to CAS and CAsrrIC 
missions. Even if the Air Force has FOBs near the AO, with (he exception of the AC-
130 and P-15E it does not possess airframes capable of perfomling the CASfTIC miSSIOn 
Recently, the Joint Requiremenh Oversight Committee (JROO, then chaired by 
Admiral Jeremiah. Vice Chairman of the Joint Chief~ of Staff. wa~ briefed by the Air 
Forcc about a plan that would allow Army helicopters to provide CASmC to minimize 
fratricide by fast-moving jets. Air Furce fixed-wing aircraft specialized for ground attack 
'" Department "r Ihe Air Force. Global Reach Glob"l Pe>wcr: TIle Evolving All' Force Contnbulion 
Ie> NallOnal SccUlil'. ,WaslllngWn. D.C. 1')92). 7·~ 
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would cnnduct alliKb from jU~T he-yond troop, III contact to the fanhe,! artillery range. 
[,.nown a, the FSCL '-'I To ~tn:"s thi, p()int. David Fulghum quole\ an Air Force ntrit.:ial 
who ret.:ently ,;(aled, 
Fulghum suggests that CAS. though important. will rarely create t.:ampaign-leve-l effects. 
Because it function~ at the tactical level of warfare. CAS docs not fit into the Air Force 
view of air powcr influent.:mg the overall war_ 9! Air Force doctrine emphasizes the use 
of AT 10 destroy enemy fort.:es in depth. It docs not anticipate many large-scale BAT 
operation~ against massed armor and mechanized forces in furure air·land 
combat heeause It states that tho~e force~ wi!] be neutralized hy thc AT campaign.''" 
However. thi~ may he difficult to achieve ~arJ:y in conflict 
At the mitiation of hostilltles. the Air Force would ~end CONUS hased bombers 
(B-1. B-2. B-S2. F-ill. and F· 117) armed with t.:onventional weapons to conduct Al 
missions 'iupporting Cxpcdlllonary operations."5 Later 1Il the t.:onflift. if adequate ba~e 
facilities are avmlablc. the Air Force will conduct the bulk of AI, air superiority and BAT 
mi~~ions. However. with the exceptlOll of the AC-130, whieh i~ only survivable in a low-
" Thi_, is the defmlUon uf!he BAl ml"juo 
,<j~hl-Fighlm~ CAS Forc~ Gam> Prelltllinary Appro\al . iniallon Week and 
1993.54 
"' Se~ AFMI-1 Vol .1 for a full di~~u>"un Oi CSAf al[ p0wer applicatio", 
" James W ('~nan Alr-Land Opllons". Air <'{)fee \1uga.,ine. O~[()h"r 199.1, 27 
" lame., W_ Canan. "ExpcdJ{lon~rl Force -""r Force Ma~"lJne, June 1993, :23-:24 
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to-medium threat environment. and the F-15E, it still lacks the assets to conduCl the 
CASrrrc mission 
3. Nuval Forces 
In many future scenarios. the Navy will be the first force on statIOn As it did In 
Desert SlOrm, the canier battle group most likely will prova!e thc mitlal CAS capability 
in theater. Historically. CAS has not been a high priority for carrier air wings. In the 
past, naval doctrine ha~ placed grcater emphasis on deep strikes and power projection. but 
the A-6 Illtmder is being retired from the fleeL With it wil! go the :\a\'y'~ only long-
range high-payload bomher9 ', A new kind of carrier air wmg (CV\V) will make it~ debut 
when the USS Com/dill/io/l (CV-64) deploys on November 10, 1994. It will consist of 
141'-14 and 36 I-/A-Ig CID lACAIR platforms which is ten fewer aircraft than in the 
old C\/Vl ~lnJCture,"' The new CVW will not be able to conduct deep strike mi~sions; 
however, it will be better suited for the conduct of expeditionary warfare. 
ThIS is in keeping with the Navy's recent focus on littoral warfare. The Navy will 
use the camer air wing to provide support for the integrated amphibious ready group 
(ARG)~Carrier Battle Group (CVBG). This integrated force will then comprise a naval 
expeditionary force. This also means that CAS will be integrated into the amphibiou~ 
ready group. Additionally. lI.1arine F/A-Ig squadrons have been fully integrated into all 
CVWs. The gradual merger of Marine tactical a"iation into Navy air is clearly the wave 
of the budget driven future. 
Navy and Marine planner~ have agreed to make available all Marine. squadrons 
for future carrier air wing deployments. Marine tactical aviatlOn squadrons WIll be 
integrated into Navy carrier air wings over the 1994-96 period Including re~erve 
__ ' "What'" Deep Strike?"', Nav\' T,me',:11 October, i'i"4, 29 
" I:\lal.ar, Ernesl, r, the N~vy takmg over Marine tac-aJr~". Nan THn"~ October 31. 1""4, 10 
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,>(.juadron.,. there 1,.\ ill be 2:" !>1arinc ,.,quadrom available to deploy pan of 'lavy carrier 
air wings at any time and these joint dcplo) mcnt~ rna) ev!;!] include :-lanne 6(.juadrom 
of AV-SB Harrier "jump-Jeb.""' The addItion 01 the AV-RB will gIve the CVV/ a more 
potent CAS capabilIty; however, It i<; ~tllllimited 111 the CASrrIC environment 
Accordll1g to Erne~t BlaztT. ~a\'y documents state that the con~olidation of Marine 
Corp~ TACAlR into Navy CVWs wII! help o!T~et the cost 01 rive propo~ed Na\'y FlA.-IS 
squadrons, which were eillmnated by budget cuts,'" Thi~ merger will save the ?\Iavy about 
5700 milllon in procurement COSh and 5300 million per year in operating costs, But this 
will mean that Marine Corps <;quadrons must be ready to perform ellher 'layy or /I.'larine 
missiom. Therefore. to save money, CAS trllining may suffer, leading to mi~sion 
deficiencies and potentially increasing the chance of fratricide 
If properly located. carrier-based aireratt can playa useful role carly in a short-
notice war, helping to establish air superiority in addition to conducting CAS, BA1, and 
SEAl) mi'isions_ The ?\Iayy is assessing the f"lA-IC; ElF for electronic warfare. for 
jamming and destroying enemy surface-to-air (SAM) missile batteries 
The ability to project power ashore. suppres~ dctenses, and estahlish air dcfell~c 
over arriving forces in the first week of a campaign is Yery important. This capability 
can be enhanced by positIOning naval forces III close proximity to theaters of operation~ 
during the "hre'Wing" pha~e of connicts, The current \a\)' carrier air wing complement 
of 1-'-14 and F/A-IR aircraft i~ tailored for air superiority, BAl, and SEAD missIons 
Duc to that training empha,i'i, even with po<;<;ihle addillons of AV-RB aircraft or Army 
AH-64 Ilelicopters,:oo naval force ... Will not bc able to perform the CASrrlC mission 
" Btazar. 'j, the Na\"} [aking mer Malin" lac.",r"'·, l() 
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The Manne- Corps wIll bc the "enabling force" for the future. Marine forces are 
stnlctured. trained and equipped to provide a capability for extended operation~ from 
ba~es at sea (ships) or for entry from the sea (forcible if ru:cessary\' and then for 
operations ashore while being supported from the sea 
This was evident during the initial day~ of Operation Desert Shield. The Marine 
Corps was used a~ a force sequencing and enablmg force for heavier tallow-on forces. 
Pirst Marine Expeditionary Force {MEF' a,sumed tht; northern-mo,! defensive positions 
along the likely avenue of approach for the Iraqi Army, the high-speed coastal routes into 
Saudi Arahia. Had it heen nece,sary, I MEF would have used extensive CAS in 
conjunction with ground forces to counler a numencally superior Iraqi attack. In the 
initial days of DeserI Shield, the ability of Marine tactical ,mcraft to deliver CAS was not 
only critical to I MEF~ ground defenses, but to the defense of SaudI Arabia as well 
Destroying the enemy as far forward as pos~ibJe is aJway~ preferred. but CAS provides 
an lIlsurance policy in the event time does not allow interdic(Jon targeting. IO ' In 
expeditionary warfare. CAS and CASITIC will be more thc rule than thc exception 
For amphIbious operations, the Marine Corps will use a new concept calkd 
"Opt;rational Maneuver From the Sea." forces wIll be brought ashore in a ~eamless 
continuum from over-the-horizoll (25 miles or more off-shore), well beyond range of most 
of the enemy'~ precision-guidt;d weapons. Thi~ wil! be well-supported maneuver power 
that lands where the enemy is not, and outflanks them. LI)2 The idea is to maintain tactical 
surprise. Flexibility will be key to success becau,e it will be critical to implement last 
minute changes during the process. to exploit newfound enemy yulnerabihties or to avoid 
ju~t·discovered hazards. The flexibility of CAS and CAsrnC will help counter the~e 
inherent frictions of war 
"" Thumas Linn. "Whu R~"lly Need, Marine TacAir~··. Proceed"'g'" Octnher 1'J!J2. 42 
L,ll John!! Cu,;hman, "Maneuver p[(J~ceJlngs. April I'JY3, .1~ 
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The expeditionary capabilities of the MAGTF and its tactical aircraft will be 
increasingly important to the enablement of U.s. air power in an expedItionary 
environment. The MAGTF is a highly mobile. expcditionary force with its own air ann 
It is a valuable asset for unified commanders facing more threats with fewer deployed 
forces. Such a force provides the theater CINCs with the most complete and readily 
employable wmbined amlS force at the tactical level 
In some Marine Corps circles, there is a belief that the majority of CAS sorties 
will originate from an expeditionary airfield (EAF), but the establishment of a true EAF 
is beyond the logistical capabilities of current amphibious forces. IOJ The rapid deployment 
of air assets to support ground forces during the Gulf War was possible because of the 
Coalition's access to ports and air bases. The Marines cannot rely solely on the ability 
to operate from a readily available EAF. Therefore, the doctrinal view of allowing only 
Marine Corps air assets to support Marine forces, as demonstrated during Desert Stann, 
must be changed to ensure that thc joint task force commander's objectives are met in 
the most efficient manner. 
With the integration of Marine TACAIR into CVWs, it appears that Marine 
doctrine has shifted to support joint objectives, but the F/A-18, AV-S8, and AH-l do not 
have the technological capability to provide adequate CASfTIC in the future expeditionary 
]C)J Mauhew J. fal~lti, "Cl",e An Support Must B~ Joint", Proc~~dm05, S~pt~mb~r 1994, 56 
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C. REQl1RE:\1ENTS FOR EFFECTIVE CLOSE AIR SVPPORT 
:Vlaneuver force commanders reyuest CAS to augment organic supporting fires 
CAS platforms must he able to attack the cnemy 111 adverse weathcr and poor 
environmcntal condItions. day or nighl. 104 AcqUl~Jtion of equipmcnt and improvements 
in tactics, techniques. and procedures mmt be accomplished to enahle proper conduct of 
the mission and increase chances of platform survival 
The maneuver force commander must consider several factors in planning for 
CAS. Mi~sion and concept of operations. enemy air defenses and the joint force's ability 
to counter them, integratIOn with other supporting arms. and typcs of CAS assets available 
mu~t bc taken into account. 
CAS 1S 111tegrated with other supporting fires to support maneuver forces. 
Whether conducting offensive or defensive operations. commanders focu~ CAS at key 
points throughout the depth of the battlefield. Like all joint force assets. the priority 
consideration for the assignment of CAS is to support the commander's intent and 
concept of operation_":'< The organizational structure, missions, and the characteristics of 
CAS-capable platfonns detennine how CAS is employed, In ajoint force, the integration 
of CAS,capabJe platfonns allows maneuver force commanders to take advantage of the 
dlstinctly diffcrent, but complementary, capabilities of each platform to support the fire 
and maneuver of their units 
Although fixed and rotary-wing platfomls can both provide CAS, employment 
methods for fixed,wing CAS may not be the be~t fm rotary-wing aircraft and vice-versa 
Service and funClional component comrnander~ should employ CAS assets in the manner 
J,,' Adver,c ",eatbcr cons;'!' of low ceilings and/or poor visibilny, rog. ha7e. cloud;. ami prc~,pllalll)n 
Pour euvirnumcn(a) cnmhllou, con'I,l of 'mokc. dust. ,and. anu sunrisc/sumc( 
J01m Pub _'_119 ~, !-R 
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that best takes ad\anlage of unique -:apahil,lies, and minimIzes (heIr limltation,,_ 'J(. flxcd-
and rotary-wing a~set, must he employed to prm'lde a syncrgi<,ti.: effect acro~~ the 
b.lltlefield 
There are nine general consideratwns for conducling CAS: (1) Air Superiont),': 
(21 Suppression of Enemy Air Defen~e Sy.'-lerm; (3) Targd Detection and Marking; (4,1 
Environmenta] C:()nditioJl~; (i) Response: (ti) Skill; (7) Ordnance; {S) CommumcatloI1S; 
and (9) Command and Control 
(1'i Air superiority enhances ~lIccessful execution of CAS. It may rangl; from 
local or temporary air supl;riority to (;ontrol of the air o\'er Ihe enlire theater of operatiom 
It in\'ol\'c~ neg;]tion of enemy airborne and ground intercept systems, to include air-to-aIL 
air-to-surfa(;e. surface-to-air. and ekuronic combat sy~tems capable of adversely 
impacting friendly operations. It will be extremely dIfficult, If not impossihle, to wnducl 
CAS wnhout air supenority. 
(2) SEAD may be reqUIred for CAS platforms to operate in airspact;: dosc to 
maneuver force., and WIthin the area defended by enl;rllY air defenslO artillery (ADA). It 
is yital that CAS plalform~ lmplcml;nt neative tactic~, This includes fighter e~(;Ortcd 
opt;:rations_ The primary mission of the escort i~ anti-aircraft anillcry (AAA) ~uppr~sslOn: 
however, thc escort should he prepared to attack anv tbrl;at during the mission and to 
attack other lucrative targct~ upon dlredion of the e~corted aircraft 
Target detection and marking must be accomplished in a timely manner. The 
preferred method of target detection JS by multi-spectral sensors (infrared [lR] or low-
light-level TV [LLLTVll loi or by a strike radar Other methods include; radm beacon 
10ml Puh 3,()9.3, 1-9. 
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forward air controller (RABFAC),'O'l night vision goggles (NVGs), and radar. Target 
marking should be provided for aircraft whenever possible. It can be accomplished by 
laser marking,"O infrared marking,'11 "buddy_lasing,'dll and direct fire weapons. Target 
marking on the ground includes the following methods: lasers, flares, beacons, direct fire 
weapons, and mfrared (IR) pointers. 
(4) Favorable environmental conditions improve aircrew effectiveness regardless 
of the type of CAS platfonn. Sensor degradation can occur in poor environmental 
conditions, adverse weather, and darkness. Ordnance delivery during these conditions 
may be only available by employing the AC-130U and the F-15E strike radar or the AC-
130H. F-16, and F-ll1 beacon receivers. Poor environmental/adverse weather conditions 
pose one of the major limiting factors for the successful accomplishment of CASffIC 
missions 
''''' The RABFAC i< a r.Idar beacon that can be u<ed tu a«i<t ainTdft In acquiring a CAS target or a 
friendly position. The use of electronic beacons gives CAS platforms the Increased capability to continue 
operations ill instrument metcorological conditions (IMC) or advcrse environmental conditiolls. Only the 
F-16. F-lll, and AC-130 can receive beacon transmissions. Beacons arc limitcd by line of sight and any 
obstruction such as hills or building, may cause the receiver to break lock 
'H, If tbe aircraft bas a la,er spot tracker. the preferred method of marking a target is by laser. The 
laser ensures lhe accurate engagemenL or {he target by laser-guided weapuns but al,u as,i,t, the CAS 
aircrew in more accurately dehvering unguided ordnance. However, laser spot trackers are degraded by 
poor environmentallweather conditions 
111 JR pointers and other IR devices can be used by (enninal controllers to mark target_ at night fm 
pllot~ who are using night vision device~ (NVDs). Unlike laser designator~, tbese IR devices cannot be used 
to guide or improve the accuracy of aircraft ordnance. IR pointers must be used with cautiun as they may 
expose the termmat controller to an enemy walt night vision capability. Additionally. they are degraded 
by poor environmental/weather conditions 
m See Mulli-command Manual (MCM) 3-1, Ta~lical Emplovment. Vol.VI F-lll Tactics, October 
14,1988,2-3. "Buddy-lasing" is a tactic that allows coopcrative attack by an airborne platform to designate 
a target for another platfonn that carries precision guided munitions (PGMs) which mayor may not have 
a laser designator to guide these mUliitions to impact. However, even in the daytime, ·'buddy-lasing" i~ a 
bigbl)· demanding l.a.,k thai is belter ~uiled to multi-crew platforms. Additionally, this tactic is degraded 
by poor environmentallweatber conditions 
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1'1) QUick Ic,poJlse to d 'c,!l1 for fire" I~ mandatory for effeLII\': CAS 
Streamlined leque'it anJ control procedl1le'i Impro\e re'ipOn,I\CIlC" Prompt rc~poJ]',e 
allow, a commandcr 10 C\plOll Cb:(Jnr b<lltlefJeld opportunllle,. Tn exp.:dltll)nm)' "arf.l.re, 
to the operaung ~\lea ~,nd lJlcreil,e IOller t1lTie AI,o FOBS. "hen d\Jdablc wlilillcrea,e 
re~pOn~I\·enes, Pl<Icmg iHrcrew, Url·qallOn (alrhorne alert) or m a ground alert ~tatlls 
can al~o reduce fc,>pon,e l!!ne 
(61 CAS e;..et;Ution 1<; comple\. Alrcrew and tCffilmal controller ,kill'i mi1uence 
ml~sion ~uece'iS Mailltammg a high degree of sf-ill reqUires that aircrew,> and terminal 
controller, practice frequcntly Succmctly ,i.lld. CAS l~ a full tlmc mls"JOn: Sueee~sful 
ml~~lon aecomph'ihmcnl hinge~ on preCise coordination \~ith all hattlefield and maneuver 
elcment~ 
(7) FI<:Xlhilit) I~ key tOf CAS ordnance selection. To achieve the desired kvel 
of dc~tructlon, neutrahlallon, or ~uppre~slOn of enern) targeh, II i~ \ltal for thc CAS 
platfoffil to po,se,., J hroad :lffJ) of weapoTl'i ~ well as eomplement:lry munitlOll'> This 
will :lllow tlcxlblc IC~pOn.,e Jcro~~ a specifJC target ,et lo rcduce th.: nsk of collateml 
damage and fratrICI(Jc 
(81 CAS rcqUlreS dependahle. and interoperable Cl'rnmUTIlCatJOn~ bcl\\>een the 
airCraft, tcrmmal controller and maneuver commander. It I, Imperative to h:l\e secure. 
redundant radlO~ for ~uece~sful IllIS,lon Kcompll'ihment 
(9) CAS reqUIres an integrated, l1exlhJc ("2 ~tructure to prace,s target 
reqUIrement>, a"lgn a~~eh, communicate taskings. deconfllct fire, and routing. coordmate 
~upport. estahli~h dlr~pacc control mea,ure~, and update or WJffi 01 threat, to ('AS a'iseb 
,,·nhOUTm-flLghlrcfudmg 
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D. CLOSE AIR SUPPORTrrROOPS IN CONTACT: MEASURES OF MERIT 
Modern air-to-ground warfare. as shown m combat operations recently occurring 
in Panama, the Gulf War, Bosnia. Somalia. and Haiti, has highlighted four measures of 
merit against which the effectIveness of any CASfTIC attack platform should be 
evaluated: Target DetectionlRecogmtion; Lethality; Survivability; and Combat 
Persistence. These measures reflect a need to provide "surgical" firepower for extended 
loiter periods, at night, and in adverse weather and poor environmental condItions. It will 
be necessary to locate targets that are dispersed, mobile and/or hard to detect, to destroy 
those targets, and to survive in the threat environment. In addition, the issues of urban 
and guerrilla warfare and other forms of combat associated with conflicts at the low end 
of the conflIct spectrum place a high emphasIs on air suppon bemg readily available, 
hence the concept of combat persistence. 
Due to the complex nature of the CAsmC mission, human factors (i.e., fatIgue, 
workload, coordination, skill, and training, etc.) coupled WIth system capability will be 
evaluated on a subjective "total system" concept vis-a-vls the four aforementioned 
measures of merit (MOM). 
1. Target Detedion/Recognition 
Target DetectionlRecognition is the ability of a system to locate and identify 
targets and to dlstmgUlsh fnend from foe. This capability is important to any combat 
mission but it is especially critical in the performance of the CASrrIC mi~~ion, Important 
considerations include: sensors, navigation, command, control and communications (C3), 
battlefield situational awareness and environmental factors 
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Sensor type, re~olution. fie:d ot YieW (fOV) ~nd tactical cmployment of the 
~y,teTTI affect target detectl,1n and recognltlOfL11' Sen,or type~ include: Illulti-.,pectral 
';ensors. ,Inke radaL radar beacon\, radar, and night vision device, (:\-VD~ ',. Experience 
has proven that the ideal mix ot semors includes both 101',: light-level teleyision (LLLTV I 
and IIlfrared (TR) .,y.,tem, coupled with a .,trike radar and electronic sensor\ <,each with 
a dedICated operator I that provide platjorm~ II method 01 po,illveiy identlJymg friend I) 
ground force~ and ordnilflce delivery during: poor environmental/adverse weather 
conditions.'" In addition, it is important to evaluate whether the ,ensor ~ystcm will gel 
a "quick look" during a hlgh speed pas~ hy a single T ACAIR platform as opposed to a 
hover or 360 degree orhit that can literally "look IInder" object.> such a<, highway 
o\erpasse~ to pick out targets that would he overlooked on a strai;::ht pa~~ through an 
area. This is partICularly important in an urban enVlfonment wherc ~ensors are needed 
to ."weep down streets. alkyways and rooftops to search out snipers, vehides. etc 
The most accurate navigation ~y.,tem is the glohal positioning system tGPS) which 
i~ updated by ~atellites: hO\\:ever, 11 is not totally jam-resi~tanL The inertial navigation 
~y~tel1l (INS). on the other hand is not as accurate as GPS but cannot he jammed 
Therefor!;, an integrated GPSIINS is the best ~)'stem because It incorporates the 
advantages of each sy~tem. Abo. it is important that the navigation sy~tem be ahle to 
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locate targets autonomously and that the sensors are integrated into the navigation system 
to allow position "updates" to improve navigational accuracy. In addition. navigation 
chart commonality is important for target detection . Ground parties work in universal 
transverse mercator (UTM) coordinates because they are more accurate than 
latitude/longitude (LatfLong) coordinates. 11 6 Therefore, it is important for attack. ai rcraft 
have UTM capability because conversion from LatfLong can be a complicated, laborious 
task. 
Fire control computers and navigation systems that can "store" target coordinates 
will allow detection of multiple targets without losing them and are invaluable for the 
timely engagement of mUltiple targets . 
A battle management center that has secure, redundant radios and provides air, 
ground, and maritime communication frequencies will provide the best airborne C3 
Accurate navigation systems coupled with sensor video recorders are invaluable for ballle 
damage assessment (BOA).I[7 This facilitates a real-time flow of battlefield intelligence 
to enhance si tuational awareness, leading to better coordination between air and ground 
assets to help locate and engage targets. Combat operations will require the usc of 
fle xible, standardized, and above all, simple communications procedures. 
The ability to "see" at night, through smoke, fog, or haze is an essential element 
in target detectiOn/recognition. The execution of night CASfTIC is one of the most 
1 ,. Most aircraft navigation systems uti1i1.e LatfLong coordinates. It is imperative that attack aircraft 
have navigational and chart interopcrability with the ground party for proper nrdnance del ive ry and 
baUlcfield si tuational awareness. It is not practical for the pitot of a single scat aircraft to manually conven 
Lat!Long coordinates to UMT coordinate. innight 
'" Se ~. BDA is the timely and accurate estimate of damage resulting from the 
app lication or military force. either lethal or nonlethal. against a predetermined objective. BDA is primari ly 
an inte lligence responsibility with r~quired inpul.'S and cooruination from operators. It is composed of 
physical damage assessment, functiona l damage assessment, and target system assessmen t. BDA is used 
to update the enemy order of baltic. Accurate BDA is critical to determine if the target should he 
reattacked. SUA should include: ( 1) information relat ing BOA to a ,!>Cd ric targ~t (e.g., target coordinates, 
target numm. r, mission numher); (2) time of attack; (3) damage actually seen (e .g .. secondary explosions 
or fires. enemy casualties. num t>cr and type of vehicle.J.truclures damaged Or d ~s troycd) ~ and (4) miss ion 
accomplishmcnt (desired cffects achieved). 
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ditTicult rni~~lom on tile battlefle:d.'" (;round force\, bOlh friendly and enemy, conduC! 
operatlolh around the clod:. Therefore, I :.S. JOInt for.:es must provide CASITIC aT night. 
during poor enVlrOJTrnenial condilions. or llllder adverse weather l'ondltlOns. C.'\SITTC 
demands ngorous trainmg and detmled miSSIon planmng. a~ well as ~ohd communicaliom 
and procedural dlsclplllle. Succe'.sful CAS/TIC at night, or III poor environrnental!adverse 
weather condi(ion~, only a~'centuales lhe'ie requirements Aircraf( sen~or~ are relied 
upon more al nighl and in adver~e weather becau~e of degraded visualtargel acqlli~ition 
range and recognilion cue~, AII'crcw~ and lerminal conlroller~ must mcorporate redundant 
methods (e.g .. multI-spectrum sen~ors. strike radars. radar heacons, and la~ef.'» to 
discriminate hetween friendly .md hostilt' positions a11d engage target~. This wil! decrease 
larget acquisition time and increase positIve target idenuficatlon, reducing fratricide. 
2. Ll'thality 
Lethality is the ability of a weapon 'iystem to destroy or neutralize a given target. 
The mo~l important CASITIC targets are per~otlneilTI the open and under light. mcdium. 
and heavy cover, small vehIcles, trucb, amlored per~onneJ carricr~ (f\PCSJ and non-ocean 
going water craft. 
The pO~I·[)('sert Sionn shift in weapons procurement focus to precision-guuJcd 
munitions may limit the uvuilahility of ~uitahle CASrnC ordnance. Multiple lightweight 
munitions can provldc incrca~ed Ilexibilny as opposed to heavy, general purpose, and 
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prec:ision"guide-d munitlOm. ror CAample, in CASfTIC slluatlons, a Ma .. er-ick missile I2(' 
would not be appropriate again~t jee-ps and troop~ in the open b~cause of the po~slbilit) 
of fratricide and the cost per kill ratio. However. a 40-M\<f round shot from an AC-130 
would be an appropriate selection_ I : 1 The destructIOn of some targets by precision 
v,.eapon~ will reqUIre an enormous and costly effort, especially when the same targets 
wuld be functionally destroyed hy relatively "dumb" airplanes shooting "dumb' 
rnullJtions. 
Because control of fratricide and collateral damage arc critical to the mIssion, 
tactically, il is more advantageous to have a "clear" area around the targ~t than run-in 
headings for safe ~eparatlon from friendly forces. This enhances ordnance flexibility by 
allowlllg delivery of munition~ from any direction in relation to friendly forces rather than 
from just one '-)0 degree quadrant. ,;1 Also, a force multiplier effect is provided if the 
platfoml is capable of engaging mulllple targets, separated by up to a kilometer. 
simultaneously. 
Extreme accuracy is required when working very near structures or object,<; (e.g., 
~chools, hospitals, religious shrines, etc.) whose destruction or damage could have adverse 
political consequence~_ Therefore, the ability to deliv~r surgical firepower in all 
conditions is vital. CASfTIC platforms must have the means to positively identify friend 
from foe This can be accomplished by radar beacons or ~trike radars. The strike radar 
provide~ a quantum leap in technology by enabling a true precision alJ-
"' The 40·MM round is shot from the Bufors cannon and it is the m05t accurate weapon sy,tem 
empluj'cd on the AC 130. The round dlsper,ion (for 80'k of ,hots withm the cenler ma,,) i, 0.6 
mittiradians anrllhe [(lund conLaim 1.12 lb, of HE 
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wcather/e:lvironmental attack capahillty that ""ill locate fixed and mobile target~ and 
deliver ordnance. It may also enable future integratlon with other target1llg a~~cts such 
as the Joint Smw!llance and Target Attack Radar System I)STARS) to cxploit all 
weather/environment attack capability J'\ 1ST ARS LlSCS state-of-the-art radar technology 
to "~ee'· encrny l"(lllcentraIIOlb regarJle~s of envimnmental 1;0ndlllOns. 
3. SuryivahiJity 
Survivability is the capacity of a wcapon ~y~tcrn to n.ccute ib mission in a thrcat 
environment. Proper tactics coupled with good baUkfucld lnteiligence is tile hest method 
of survival. Mo~t Irnport,![1tly, knowledge of the threat envimnmcnt l~ kcy. Aircraft mu~t 
llvoid rather than ahsorb hits. Two important rulcs of ~u[\'ival in a hostile environment 
arc to limit expo~UfC and alway~ cxpect to be fired upun, e~pecialJy when firing. 12.; 
Air ,uperiority and SEAD are critical for ~urvivahility as well a~ mission 
accomphshment. Thc threat need~ to be 
tempered with operational reality 10 aVUld projecling an erroneou~ high-threat dilemma 
in whlCh no aircraft. regardless of capahilities. could ~urVlve. 
There are three baSK types of threat~: AAA,':< SA.!IJ~. and aircraft. Each have 
a varietv of tracking sy~lems that Ll~e radar. infrared. optics. or a comhination of the three 
Aviators must minimIze exposure TO high-priority threats. he unrrediclabk, deal with 
threats through a ,ee-and-avOld concept, and use the be,! av:ulable resources to suppres~ 
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enemy air defenses. r-.linimil.ing exposure to known threats is done by Dying around 
over, or under the known threat envelopes. Unpredictablhty IS used to limit an enemy's 
ability to anticipate tactics. finally, ~ee-and-avoid procedures and the use of radar 
warning receiver~ \R\\'Rs) in combmation with "heads out of the cockplt" navIgatIOn wIll 
increase the chance of proper recognition and response to enemy threat~. '"<\ Although 
RWRs can aid in Lktecting and avoiding radar threats, visual detection is the primary 
hasis for tImely and effeetive reaction 
Survivability IS greatly increased by flying at nIght because It negates optical ADA 
as well as TR man-portabk air defense ~ystems (MANPADSJ. 127 Tn general. TR systems 
are the greatest threat to CASffrc platforms because they are not detec:tabie until launch 
The only way to detect and defeat TR threat~ is by visual aC4ui~ition and reaction, 
Additionally. they are the most numerou~ and mobile threats on the battlefield. These 
threats must be countered by utilizing the c:over of darkness, employing IR ~ignature 
reduction techniques, and the installation of TRCM devices. Additionally. if sufficient 
\\/eather conditions are pre~en1, IR threats cease to be a factor heeause hostile force~ will 
not be able to track to platform; however, this requires CASffrC systems that are capable 
of ordnance delivery during pen ods of adverse weather/environmental conditions 
The ability to gather and n:ceive real-time intelhgence can be o:.:ritical for platform 
survivability. A threat environment may become survivable or unsurvi"ablc based on the 
movement of forces. degraded enemy air dcfen~e coordination. munition~ expenditures, 
lower ~ystem operational rates and lower accuracy while on the move, chaos of war. and 
attrition due to lethal suppression 
Th" " only Irue If Ihe ~n~m~ <.lue, nol po"e" NVD, 
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CAsrl'J(' pi:llform, mu,[ employ a lomhlnd!]('n (,I dcfcmlvc countennCJ<;urcs 
(elcuroTIl~ Wlmterme:l',urc<; [[Cr-1], Infr.lred countenneasures [IRCMJ, ch,llt. flare" 
maneuvt:r~. ~peed. sLmdott l"apabIIJl),) to spoot thrcat sy<;lem tennlnal accurac) and thu, 
mCTease ml~S dl~tancc outSide the \l>arhead'~ lethal envelope These mea~ure~ mu~[ be 
t:mpJoyeJ together 10 pro\lJe a ~)'nergistK ¢ffect agalTI~t threats. AdJI!loTl<tll). JIIllllr 
plating. redundant ,)stems. and flrt: re~lstant hardwarl: wtll help ITICre.lse survlvJhdlty 
hn,lJI), ~p¢¢d and maneuverah11ity coupled With proper tactical techmquc~ can 
mlmmlze risk and wIll increa'ie the chance, of mi~~lon succt:<;s and <;urvl\aJ 
4. Combat Persistence 
Combat per~l~tenc¢ IS defined a, the abiht) of a weapon sy~tem to prOVIde 
coveragc/protection of a target area In terms of time-on-,tation, as ""ell a~ the numher of 
target, engaged 
Platform rangc. amIllunlllon load-oul. and aecurae) Will determme how many 
targeb l:dn be eng,lged and neutralized dunng thi~ period. The ab1lny to engage a large 
quant1ty of target~ wdl be cntlcal wh.:n fnendly forces are oppo~ed b)' a numerically 
~upenor enemy force 
Fuel I~ a haslC IllI~Slon planmng consJ(icratlOn. Fuel reqUIrements affect range. 
lOIter tIme. mgre~~ am! egl<"ss speed'i. enemy deten~e engagement optlon~. and re(.;overy 
commgcnclc~. Aircrew, mu,t plan for potential dela}'i> threat reactions, and response~ 
m case oj premature external fuel tanh. Jettison, and tanker or forward area rearm and 
refuel pomt (PARPI1:, nonavadability 
Combat per~l~tenee aho ~implifle~ the problem of maintammg battlefield 
~ltuatlOnal a'll arene~~. A ~lllgk, combat pcr~i~tent platform can mamtam a combat 
pre~ence for the duratIOn 01 many ground eng:agement~, b) contmuall) e~tabli~hmg and 
mamlaining a kno\\ledge afforce deployments \\hlle qUickly re~pondmg to' calb for fire' 
winch WII! lessen the probahility of tn<,ndl) fire casualnes. '20 
FOBs and aircraft earners can mcrea~e resron~e and on-.o,(atlOn time b) decreasmg 
the !.h~tance to the target In addition. platfonn~ that are inflight refuelable and/or FARP-
capable will have lIlcrcased lolter tllne and combat radlU~. These platform~ ~t!ll mmt 
leave the obJective area dunng in-Ilight refuelmg or FARP procedures which \vill 
mterrupt battlefield ~ltuatlOnal awafl:ne~~ and may leave friendly forces expo~ed during 
their ab~ence 
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IV. ClIRRK\T FIRE SUPI'ORT TECH:--:OLOGY CAPABILITIES AI\1) 
LIJ\UTA TIO'\S 
If a man'~ tru~l is In a robot that wil! go arollnd the ~'arlh of its 
ab~oIUle. and the second of even greater weapon, whose 
i~ onl'e recogni/ed of any degree value. ever becomes 
(J.M. Cameron) 
This chapter explores both the (.:apabilitie~ and limitations of fire support s)~lem~ 
III the context of the expeditIOnary warfare environment. Firepower, be it ~urface or air. 
provides de~tl"tlctive force; it i~ es~enlJal in defeating the enemy's ablllt)' and will to 
[lghL ll" Integrated as part of the commander's concept, flrepower includes the fIre 
~upport function'i that may be used wIth maneuver to de~troy the enemy. Delivery of fire 
support may be provided by artillery, NSfS, missile or CAS platforms In an integrated 
effort 
A. PRECISIO:'J FiRE SllPPORT 
The u~e of precision fires require~ detailed pJanninj! and coordinatlOn with 
ohservers, firing units. and the aIr mi,slon commander. Firepower in any form is a force 
multiplier or equalizer, but precise firepower will be important In expeditionary warfare 
hl'(.:a\l~e of frequent twops-in-contact situation,. Indirect fire ,uppor! ,hould be llSeu to 
augment the firepower of direct CAS platform~ I" It should he planned and u~ed for fire<; 
within the FSCL hut outside TIC. This will have a near-term effect on the operations or 
scheme of rnaneuwr of friendly forces. HowC\'l:r, mdireet fire sh('uld not he employed 
in cJo~e proximity to fricndly force~ due to the high risk l,f fratricide. Thi<; must be 
accomplJshed hy CAS/TlC-eapahie' platforms to proyidc preei<,ion <,ynergistic firepower 
acro% the entire battlefield 
1. Artillery 
A principal mean, of fire support in fire and maneuver is field artillery It not 
only provides fires wah cannon. rocket. and mis~i1c systems but also intcgrate~ all mean~ 
of availahle fire support. Field artillery can neutralize, suppress or destroy enemy direct 
fire forces, attack enemy artillery, missile, rocket and mortar positions 
Field artillery units contrihute to att;lcking the enemy throughout the depth of his 
formations and suppre~s enemy atr defense systems. As mohllc as the maneuver force 
It ~upports. fIeld artillery eall provide continuous fires in bUpport of the commande(~ 
scheme~ of maneuver. 1-'2 
The extended range and preci.,inn of indirect fire weapon ~ystems, u~ing laser· 
guided munition~ like Copperhead,l" and sense-and-destroy anti-radiation munitions 
1', HeilJqu~rte" DeflilnTnen( "f (he Anny FM 100-5 O~, (Washington. D.C.' 199»). 2-D 
(SADARM) [,)upled with integralccilarget aCljui,ilioI1 ~yslems, make firepower !!lore 
lelhal than in the past '\1 This will have a ncar·lerm effect on the operations or ,eheme 
of maneu\'er of friendly forces. Howe\'er. there are prublems associated wllh !;:ber-guided 
artillery munition,: limit~d projedlk range and ordnance ~cli:ction, limited mobility of 
artiller\' piece.';, and complex coordmation to place the pwjeclile on target 
During Desert Storm. the Army ami Marines w~re more Interested in Iraqi Indirect 
fire ~ystems-artiJlery, tree rocket over ground IJ'ROG) system<:, and multiple-launch 
rocket system~ (MLRS)- than in direct fire systcm~ such as tanks and afITIOL1!l The 
rationak behind this prioritization of targets was that Iraqi artillery had the ability to mass 
fir~ and dehwr chemicai weapons that could ~e[]ously endanger U.S. ground forces. This 
will continu~ to be a concern in future conflicts, but expedllionary warfare may see more 
applications of such firepower in the neutralization of dlreet fire system~ a~ well as 
suppon: of troops-in-contacl 
During the week~ prior to ground-day (G-day). Marine \lnit~, including arlillcr), 
reconnais~anc~ <lnd combined arms task forces, were husy disrupting Iraqi defenSive 
posillons. Marinc artillery and Army MLRS,'Y' using Air force airborne spotters as well 
15511111l-howitzcr. V,'hen the projectile reach", the 
reflect!onofala,erbearn on thctarget I:>ya 
kilometer, and "'e'f'hll~ 
ilsearclie,rordndac'lulresthe 
lts max,mUm rangc" t6 
!:oliotA. Coh~n. et at GulfWM All P",,,erSurve,. VolrV, (W",hinglOn, DC GPO, 199.1) 215 
a~ 1tarine forward and aerial observers and clandestine reconnalSSiUlce tcams inside 
enemy terrllory, had success with artIllery raids and roving gun tactic~_ These artIllery 
rzuds were de'lgned to provoke a reaction among IraqI forces and then hammer them 
when they came out of their fortified po, it ion, and returned fire. I '7 However, Iraqi 
artillery had greater range than either Army or \farme Corps artillery. so most counter 
fire attacks were conducted by alrcrafti-'b Th!~!s a vital weakne~~ in U.S. artillery 
It is important to note that the Army ha~ always invested heavily m artillery 
SUppOI1 for front tine units; the Marine~ on the other hand, have placed resources into 
support for their own air eornponent.139 Consequently, when the lVlarines are an 
"enabling" force, they must have CAS at all times, while Army units rely more on 
artinery to help fight the close in battle 
2. ~a"al Surface fire Support 
To defend again~t amphibiou~ landing by Coalition forces during Desert Stonn, 
Iraq positioned a large proportion of it~ troops and weapons along the KuwaitI coastline 
This exposed Iraqi forces to naval gunfire However. the combination of local 
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h)drogr.lphlc fE<JlllrE, :J:1d the Irdql 11l1l1C thre"t prcduded the cJfecllve lise of m('\l l'S 
~urf~ce COtnh~l~nt, \\hlcll only elliploy the ~'lIIch glln dgCllll"t ,limE tClrgeh 
TherEfore the battle.,hlp', 16'lIIch gun ""d.' u,ed prJm~rJl} for NSFS .'"' StilL 0111> ,1.\ 
perlcnt or I (Hllch gun lTj<;~j()n~ \\ erE flfcd In dirEct ,uppurl of ground force, Thi~ ~mall 
percentage of dIrect fIre mh~lon~ \\,IS due pmrldrily to the ground force'~ mland pO~l1Jon 
belllg heyond l\SFS rdnge:<' '\',lvdl gunfire from the battle,hip, USS Missoull and USS 
Wisconsin provJded effectlve deliver] of ordnance ,1gainsl vafJOU., BAl type targets 
Cnfortunately, ,!nee then. all battlc~jllps have been deCOmml~'ilOned "OperatJonal 
mancuver from the polentldl mine threats, and limited littoral \\atcr depth~ will 
probably make the -"-lilch gun Illlpott'nt in the ]\"SFS role The Nav} is thus aClivdy 
~eeking altemallve :,(SFS ~olutlOn~ 
3. RotaQ-Wing CAS 
The pnmary purpo~e of attack helIcopters l~ the de<;tmctlOn of enemy armor, 
4rtillery, amI ~uppres~10n of mfantry attacks. They are most effective "'hen u~ed in ma~~ 
m contlnuou~ opcratlOn\ on the cnemy's nanks and rear.l~: The hehcopter"s abihty to 
pro\lde CAS regardlc~s of terram leature" operate from unprepared fleld~. operate at 
night and its clo.',,~ a~soclatron wah CASrrrC mr~Slons are 1(S strength~ 
Attdck hehcoptC'r~ operate ll1 the forw~1Tl1 area~ of the hattkfteld Lth.1: fp;;ed-wmg 
dlrcraft. attack hehcopter~ may also h,lve m,lm operatmg base~, but these ba~e~ mu~t be 
talrly close to the hattle arca. Basmg reqUlremcnt~ and ~uppor1 'iystems are aU'>(ere and 
flCXlhle for hehcopters compared to tho~e required by T ACAIR. Helicopten may support 
them~elve" through FARPs located in the fOf\\ard area The FARP extend~ the eftcctlve 
combat radlU~ of attKk hdicopters all(l increa~e\ their time in the ohjectlvc Jrea 
Preplanned logi~tic~ SUppOrll~ \ltal to emuring that ~ufflcient ammunitIOn, fuel, and lhe 
proper 'ien'lcing eqUIpment dre availdhle when ill'; needed However, II wtll he dlfflcult 
to gel hehcoptcr~ 10 the AD m a tImely manner ~ince they do not self-deploy 
Additiondlly, the loglshcal prohlem, ofhasing will he more pronounced than forTACAIR 
hecause helicopter'i do not have the range to conduct missJ(lns from distant hase, 141 
Tllning I~ cntJcal m emplo)mg attack hellcopter~ Employed too earl), they may 
be forced to disengage hefore ml,SIOIl completlOll hecause of low fuel or ammunition; 
employed too late. they may mis'i pan or dll of the targeted unit and L111 to destroy the 
enemy force~ at acntlCal time and place. 
Dunng troop,-in-contact sltllatlon~. to help pre,ent fralflcide, direct 
communicatIOn hetween ground force~ and the hehcopter I~ reqUired. The pIlot must 
receive authomy hom the ground commander pnOf to expendmg ordnance on a target 
(u'iualJy delegdted to a ground or dlrborne forward mr controller) 
Hellcopter~ have ~ome ckar advdntdge~ over T ACAIR They can more 
effectlvel) U~e lerrdm to mask them.,elves from detectIOn .:md enemy weapons. although 
they must generally npose thern~elves to employ their own weapons. However. this I;' 
p<lr1lally ofhet by the mGeasmg range or stand-off weapon s)~tem~. At the present time, 
onaircrdflC'arner,.ho"e'er 
aIr WI1l~ mn<;t he proportIOnal!> ta,lored 
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helicopters have a decided edge over T ACAIR in night and adverse weather conditions. 14.1 
Most importantly, by flying in a hover andlor flying at slower speeds, helicopters have 
better target acquisition capability than T ACAIR. In addition, helicopters have two crew 
members vice one for most TACAIR. This enables better situational awareness and a 
reduction in human factor errors. Finally, since helicopters are cheaper than CAS-capable 
modern fighters, more can be purchased. 
4. Tactical Aircraft CAS 
T ACAIR are typically tasked and employed in terms of aircraft sorties. A sortie 
is defined as a single aircraft performing a single mission. Fixed-wing CAS sorties are 
usually flown in groups of two or four aircraft. The range, speed, and wide array of 
weapons available to TACAIR represent a distinct advantage over helicopters. TACAIR 
can carry the required mass of ordnance, over the necessary distances, in a timely manner 
to perform the theater CAS mission, but these aircraft may be hampered by short loiter 
times in the target area, and there may be problems acquiring basing/overflight rights as 
well as diplomatic clearances. 
During TIC situations, to help prevent fratricide, direct communication between 
ground forces and the aircraft are required. The pilot must receive authority from the 
ground commander prior to expending ordnance on a target. At night, problems increase 
exponentially. Also, sensor systems such as the Low-Altitude Navigation and Targeting 
,.. See Brian W. McLean. Joint Training For Night Warfare. (Mu:well AFB, AL, Air University 
Press: 1992), 34. As revealed in the 25 February 1991 issue of the Air Force Times, Anny AH-64 Apache 
helicopters armed with laser guided Hellfire missiles knocked out three Iraqi early-warning radars along the 
Saudi Arabian bQrder at apprO)::imately Ol30L, 17 January 1991, just as the first wave of USAF aircraft 
turned north from their holding points. This opened a blind spat in tile Iraqi coverage, allowing the first 
waves ofF-15Es to cross into Iraq basically undetected. However, MH-53Js were used to lead the AH-64s 
because !hey lacked GPS navigation. 
See also Mclean, Nigbt Warfare, 36. The AH-64 and the AV-!!B, with integral forward looking 
infrared (FLIR) and NVGs can conduct nigbt CAS wllbom Ibe aid of eXlem8l illumination. This allows 
hettersituational awareness and targetacquisilion. 
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Infrared (system) for Night (LANTIRN) can only "see" straight ahead. 145 This limits 
field of view and target acquisition. During Desert Storm, T ACAIR were unable to 
conduct the CASrrlC mission at night. 146 This still remains a problem today. 
To conduct CAS, flight paths must be deconflicted with artillery fires, usually 
through the establishment of a FSCLI47 and/or an Airspace Coordination Area (ACA).148 
This can be a cumbersome process. 
TACAIR have more speed, maneuverability, and defensive systems which 
generally allow higher probabilities of survival than for helicopters, which are more 
vulnerable to small arms, artillery, and even tank main gun fire. )49 However, speed can 
be a mixed blessing because its complicates the primary mission of putting ordnance 
accurately on the target. In most cases, TACAIR needs FACs to guide them to the target. 
This presents problems of coordination and survivability of the FAC. Additionally, 
.. , The F-I6C1D and F-ISE carry the LANTIRN navigational pod eKtemally either under a wing or 
fuselage. 1be pod contains a wide field of view FUR and terrain-following radar. The FLIR imagery is 
displayed on a wide field-of-view holographic heads-up display (HUD) in the cockpit. This allows target 
acquisition and delivery of unguided munitions ill night. 
See McLean. Night Air Warfare, 49. LANTIRN pods are optimized for use straight ahead and have 
a comparatively lIarrow FOV. In the dYllamic CAS envirollment. the pilot must be able to acquire and 
attack targets that may not be directly ahead of the aircraft. Since exact target location will probably not 
be known before reaching the target area. it may not be known before reachillg the target area and it may 
not be possihle to preplan an attack axis that ellsures the target is within a narrow forward-fixed FOV 
, .. See __ , Survey Vol I.. 323. After Desert Storm. the 8th Air Support Operations Group 
1I0ted that once the Anny ullits moved against the enemy. tlie problem of fratricide was never overcome. 
Despite the use of orange markers. GPS receivers, signal mirrors, dedicated FACs, and Tactical Air Control 
Panies, there was no guaranteed way of avoidillg attacks on friendly forces. "TIie problems in friendly 
vehicle identificatioll at lIight were enormous, and in most cases insurmountable. As a result, night [close 
air suppon] somes flown dunng the ground offensive were all employed well forward of the FLOT· SKm 
or more." 
,," While within the FSCL, fixed-wing CAS assets will not attack a target without prior coordination 
with the ground commander. 
, .. The ACA is a block of airspace ill the target area in which frielldly aircraft are reasonahly safe from 
friendly surface fire. ACAs allow for simultaneous attack of targets by multiple rIre suppon means, one 
of which is CAS. 
ACSC Lesson Book VoL IV 17-23. 
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integrating a CAS attack Into the ,,\\Irllng combined arm,,, battlc is <\1>0 no easy ta~h. for 
the grollnd commander '( If a FAe 1<: unanilable, it j, very difficult for TAC\IR to ny 
the CAS mJ~~i(111 "'-hile \elf-de<:lgnatlllg t<l.rgeh_ Therefore, flxeJ-winf' T!;'CAIR CAS 
~onies are hea\'Jlv FAC dcpendcnt 
TACAIR howe a diqinct payload aJ\antagc O\'er helicopter,_ However. thc po,t-
Delerl St(}nn shift in weapon;; procurement to PGM" may limit the availahility of ~uitable 
C\S ordnance. In addition. the MK-R2 500 p()und homh is the smalleq bomb carried by 
lACAIR_ 1 here may be sit\lation~ \>here fratricide c()ncem~ preclude the USe of large 
Today, the be~t method of conducting CAS is hy using a comhinatlOn of hclicoptn 
and fixed wing- a'isets coupled with field artiller:v to tah.e advantage of each weapon 
system's "lrength.", This is only <l. stop-gap measure hecause the abilily to provide 
tffecth-c CASITIC rematn~ poor dunng the day and even worse at I11ght 
S. Land versus Carrier-Rased CAS Platform~ 
Land-hased CAS platform~ can play the dominant role In C.S. combat operations 
withm a few days or the start of hostilities provided that they have adequate forward 
basing, overfhght rights. and tanker support. I,] lhi~ strength dCflve~ from large number~. 
modern munitions. and large pay loads which can rapidly destroy large enemy maneuver 
formations and fixeJ targets. During a sustained conflict, fully deployed land-based 
111 As of Decemher 1994. l"av\ ~lrcr~11 can only aeflal refuel from certain Alr h",:e tankers wherea, 
Air FOfl'e [ned-wmg ancrattcannOi refuel from any 
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aircraft can provide the majority of air power if ~urvl\'ablc!sustainablc forward bascs arc 
available 
Land-ba'icd CAS platforms are sen~Jtive [(1 the abdity of the airlift fleet to deltver 
large quan11ties of lllliitary material 0\'('[ long dtstances. For cxample. two or three wings 
of USAF fjghter~ will use a substantial portion of the entire airlift fleet just to keep their 
mumtions repleni'iheJ dunng a connict.'-'! Therefore. prepositioning of Tllunitions i~ 
essential for sustamed land-based TACAIR opermlon~. 
if properly located. carrier-ba~ed ain.:raft can provide an e<lrly re~ponse in a short-
wammg connict by quickly establishing an air defense and conducting initial stnke~ on 
~urface targets. Later, as ho~tilities progress into a sustalllc,d war, the~e assets can 
supplement the follow-on arrival of land-based airpower 
Effective fire support III expedlllonary warfare will require fully interoperable joint 
and coalitIOn forces. Since Naval force~ will probably he the "enabling" power for this 
come-a~-you-are em'ironment, interoperabiJity will be a critical force multiplier. 
B. AC-130 GCNSHIP: A CASE STUDY 
The AC-130 Spectre l' -' gunship i, an extensi\'ely modified \'ersion of the Lockheed 
C-130. It hab four left-side mounted guns and multi-spectral and electrom<lgnetie sensors, 
This airc[<lft <In extremely effel:tive CASfTIC p]atfoml with unique nighttime 
capahilitie;.. coupled with high combat per~i~tence which make it highly adaptable for a 
variety of speCial mi~sions. It provides nexible, mobile and precision application of 
firepower on enemy positions while limiting collateral damage. Its primary missions are 
close air support, air interdiction. and amled reconnaJs~ance. It aho provides perimeter 
'" DaVId Orhmanekand John Bord~au. "Th~ Lion's Share of Power p,ojection," An Forc~ Mal'uinc. 
II' Sl-'~ctre (spck'te,j, n. 1_ a _'pirit ofa [~mfying nature, 2_ some· object or 'our~e of terror Or dread 
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and pOInt defen~e, anned escort. forward air control, landing zone ~upport, limited 
command, controL and communication~ (C3) ami combat search and re~cue (CSAR) 
~upport. 
The gunship's main mission is to provide precision, close air support in a clo~ely 
defined mission profile. As a Spectre pilot states: 
[Ilf you just need something destroyed, there are other airplanes 
with bigger punch that move a lot faster and can even deliver precision 
weapons at night. But if you have somebody on the ground who needs 
fire support close to his position ... then that is where the gunship really 
perfonns a special mission. 154 
This "special" mission is the accurate application of firepower in a CASmC environment 
at night and in poor environmental/weather conditions with little risk of fratricide and 
limited collateral damage 
Currently, there are two versions of the gunship; nine AC-130H's are located at 
Hurlburt Field, FL and ten older AC-130A's are located at Duke Field, FL. The AC-
130H is anned with two 20-MM Vulcan guns set to fire 2500 rounds per minute each, 
one 40-MM Bofors cannon set to fire at 100 rounds per minute ami one 105mm crew 
loaded Howitzer able to fire as fast as it can be loaded; about seven rounds per minute. 
The "A" model carries two 20-MM guns, two 40-MM Bofors cannons and two 7.62-MM 
miniguns. lss 
The latest version of the gunship, the AC-130U is scheduled to enter service in 
late 1994. Thirteen are on order and when the delivery is completed, the "A" models wiiJ 
,« Randy Jolly, Air Commandos: The Ouiet Pwfessionals Air Force Special Operations Command, 
(Garland, TX, Aero Graphics, Inc.: 1994), 167 
Jolly, Air Commando." 
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be retired from Ih~ "ll'" model will ha\'l;~ a tru~ all-w~alherlenvironrTl~nt 
capahdity with an attack radar similar to the one used on the F-ISE Strike' Eagle 
AdditlUnaHy. the weapon configuration differs from the "H" model. The AC-l~Oll will 
h,\\e one trainable 25-\1M Gatling gun instead of the two fned 20-MM guns on the "H' 
model. The 25-1vfM gun will gl\'e Spectre increased standoff range and lmprove 
survivability" 
The AC-J31J featur~~ an integrated sensuI' suite cunslsting of an all-light level 
tele\·i~ion s~nsor and an infrared sen~or. 150 Radar and electronic sen~ors also give the 
gunship a method uf po~iti\'ely identifying friendly ground forces while deli\ering 
ordnance at night and in adverse weather. NavigatlOnal equipment includes the inertial 
navigation system (lNS) and global positiuning ~yslem which allows the gun~hip to 
positiun itself ,vith an accuracy measured In dozens of feel.:-'9 The AC-130 ha~ a basic 
crew of two pilots. a navigator (NAY). a fire control officer {FCO). an electronic warfare 
officer (FWO), a flight engineer (rE). infrared OR) sensuI' and low-Jighl-Ie\eltele\isiun 
(LLLTY) sensor operators, five gunners, and a loadmaster (LM1. 160 
The AC-130HfU are air-rdllclabk. The older AC·130A is nol 
I" Jolly. AlrCommanuos, 
,'> The AC-130L' has an all-h"hl-lcyel·tckvi:;lOn It has bwcr resolution (han the low-hgh(-Ievel 
(d~\'lSlOn on tlle At" -nOH 
1.'" The AC-130C has an inlegralcd IKSiGPS TIle AC·130H has stand·alone IKS and COPS ,}s(~m., 
"., Th"" (he ha,"c cr~w for a AC-130H. The AC-130U has a baSIC crew of 13 The 2S·MM gun 
requJn's only onc gunner Vice (WO to] (he 20·M~1 guns on !r,e AC-130H 
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Crew Coo[(iJJlalion is ,In e,sentwl part Df Ihe !'ul1ship mlS~lon. 101 The pilots fly 
the airplane while the aircraft commanJer actually fire, the weapon~: the navlgiHor direct~ 
the airerafl to and from tile larget and m;~inlain~ comlllimd and <::ontrol (('2) with the 
supported ground comm;mder: lhe flight engmeer en~llres thaI all ~llrcrafl system~ arc 
operatlllg smoothly: the ~en,or oper,ltor Identl!Je~ friendly posltlOns and targets: the fjre 
control otficer is in charge of' "",eapon ,election and rcliiY~ ta<::ticai mformation to the 
crew; the electronic warfare officer is respon~lbJc for threat deteetion and threat 
avoidancc; the gllnner~ load iind maintain the weapons: and the loadma~ter keeps constant 
vi/!il in the tail bubble for any potentIal threats."'" 
1. Background 
SpeClre's Illleage can be traced back to the AC-47 Puffs and Spookies and the AC-
1 IYG Shadows and /\C-I l')/K Srmgers. Very simply, the Air Force's other combat 
aircraft of the early 1960s often could not find or accurately strike targets at night or 
under cover of a triple canopy Jungle, The urgent need for ~uch a capahility becamc 
dramatit:all) obvious as guerrilla warfare expanded in Somh Vielnam. H') The encmy used 
the cover of darknl;'~S and the .iun~le to mask his surply movements and attacks on South 
Vietnamese forts, hamlets. and forces. When the statement of operational need was 
received m lhe summer of 196B. it took only fIve months to modify and 
Jolly. Air CQmmando, 
Ballard,~" 
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field an AC-110 into the "Surprbe Package" version. 1M Spectre first saw aetlOn in 
December 1968 in Vietnam. In' For the first time in warfare. its advanced ekt.:tronic 
sen~ors stripped the cover of darkness away from the enemy, Spectre became an 
e'(tremely effective night interdIction CAS/TIC weapon sy~tem 
Gun,hip tactIcs consist of flymg an airplanc in a pylon turn to aim ~ide-mountcd 
guns al a fIxed point on the ground This unlikely cOJl\"er~ion of the relatively ~Iow, 
large-cabin aircraft into a heavily armed aerial firing p!atfoml filled the need for an air 
we,lpon system that could direct saturating. extremely accurate firepower on generally 
small-even f1eeling-larget~ in difficult terrain. varying \veather, and particularly during 
hours of darkne~~. Because the gunship could orbit. lock on a larget with ~pecial ~enbOrs. 
and carefully apply firepower. it became a vita! weapon in the overall L.S.-South 
Vietnamese war strategy. It quickly proved its worth a<; night protector of friendly 
village<;, base~. and forces. Additionally. it became the preeminent truck-killer of the 
war. IM 
Witb their tremendous ralc of firepower, the gunships proved highly effectIve in 
close air support operations, ,t; However. their ~Jow airspeeds and poor maneuverability 






rendered them uml'ltablc tor _,om,' phases of CAS Nevertheles.,. when thed 
appropniltcly. ~uch a~ In night or bad weather dekll-',e o( I,olated outpo.;;ts. the gunship 
played a key role In the war. 161 One Air Foro:.:e study o:.:akulated a twenty-four minute 
average response time tor gunships compared with a forty-mlllute average for 
TACAIR. Quick respow.c I~ key til effel'tivC' CAS 
As with any succes~ful appllCil1lOn of aIr power. gunship Sllcce5ses sparked cnemy 
countermea~ure~._ especially along the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. 1(,9 But the Air Force 
countered wah better tactics to cope with enemy defen~es. Por example. hecause of its 
slower speed ,md vulJlerability. each AC-130 was normally a~~igned three 1"'-4 escort 
aircraft to cover ib operation~ over hea\·ily defended areas or the Ho Chi .Minh Trail. 
The primary purpose of the . ,e escl)rts was In suppre~~ enemy antiaircraft artillery activity 
~() that the gun~hip could continue pur~llit and attack or enemy targets_'iD The cscorts 
enabled the operation of tbls dfective weapon system in a higher threat en.-ironment in 
which it could not normal I\' sun'lve_ 171 In any military opel'iition. neo:.:e~sity is the mother 
of invention, but thi~ is especially true in the CAS/fIC environment 
The first trial by fire since VietJlam occurred when gun~hips from Hurlburt Field, 
FL departetl on the evening of 24 October. 1983. to participate in Operation Urf:ent Fur, 
'" Cooling. C]me Air Su~rmt. 445 
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The <Ill-nigh! fiigh! from rlorida to Crenatia tool almost len hours and required two 
heavyweight inf1lghl retuelmgs - One gunship entered the fight over Crenada and 
Immediately responded to calls for fire suppon. In spite of heavy AAA fm~, the gun~hlp 
de~troyed five enemy huildings and a manned hunker near the airfield where several fires 
and secondary explosions were ohserved following their attack. The crew also proVIded 
vectors for a U.S, Navy helicopter as it searched for <I downed C.S, Army helicopter. 
\Vhen thc crash site was found, the gun~hip provided aircover as multiple rescue filghts 
evacuated the v..ounded helicopter crew memhers and pa~sengers.l;-' Later, the aircraft 
halted enemy advances on friendly positions with highly accurate 20-MM gun fire and 
silenced two anti-aircr~lft sites with it~ 105-MM cannon. Responding to an urgent call for 
assistance, the crew destroy'ed three enemy armored personnel carriers advancing on a 
parked C-141. All three vehicles were destroyed when the gunship new fired four rounds 
of 105-MM.I;. 
During Operation Just Cause, on 20 Decemher 19R9, in ~pite of small arllls and 
heavy machme gun fire. an AC-130 crew brought their lO-mm guns to bear to halt a 
Panama Defen~e Force (PDFI hattalion advance-sometimes firing withm 80 meters of the 
friendly position. In addition, the aircraft destroyed ninc vehicles and inflicted heavy 
casualties on the encmy force and was instrumental in preventing any friendly 
casualties_ 17-' 
In another engagement, two gunships took out six targeb m the La Comandancia 
(;ompound in less than five minutes. Even though the compound was slluated in a heavily 
populated area, post-battle ~urvcys hy C.S. Army personnel testified that '"[TJhe 
headquarters compound was virtually obliterated while adjacent structurcs recervcd little 
," Jot1y, AlrCornrnandos, 
'" Jolly, Air Commandos, 
1'4 Jolly, A"Cornrna"dm 
" Joll\', Air Comrn~ndo', I(,~ 
or no damage at all ~" \Vith the cic.,tr,1ctloll of the compound. the sl!lgle hl~hcst-valued 
target during Just rause. PDf-. personnel were di.'ipersed. command and control \.\as 
severed and enemy troup\ were generally demoraliled. The gunship crew contlTIued their 
barrage at 40-mm cannon fire. destroying two separate PDF pO~ltlOns that were fmng 
rocket propelled grenades at L.S. soldlcr~ 20 meters away. Their atlack ~ilenccd the 
oppo~ition, prevented reinfon.:ement. and allowed L.S. forces to advance and hold 
positions on the main street lTI front of the La Comandancia There were numerous 
Olher incident~ of TIC 'iUpport as well as the relay at valuable situation ul'date~ to various 
command and control centers 
Operation .lU.\"I Cause supplied an ideal setting for the gunship. The fact that mueh 
of the fighting took place in and around highly populated area~ only served to emphasize 
Spectre',,, ability to provide massive, yet sUrgically accurate firepower. It~ ability to "see" 
at night and distinguhh fflendly from enemy force~ ensured mi~sion ~uccess ant.! saved 
the live'i of many t:.S. tI'OOp~ .. -8 
Gunship crews were called into action again a~ Oper~tion Desert Shield evolved 
into the ShOOllJlg war of Desert Starn]. Thi,,, war was different i"rom Grenada and Panama 
in thai the threat environment was much greater. Air superiority was achieved; however. 
~urface-to-air threats were very hazaJdou~ to gunship operations. Gunship oreration~ in 
an integrated air defen~e environment must be tempered w11h operatIOnal reality to avoid 
projecting an erroneous high-threat dilemma in which the aircraft cannot survive 
In this type of cn\ ironment. air superiority andJor l"Ombat air patrol (CAP), SEAD, 
and CSl"Ort miS'iions must be accomph~hect to allow gunship operation~. DUfing Desert 
]", Jolly. AI' Command",. 170 
117 Jolly, AIr C"mm~nd",. 170. 
" Jolly. AIfC'mmand,,,, 
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Storm, the mo~t succe'isful gunship operations were prcplanned lllterdictlOn mission, 
executed according to specific battle plilns i''' 
The battle for the city o! Al Khafji was the fir~t sigmficant opportunity for the 
gunship to ~upport ground operations. Five sorties were t10wn in support of coalition 
fo[(;e~ and numerous target, were de'itroyed. U.S. Marines 1llvolved III the battle stated 
that the gunship'i did an outstanding joh in keeping Iraqi reinforcements away from the 
area.;RO Tragically however. on 31 January 1991, an AC-130 was 'ihOI down by a IR 
missile in the early morning houI''i as it attempted to engage an Iraqi free rocket over 
ground (FROG) missile site threatening u.s. M'lrines. All 14 crew members were 
killed.'Rl 
Despite the very short, four day ground phase of the war, gunships continued to 
contribute to the war effort. However. thelT employment was tempered by operational 
reallty vis-a-vis the threat environment. During the Iraqi retreat from Kuwait City. 
gunshJP~ flew amlcd reconnaissance missiom and de&troycd over 20 encmy trud~ and 
four APes. io: 
", Jolly. Air Commandos. 1~7. See ,1150 
AC·130s fiew 104 wrt,es comprising cio,e mr ,upport, 
inler<.hcU0n mi~~i()ns 
JolI}. Air Commando.,. 188 
Jolly. Air Commandos. 
Jolly. AlrlO[]lmancio." 201 
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2. l\Ieasures of Merit 
The AC-J30 can accurately locate and identify targel'i and Ji~tlnguish friend from 
foe The relatively slo\.\ spt't'u of the AC-L-lO, its multl-spel:tral ~ensors!" \e<ll:h with a 
dedlCatcd operator), inherent command, control <lnu l:ommunicatlollS I:apabilny, and 
precision nav1gatlon make It an optimal platform for rapidly 'iorting out friendly from 
enemy forces, Coupled with Its excellent combat persistence, the i\C -130 i~ unsurpa~~ed 
at maintaining situ<ltional awareness of the dynalllil: battlefield u~lJally associated with the 
CASrrLC mi~~ion_"" 
In addition. in ltS reconnaissance rolt:, the sensor, communic::ation. and navigation 
capabilities allow it to detect targets that could elude other platfonns, Both ~ensors arc 
turret mounted, allowing for 360 degn:e I:overage, Since the mrcraft orbit., the target area, 
the ~ensors are allowed a complete look ,mg1e which can identify targets that may be 
overlooked on a ~lraight pass_ The gunship can recei\'e friendly locator beacon~ and "see" 
gated laser illuminator for mght 'I V (GLlNT)1 5 tape employed by fnendly ground forces 
to preclude inCldents of fratricide 
'HtCInS that ,'an "or~ In LATILOl"G or UD,) coordinatES 
S[ 
The AC-130 lacks the killing punch of a 2,000 pound bomb, hut it is extremely 
lethal against targets up through lightly armored vehicles and small vessels, as well as a 
variety of structures. lg6 The armament of the AC-13011 consists of25-\1\1, 3,000 rounds; 
40-MM, 256 rounds; and 105-M.\1, 100 rounds.187 The armament of the AC-J30H 
con~ists of 20-MM, 3,000 rounds: 40MM, 416 rounds; and 105-MM, 100 rounds. t88 
While these rounds do offer flexibility and limit collateral damage, the gunship lacks a 
true hard target kill capability. This could be a serious weakness. 
Control of collateral damage is critical to CASffIC missions. As a result of its 
weapons being side-mounted, the gunship fires rounds that impact almost vertically 
Therefore, there is little chance of ordnance ricocheting off a target. Rather than 
referencing a run-in heading as required in TACAIR strafing or bomhing, the gunship 
merely has to have a "clear" area around the target to provide safe separation from 
friendly forces. If ground personnel are behind sufficient cover to be protected from the 
biaSI-fragmentation of the warhead, the gunship can fire in extremely close proximity (in 
some cases less than 100 meters) to friendly troops; otherwise, a safe radius defined by 
the area covered by the blast pattern for a particular round is considered a safe separation 
distance. 
The major disadvantage of the gunship is its lack of survivahility. It lacks speed 
and maneuverability and has a large IR signature and radar cross-section. l 8<! However, 
proper tactics and countermeasures will allow the AC-J30 to operate in a low-to-medium 
",. Sec Johnson, Tutorial. The gun, on th~ AC-130 were designed to provide botb precise fir~p<lwer 
for point targets and area coverage capabihty against dispersed targets. All guns on tbe AC-\30U are 
installed on trainable gun mounts (tbe 20-MMs ontbe AC-\30H are not trainable) that greatly increase thelT 
accuracy. Any gun may be fired with any sensor providing the fire control inputs. In addition, the fire 
control system provides a dual target attack capability (AC-!30U only) that allows it to engage two targel,. 
separated by up to a kilometer, simultaneously with highly accurate fire 
,,, __ . AFSOC Oocrational Conccms. 21. 
,. .. To help reduce th~ IR ~lgnature. the AC-J30 uses engine heat shields and IR reducing paint 
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threat cnvlronmcnt with a good chance of survival. '9C Additional survivahility 
enhancements include the extensive u~e of armor plating. redundant hydraulics, and fire 
retardant fuel tanks. 
As the threat environment dlctates. SEAD missions mu~t he flown to ensure 
survivability and mi~,ion succe~~. Escort tactics will allow gunships to operale in a 
higher threat environment. 
Since IR MANPADS are the greatest threat to gunship survival. it must utilize the 
cover of darkne~s and u~e proper IR reduction techniques to have a high probability of 
survival. Additionally. if sufficient weather conditions are present, IR threats cease to be 
a factor because the enemy will be unable to optically acquire the aircraft 
The combat per~istence of the AC-130 is exceJlenl provided that hasing is not too 
far away from the ohjective area. The aircraft is in-flight refuelahle so its range is only 
limited by crew endurance and tanker availability. J91 
Combat persistence is critical in CASfrlC roles where ground forces are engaged, 
and equally so in an armed reconnai~sance mission where hostile forces may be 
attempting to employ or relocate targets from concealed positions. Persistent air coverage 
will deny hostile forces a window of opportunity to effect such movements without air 
interdiction. 
Normally, one AC-130 can provide four or more hours of continuous coverage of 
the combat area providing CAStrIC, CAS or an equivalent amount of armed 
reconnaissance coverage. The large ammunition load-out and accuracy of the AC-130 
allow it to engage and neutralize a large number of (potentially over 100) targets during 
,., __ , AFSOC Operational Con~ep!s, 23. The AC·130 is equipped with the followins 
defensive equipment: radm warmng, electronic countenneasures, ehalf dispensers, flare dIspensers, and IR 
jammers. However. these system, Slill do nO! allow employment In a threal ~nvlronm~nl above lnw If) 
medium without SEAD or escort 
'" __ . AFSOC OneratlOnal Concepts, 24. The AC-130 has space to carry four ausmentlns 
crew m~mbers Normal mission lime IS fIVe hours unless the aircraft is an refueled 
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thIs penod I'le The ahility to engage such a large quantity of targets may be efltical when 
friendly forces are opp0sed by a nUmerically ,uperior enemy 
Combat peni~ten<.:e also simplifies the problem of maintaining ,ituational 
awareness of the combat en\'ironmcnt, A ~ingle creIN can maintain a presen<.:e for the 
duration of many ground engagements, By qUIckly establishing and maintaining a 
knowledge of force deployments, the gunship can qUIckly respond to calls for fire while 
lessening the probability of fratricide 
To employ the AC-130, it is imperative to fuJly understand the weapon sy~tem'~ 
capabilities and limitations. It is designed to be an integral part of a force package 
whereby its distinctive capabi1itle~ of target detection/recognition, precisIOn strike, and 
combat persistcnce arc balanced again~t the b~ue of survivahility. The gunship is 
designcd to fight a! night and in ad\'erse weather. It should only be employed on daylight 
mls~ions in benign thrcat environments 
As a conventional asset, the gunship can perform three missIOns. In the direct 
action role, il provides accurate firep0wer_ As a reconnai~sance platform, it can collect 
intelligence and targeting information, a command and control aircraft. it works 
synergistically with other assets in an overall campaign strategy. These differ~Jll missions 
are not mutually exc1usi\'e: in fact, they are often performed simultaneously. There are 
also subsets of the~e capabilities, such as armed escort and Combat Search and Rescue 
(eSAR). that are more mission ~peCJflc. hut draw upon the gunship capabilities of target 
detection, precision firepower, and command and control 
JohnS(ln. TUIOClOl 
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C. COMPARATl VE A.\lALYSIS: SELECTED CLOSE ·\lR SL1PPORT 
PLATFORI\'IS (FA-IS, AY-8B, A-l0, AH-(4) 
These platforms were ~eleeted because they arc the most l:apablc and likely 
platforms to perform CAS in the expcditionary warfare environment':"] Each platJorm 
will be analyzed on it~ l:apabiiJties vis-a-vis the four measures of merit (target 
detectionlrecognition, lethality. 'iurvivabillty, and combat per~istence) as well a~ ilS 
employment doctrine 
1. The F/A-1S Hornet 
The FlA· 1 R strike fighter is a twin-engine. twin-tail, high perfommncc, multi-
mission tactJc;1l aircraft operaled by both the and ~1arine Corp,. The Homet use~ 
selected external eqUipment to accomplish specific fIghter or attack mi~~ion~. When used 
a." a fighter. the F/A-1H provide~ cover for tal:tical air projection over land and ~ea and 
complements tlee! air defense. The primary attack Ttlis~ions arc mterdiction, CAS, 
defense suppre~sion, and ~trikes against land/seaborne target~ 
There are appro\imately 525 F/A-l R Ale in the U.S. inventory. The aircraft i~ 
manned by one pilot and has a comb;lt radIUS of 390 miJc~ for the fighter mission and 
500 miles in the TACAIR role. The F/A-IHD i~ a lwo-scat US).IJC aircraft. 
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The F/A-I S carries ordnan(;e on nine external stations induding two wingllp 
~tations for A1M-9 Sidewinders: two outboard wing stations for an assortment of alI'-lo-air 
and air-IO-,!!f(Jund weapons. lrlcluding AL'vI-7s, AI11-9s, AGM-S4 Harpoons, AGM-RR 
HAR\1S. and AG~1-65 ~1averi(;ks: two inboard wing stations for external fuel tanks or 
air-to-ground weapons: two nacelle fuselage statIOns for either AIM-h. a Laser Detector 
Tracker Strike Camera. a targeting FLTR, or navigational FUR; and a center statIOn for 
a fuel tank or alr-to-ground weapons, Air-to-ground weaponry mdudes laser-guided 
G8U-1 0/125, \1K-80 series general purpose bombs, cluster bombs. and a 20-1\1M six-
harrel gun with 540 round, of ammunition. 19< 
The FiA-IS has no beacon capability, but it is equipped wHh GPS and a bomhing 
radar. Also, the pilot can wear !\VGs in the ni);hl environment 
a. MeaHlres of Muit 
The FiA-IS ha6 limited target dete(;tion/recognition capability in the 
CASrrIC environment. The aircraft has a RJR pod and the pilot can wear !\VGs, but 
he is too task. saturated 10 adequately perform the mi~sion. lC)(, 
The pilot rnU61 Oy the aircraft, stay dear of threat~, identify the target, [md 
tall with the ground party, ThiS is a highly compli(;atcd task for one per~on to 
accomplish, however. the ain.:raft now has GPS which helps to maintain situational 
__ , Survey. Vol. IV .. 59 
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lethal a:rcraft-io() lethal for tile CASfflC 
·\lthou&h It C,lIl carry a wldc \'mkt~ of ordnance. lIlcludin!; la.'er g\llded 
homb~. thc ~malleq homb it carrJC~ is the 500 pound bomo.lo7 In many [a'e.' the 
hlast/frag pattcrn w1I1 be too blg for TIC ~ituatlOns. The 20-lvH ... l gun offers area 
suppression. however. there me prohlen:s with ricocheting round~ and collateral damage 
The FIA-l» is a highly survivabk aircraft Its speed and maneuverabIlity 
coupled with electronic countermeasmes eq\llpment (a radar warning rl;Cl;ivtT, chaff/fhrl; 
dispensing unit, and an eleclronic jammer! and ~elf-escort capability 
rcducc Ihe need ror support assets that might otherwi~c bc required to execute the 
mbsion. HowC\er it. like all aircraft. re.malns vulnerahle to IR SA.\1S. DUring Doerl 
Stom!, despite flying 157 strike., pl;rrorming SEAl) ml~~iom. 217 ~tnkes on airfield., 
pcrforming offensive counter alf (DCA). and 557 rAC misslOns, only three USMC F/A-
ISs were damaged by SA.\h .lnd one hy AAA and all returned 10 hase and flev,' again 
within 3fi hours. Onlv one Navy FlA-IS was 10.,( in combat.19~ 
Combat per~i~tellce i~ poor. It takes time (generally a minimum of five 
minutcs) to sci-Up for a homo run or gun pa\s. '['hi~ doe, not allow for the engagement 
of many targets before the illfcraft must depart for fuel. Evcn though the Hurnet 
demomtratcd exceptional flexibility and rapid tum-around time~ during Desert Stunn, 
hattlefield sltuationnl awareness was lost a~ ain;raft depart<.:d and were replaced 
The Hornet I., fill excellent multi-role fighter. It excels in the air-to-al[, 
SFAD, HAl. and Al mi'iS10I1S. During Desert Storm, It projected tactical air over land and 
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(e~tahhshed fada!' contact) againq hostile aircraft, with two ai!-lO-air shoot downs,"" It 
flew highly t'ffectiw SEAD missIOns against the Iraqi llitegrated air defeme "y~tem 
(lADS) and was <;ucce~,ful in alt~Kking airfields, hunker", and aircraft revetments 
2. The A Y-SB Hurriel 
The AV-SB is a :Vlarine Corps J~ a verticall . ,hort-takeoff and landing (VSTOL) 
attack aircraft. The Harrier condw.:b deep and close air support, armed reconnaissance. 
air defense. and helicopter escort mi~slOn~, It can operate from suitable ~eagoing 
platforms. advanced ba~e~. expeditionary airfIelds. and remote tactical landillg site~ 
U~ing VSTOL technology for ba~ing flexibility. it can respond yuickly to the ground 
wmmanders's need for timely CAS. There are approximately 170 AV-81h in the U.S 
inventory. The aircraft IS manned by one pllot and has a 500 mile combat radiu~, ',(;[ 
The Harrier ha~ ,\ 25-:\'11\'1 gatling gun and can carry a wide range of ordnance 
which consists of :vtK-80 series iron bombs, MK-20 Rockeye cluster bomb~, ATh1-9 
~idewmder heat seeking mis,iies. the new Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air .\1lssile 
(AMRAAM 1. :vtK-77 firehomb~; 2.7~" and 5" rockets: AGM-65E Maverick; mines; CEU-
72 fuel air explosive,; and laser-gUlded hombs 
During Deser/ Stmm.land-hased AV-8R\ were equipped with a 25-.\1M Gatling 
gun and !.:arried a typical combat bomb load of~ix MK-82s or four MK-83s or six MK-20 
Gulf War AppendlxT 
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In ,tddition to the o'un, the "hlp-b,,~cd Hamer, notmally c<1fl']e.:i four \lK 
82s, or two l\lK or four l\.JK-2lh :," 
Its attack avionic~ ~ystcrn u~es it nose-mounted angle rate bornbillg ~el. which has 
a TV/laser target ~eekcr anJ Lr"c!;er, but cannot <;elf-designate for laser-guided 
rnunition<;21J4 The pilot can u~e NVGs and ha~ GPS for navigation hut the mrcraft has no 
heacon-rCCC1\e capabilily 
During Desert Sirmn, AV-!)B~ operated fWrJll!lain ha~es, amphlblOuS as~ault ,hips 
{LIIAs) and unimproved fon' .. ard airi'iclds (ofiaing FARP but only minor mall1tenancc 
repan capabilityllo provide CAS for Coalition grollnd force~, Basing flexibility allowed 
the :\ V-RBs to he the norlhern mo~t deployed fixed-wing aIrcraft in theater. Ba~ing 
closer to the IrOJlt line;, ehm1llatcd the requirement for air refueling and provided qUIck 
rc~pon~e times2 l" 
a, i'vleasures 0/ Meril 
]'he AV-SB ha~ relatively good target detection/recognition c"pabdity 
becau~e of it. ... slower speed coupled v,'ith it'i GPS navigation 'iy~tem. Tn the night 
environment. the integral NVGIFLIR helps locate target~ but the pilot can become ta~k­
saturated flying the aircraft while trying to locate target~. The Harrier lacks an adverse 
dden,esdurmgd,'liveryo[pther"eapons 
_' SUlvevYo] \\',,224 
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weather/environmental target idennflcation capability because II has no heaeon receiver. 
rhi~ is a major lilntting factor for TIC applications 
The AV·:m has good lethality but lach the ability to self-de~ignate for its 
la~er-gUIdcd bomh~, Therefore, It can not "huddy lase' for other aircraft The ~rnallcst 
bomb it carries i~ the 500 pound bomb and the 2:1-\Hvl gun offcr~ good area suppreS~lOn 
but there arc pf(lblcm~ with ricochets, small ammunition load-outs, and collateral 
damagc,2<¥ 
The survivability of the Harrier is marginal. During the fir~t two pha~e~ 
of the air waf in Drsl'Tt Stonn, AV -RBs generally flew medium-altitude pf(lfile~ between 
10,000 to 20,000 feet They would occasionally drop to a lower altitude to locate and 
engage targets at Ic~s than )),000 feet. During battlefield preparation and ground war 
pha,"es. Harnrrs flew at lower altitudes to ensure target acqui~itlOn and Increase weapon ... 
effectiveness and accuracy, 1\t these lower altitudes, five ain:rafL were lost to enemy 
action. lO' Therefore, In inverse tactical n:latiomhlp between better target acqui~llion and 
accuracy ver~u~ surVivability was encountered during the war 
The Combat persistence of the Harrier i~ fair. AV -~ms based at the front 
at the hattIe area during Desai Siorm provided quick response to air request~ and were 
not delayed by ,ilr refueling. Time on station howevcr, was only about 30 
mmutcs before the Jireraft had to leave for J FARP area or return to base?)' Even 
though AV-8B~ were rearmed and refueled in an :\verage of 20 to 25 minutes,lll'! thi~ 
(julf \V~r. Appendix T, T,22. During Desert SlOrm,\he AV-RB 0~ly carried 300 
rounds of 25-MM 
___ SUr\'e~ Vol IV .. 60 E,'en though th~ AV-SB docs have £OeM capabilit) 
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degraded battlefield sllu<ltlonnl nwarene~s beca\l~c ailcraft had 10 depart the tnctical 
envirnnment relatlvel) Cjulckh 
The A\'-))13 e\cel~ in the HAl and CA:- role. During jJfSfr{ S/()/7!1, they 
were effective in neutralizing Ir~\qi long-range artillery which II as the J\hnne CMP~' main 
cancel'll for its ground troop~, 110 In addition, they used their gun~ to strale targets at the 
Battle of AI Khaf)i" Hov.e\,er, they lack the accuracy, munition load-out, comhat 
perSistence, and adverse weather/environment capability to adequalely perform the TIC 
3_ Th.c A-1O 1'hu"derblJilll 
The A-IO i, the first Air Force aircraft to be ~pedfically de~igned for CAS of 
ground forces. The aircraft is highly maneuverable at lo\v airspeeds and altitudes. Also, 
the pilot IS encircled hy a titanIUm "bathtub" that protects him nnd other vital pans of the 
flight control ~ystem 
The 1\-10 can smkc all ground targets, including arlille!)', tanks. other armored 
vehicles, tnlck<;, and ground troop~, The OA-IO provides airborne control of lactical air 
assets that perform CAS mission", The 01\-10 and A-1O are the same airt'rame. 
There are approxJluntcly 5()5 A-JUs in the U.S. JI1vcnto!)', The aircraft is manned 
by one pilot and ha" a combat radius of 250 miles with 9,500 pounds of ordnance and 1.8 
hour, of 100ter time in the larl!et area 
SUlIllllaT\', V,.I .. T\' .. :n4 
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Th~ aircraft has a JO-MM gallmg gun that was specifically designed to provide 
the A-IO with a tank killmg capahility :1' The gUll fi!'e~ armor-piercing projectiics to kill 
tanks and high-explosive ammumtlon, to destroy tmcks and various other targets_ The 
aircraft has II ex[enw.l hard-points for carrying most conventional munition.';. m II.> 
weapon\ delj\·cry ~ystem includes a heatb-up di,play (EUD} and a Pat'e Penny laser 
tracking pod.:'" 
The A-1O has no beacon capability and only has an INS. Dunng Desert Storm. 
one of the six A-IO squadrons operated exclusively at mght using ~VGs and the infrared 
video of the Mavericl missile as a "poor man's RJR" :," 
a. IIJeasllres of i!.1erit 
During Des!'r! S!Oml, in daytillie. the A-IO had relatively good Visual target 
detection capability becau~e of its slower ~p~ed. But at medium altltud~~ (15,000 feet), 
target idenllfication-discriminatlIlg a tank or self-propelled artillery piece from a tmck-
proved a constant challenge. ,p 
'" __ . ~ .. 55 The A-lOean carr ... 1.170 round, of 30-MM ammumtion 
The A·IO has ~1 very Illllltcd night t",rget detedlOnire~ognlllon capdbility. The I'-IS, IR 
M(II'l'r;rL and ::\\'C;, are inadequate fOI the night TIC mJ~~IOn 21' 
Thl' A-1O l~ lOll ktfml (or the TIC !lIi,~iun_ During DcserT St()rlll, 
}'.lal'{'rIck atlacks wen: perrnille<i on;)' if o\'er twu kilumeter, from coalition fOIce,_ guns 
when over one kilometer from friendl) rorcc~_2jO 
While it, ~Io\,er spl'ed and long 100ter tIlne over the battlefield made it 
susceptIble to enemy fire during Desai Siorm, the A-lOs small vllinerable area and 
redundant ,y.,tems allowC'd many baltk-damaged aircraft to return to ba~e. The aircraft 
also carrre~ IR countermeasure flares, ECi\-1 chaIT, and jammer pods ::.. Bul it~ day 
mJ~SiOIl and lack or Ooibility make it vulnerable in medIUm or hIgh threat environmenb 
rheret"ore, iI., survIvability IS only fair 
Combat I'er<;i.,tencl' is only fair becaw,e, even with a reduced threat of 
radar-guided SAM., durIng Desai SlOrm, the A-l0 wa~ only able to engage an ;I\'erage 
of four Lo larget, per sortie.:" 
The A-IO exceb in Ihe AI. BAI, Cc\S, and l-Ae role. During Drsert 
Sionn, A-lOs fln'> 3,367 day and nighl ,trikes again~Llraqi arLiliery and armor units, 135 
weapon IOdc<;lroy II 
strikes on Soviel-madt: surfact~-to-surface missile (Scud) CAP [lnd anti-SCllD armed 
reco[Jnai~sa[Jce missions. and 656 FAC mi,sions 
4. AH·64 Apache 
The AH-04 i, Ihe Army's primary anti-amlor attack hclicoplel It is able 10 
locale. engage and destroy enemy armored vehIcles and other encmy targets m day, night, 
and other limited visibihty condition~ by using its integral FUR and NVG ~ystem 
The Apnche '.1' rrimary amlament is the Hel{(ire modular missile system, a laser-
guided. anti-armor weapon. 11 can de'lgnale largds itself or receive dcsignations from 
remote sources. Hydra 70. L7S-mch folding fin aerial rockets are carried in addlllOn to. 
or instead of. HI'l{(ires. A chm-turret-mounted 30-1111 cannon lS controlled by a ,ight 
in the pilot's helmcl in 
There are approximately 616 AH-64', in the C.S. inventory. 1t has two crew 
member, and has a combat radius of 160 miles. 124 In addllion. it ha, defensive IR and 
radar jamming s;Nems. 
"' __ .~urv~ .. 53-54. 
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a. ;Hf'a~/lre.\ of .Ucrit 
The Integ['::ll rUR ~md NVG ~y~tem g"lVe., the AH-G4 J good larget 
detcctionirecognition cap.lhiiily .:' 1[', ~low<'r "peed and the addlllon or another crew 
memher a~so hdps In thi., tel,).; Ho\\cver. the Il\'S limits it~ ~ituatJQnal awmene.,~. In 
addition. it has no heacon receive cJpablhty. 
The HelHlre lllis.'>lle I, accurdle and klhal. The 30-M'\1 chain gun IS abo 
accurate.:'" But the Api/chi' CJn only carr)' it rcJatJveJy ,mall payload whIch limil~ I1s 
flexlbilitv, Therefore, leth,dily for thc TIC environment i~ good, ho\\ever. the ordnance 
load i~ very limitl:d 
Sur,lvabllily in a TIC environment is poor. Although the AH·64 can use 
lerrain masking and fire the IIdllire nm~ile rrom long standoff ranges, it must generally 
expose ibelf 10 employ Its weJpons. U Theldore, the AH-64 is vulnerable to ~Illall 
arrn~, artillery, and I:vell tank Ill<lin gun fire 
Comhat persistence i~ poor. The A.pache only ha~ 1.8 hour~ of endurance 
and a top ~reed of only 145 knots which hmit, flexibility. 22' FARPs help but tIm 
interrupb battleflcld situ;ltiondl ,marcnes.,. In d(iditiun. operation~ durmg Desert Stonn 
r~rf()rm (he nll,SlOn 
See abo 
""'-""'-""""""-.1. T· t~, The AH-M is cledjled w]lh de,(wYlng numcrou, tunh. 
trucks. and SZorm, However. (he )()·MM chain gun shoots rounds at a 
relatively Ilat tra[cclOlj' which can "ause nco"hn; and ,'ollJlcral Jamagdfratrll'id~ 
__ . Gulf War ArmmJJ.' T, T·17 
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hlghlighted the following "ystem limilatlOn~ the AH-64s ,luxlliary power Unt!. 
environmental control UTIlI. and shaft driven compre<;sor lacked adequate filtration systems 
to (;ounter the iw.rsh desert en\'iwnment.~.!" 
The AH 64 eX(;eb in target aequi~ition/delection and Hdlfirr deli\'ery in 
the CASffTC em ironment. howe veL it lacks !1exibililY In range and payload In addItion, 
survivability lS suspect in the performance of the TIC mISSIon 
D. SYNTHESIS OF CURRENT SYSTEMS 
Artillery can provide adequate fire support but it must be available to be useful. 
In additIOn, it must have a greater effective range than the enemy'~. The Marines will 
have neither In the beginning ~tage~ of an expeditionary conflict 
Unli:~~ the .'\avy find~ ~ome way to deSIgn a new gun or field a new type of fire 
~upport ship, its KSrS capability will remain extremely limited because the last KSFS 
battleship was decommissioned in April of 1992 
Attack helicopters need strategic lift in order to get to the AO. They abo retjuire 
ba~ing ncar the objective area. He!Jcopters have good target detectionirecogTIllion 
capability and proVide accurate, lethal lllunitlons but their payload is too limited. In 
addit](m, they lack the flexibility to perform theater CAS and have low combat 
per~istence. They are mo~t effective when used in ~upport of a maneuver force to attack 
the enemy's tlanb and rear 
Land-based TACAlR can self-deploy, however, they require significant levels of 
non-orgamc tanker support a~ well as ba'ies near the AO. In addition, they need l\ large 
base infrastructure and exten~ive airlift to ~ustain operations, They can can)' large 
"') __ , Gulf War. Arpendix T. T-18. \,'hen ... md~J ~l'aln~t fhed-wlnl;r platfonns, helicopters 
have mild .. lower misSLon capable rates Thl' limlL' u,,,hle wrframes 
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PJ)iOJd, and tlll;Y have lie,\ibilil) however. thC)· lack adcljuate wrgct 
detection/recognition capability and c;}u,e to,) much collater~ll damage 
U propnl) lo..:att;d, c:a~rier·hased TACAIR provide In respon,e III a 
~h0!1·warnlIlg eontllct hy t;stabllshing an JIr dcfenst; and conduCling initial ~trikes on 
.,urface large!.>. BUI like land-ba;;;ed TACAlR, tiley do not ha\t; adequate target 
delt;(.:tion/recognilion cap~ibihty and came too much .::ollatercti Jam:lge. In addition, thc) 
arc con~trallled bv limited number..; of strike aircraft. ded c)\.:Je time, and ~orl1e 
generation rates 
The .. \('·130 i~ the be~t ni)"ht C,\SITIC platlonn but it requires ha~lTIg fairl) near 
the AO for sLlstallled operations. Additionally. without SEAD and/or escort it i~ only 
wrvi\'able in low-to-meJ1U1ll tllfeat environments 
This anal!sl~ ~hows that the U.S_ lacks precl~ion fire ~upport for expeditionary 
warfare. and speCilicJlJ) for the troop~-in-contact TIli~~ion. A pOl~nlial answer 10 this 
prohlem IS the development oj a carrier-based jjl:,ed·wing gun~hip 
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Y. C4RRIER-BASED (a:\,SHIP CONCEPT 
Whcn you seem LO be 1110<;t of the ,oldier'~ blood. you 
~lIpporlmt' your attacks and by pu,hing lhcTli with the 
time from augmcnting your los,,,,s 
A CaITicr Ba,ed Gun~hip (CBli'! concept can help solve the problem of inadequate 
prt;'l'i~io!l fire ,upport for tJOops-m- contact wllation~ during expedition:lry warfare 
operations. The CBli ~hould be modeled after the AC-J30 side-firmg gunship with wme 
m{)dification<; to enable better hard·target kill capability ami survivability ','-''' This chapter 
Jelineates a CRCl system dctininon, the operational mission. operational capabilities, 
concept candidates. and a concept of operations 
A. SYSTE\l DEFI!\'ITIO:\" 
To be effective. any CBG mU<;l excel In the four meaSllres of merit target 
tleteclion/recogmtlOn. lethalny. wrvivability. and combat persl~lence. To accomplish this. 
a eRG must have all appropriate blend of crew complement. sensors. weapons and fire 
control system. aviunics, tlefensive "ystems, and hattIe command station c:lpabilitics 
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1. ere" Complement 
The ideal erew complement would con~ist of six crew members: one pilot. one eo-
pllot, one systelll~ operator. electronic warfare officer. and two sen~or operators 2'1 
Minimum ("few complement would total four erew members: one pilot, one co-pilot. one 
,ystems operator, and one bensor operator 2;' Four crew members will be very ta,k-
saturated but erew complement 1'.'111 be dKtated by airframe "pace and systems. 2" 
2. Sensors 
The sensor~ must be turret mounted to provide 360 degree coverage. Sensor 
options sllould Include multi"spcctral sensors (FUR. bknded .fLlRILLLTV, or ALLTV 
with al:tive iliuminatlOn:,:'·'1 navigation/weather radar wllh beacon tracking and offset 
attack; synthew: aperture radar with beacon tracking for adverse weatherlcI1\"iromnental 
opcrntorsensllrcful!scnsorpcrformaocc 
ISlhctacticlan.otkoo'",p""',;,. 
operates ooe 'ensn,; the sensor operator works all mher sensnr 'y.<tem' 
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conditions with attack and offset attack. Video recording for BDA. Laser 
designator/ranger for fire control accuracy and cooperative attack. m 
3. Weapons and Fire Control 
The CBO will have left-side firing weapons2J6 coupled with a Hellfire missile 
system. The targets which the CBO must kill will drive the gun suite configuration. The 
target set includes troops in the open, under light, medium, and heavy cover; trucks, 
APCs and AAA sites. 
The M-242 25-MM Bushmaster chain gun is the best small gun selection for area 
suppression of personnel and use against light armor. It weighs 244 pounds (not 
including mount or ammunition storage and handling system) and has a rate-of-fire of 500 
shots per minute (SPM).m Each round weighs 1.10 pounds and a wide variety of 
ammunition is currently available for the weapon.m This gun is extremely accurate with 
m Sensors should be deSIgned to complement each other JlCross various ponions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Ideally, the aircraft should be equipped with all four sensors, however, beacon tracking capability 
is critical to allow positive identification of friendly positions as well as accurate ordnance delivery in 
adverse weather/environmental conditions. Experience has shown that broad coverage of the 
electromagnetic spectrum is invaluable in detecting and identifying concealed targets. All sensors should 
be capable of slaving to each other to allow the operator to view a suspect area in different parts of the 
spectrum simultaneously, thus enhancing target resolution. 
,;16 AI! guns will be trainable to provide pinpoint accuracy. All guns will be autoloading. 
n7 James Johnson, AC·130U Area Coverage Weapons Options, (Shalimar, Fl.: no date). The M242 
is a single barrel gun. To provide more area coverage, a single mount, twin gun system could be used to 
give 1,000 SPM. Aircraft weight and hydraulic system capability mUSt be evaluated to ascertain if this 
option is feasJble 
= __ , Bushmaster Automatic Cannon, (Mesa, AZ: McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company, 
no date), 30. This gun uses the Bushmaster family of ammunition, which includes an eff<x:tive annor 
penetrating round (4462 feet per second muzzle velocity) as well as an extremely useful HE (3610 feet per 
second muzzle velocity) round. 
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only a 0.5 milliradian dispersion: l9 Recommended load-out will be 
3,000 rounds, however, this will be based on aircraft gross weight capability. 
The 30-MM Bushmaster II is a good medium gun selection for destruction of 
vehicles. armored vehicles and AAA sites.240 The gun weighs 325 pounds (not including 
mount or ammunition storage and handling system) and has a rate-of-fire of 200 SPM 
(single shot) and 400 SPM with an additional eight horsepower motor. The Bushmaster 
II fires a wide variety of 30-MM GAU-8140-MM super shot rounds. each weighing 1.51 
pounds.:41 The dispersion of this gun is also less than 0.5 milliradians which gives an 
excellent probability of a single-shot kill. 24z Recommended load-out would be 250 
rounds, however, this must be based on aircraft gross weight capability. 
The fire control system must be an accurate computer corrected system with 
autonomous spotting/impact correction. It should have two computers dedicated to fire 
control, with each running an independent fire control solution. For single target attack, 
AC-130 experience has shown that the trainable box should be eight degrees.24l However, 
the trainable box must be enlarged for dual target attack capability. The trainable box 
size will depend on the position of the guns in relation to each other and the wing of the 
platform. Mathematical techniques can be used to provide a fire control solution for off-
center targets. The end result is a CBG that can simultaneously attack two targets 
13'1 The AC-130U uses Ihe modified GAU-I2fU 25-MM gun. NOTIllal rate-of fire of !he GAU-I2IU 
is 4200 SPM but it has been slowed to 1,800 SPM to increase accuracy. In this configuration, gun 
dispersion is less than IWO miUiradians. The ammunition storage and handHng system (ASHS) on the AC-
l30U holds 3,000 rounds of 25-MM ammumtion. The ASHS (or 8 derivative) could be used for the CBG. 
:MO The 35-MM Bushmaster may also be a viable candidate. 
It can shoot 30-MM HEI and rumor piercing incendiary (API) at a muzzle velocity of 3,400 feet per 
second; 30-MM aTIllor piercing discarding sabot (APDS) at a muzzle velocity of 4,000 feet peT second; and 
4O-MM super shol at a muzzle velocity of 4,500 feet per second. 
Bushmaster Automatic Cannon 27. 
10 The trainable box is the degrees of azimuth and elevation that a seleCled gun can move in 
conjunction with the sensor sight line. The sensor sight Hne is the center of where the sensor is looking. 
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~epar<lted by up to nearly one kilometer. Thi~ capabJlity is called dual target anack 
(DTA) 
In addition, the eRG should have <lIla'.:!;. gUluance that will enhance suniv<lbility 
and operatIOnal capabtlity lhroug'] a partial scctor attack guidanct; (PSAG) capability 
"lhis capability allows the crew to fly a portit1n of an orhit to a specific radial (point) and 
then commands a right hand tum llut 10 reacquire the orbit at ~oJne other predesIgnated 
radiaL Thl~ will allow the CBG to operate close to threab or high lefTain but remain out 
of harm's way, Second, . ,Iant range attack guidance (SRAGj, where the mmimum slant 
range to the target i~ used a~ a warnmg advi~ory, Th!~ b u~efllJ in staying beyond the 
lethal range 01 certain threats 
Hellfire missiles \\il\ increase the flexibility of the CHG hy giving it a hard target 
kill capability and a forward-firing, non-orbit firing cap<lbility. 'I hey could also be used 
durmg a low-level ingress and pop-up to fire on hostile targets Hel{fires could be 
used for high priority target~ or hard target~ that cannot be neutralized by the 30-MM 
Ru~hmasler gun. Recommended load-out is eight mis~iles_ however, thi~ \\ould be hased 
gros~ weight (apability 
4. Avionics 
Cockpit avionics must have an mtegrated INS/GPS, radio aids to nll\igatioTI, and 
sensor update posItion capability. A heads-up display ,hould he mounted nn the left ~it1e 
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of thc cod.pit (pilot "idel, CommuTIlcations mu~t include all air. ground. and maritime 
frequ~ncie" (includmg SATCO:'v1) with .,ecure capability 
5. Dt'fensiyc Systems 
To ,ufvivc in thc thrcat cnvironment and exccute !l~ mi~~ion. the CEG mUSl havc 
~tate-of·the-art ECl\{ and lRCM I,including light-weIght ceramic engine shields) 
systems,'''" Additionally. annor plating. redundant systems, and ~el[-sealing tanb must 
be used to increasc the probabihty of ~uf\'ival if hlts are laken 
6. Battlc Management Center 
The CBG hattie management center (KvIC) can be based on the general 
arrangement of the AC-130U BMC The AC-130 BMC features an integrated 
surveillance and attack crew system housing the navigator. fire control officer. electronic 
warfare officer. and two sensor operators.w The R:\lC should be computer controlled 
with hik'h re~olution vIdeo dIsplays, In addllion, it ~hould include computer controlled 
electronic warfare sy . ,tems and all air, land, and maritime radio frequencies. 
'4' Th" IS th. Ideal BMC ~r~w ~ornplemcnl. It IS advanl,,!,cou, to h~", all crew memhers (exccpllh" 
pilot and ~o·pJ!oIJ ,n the BMC Howe-cr. rcgum'mcntsllmulatioll_' may dictale other new 
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ll. OJ'ERt\TIO~AL \IISSIO~ 
The oper~tional mis~ion of the eRG is to provide surgical firepower for extended 
loiter period" and JIlght, m poor weather/eJlvirOJlmental condltions,!49 
The main mission~ are CASrrrc CAS. BAr and RDA Th¢se mis~lOn~ ~hould bc 
accomplished by the ~urglcal applicatIOn of ;urborne fire power to minimize collateral 
damage, The eBG will b<.: ;lblc to apply heavy fire power w targeb. In addItion, it will 
be able to spot and correct ns own rounds 
C. OPERATIOr'.;AL CAPAllILiTTES 
The rBG will have the capability to identify friendly from enemy position" and 
deliver ordnance during poor weather/environmental condition~ using radar with beacon 
track and/or beacon receive capabllny. ~avigation accuracy will be' preei~e with the 
integrated INS/GPS s;..'~tcm 
The platform will be hlp:hly lethal. It \','ill be eqUipped with two preci~ion gun 
-',y-"tems coupled with the hard tar)!et kill capability of laser designated mi~~iks. These 
mis~iJes can be self-launched and/or u~ed for cooperative attack 
The platform will and have ~tate-of-the-art defensive/self-protection capability 
coupled with amlor platin,l.' and redundant ,<,y<,tems to increase survivability_ Additionally, 
on the platlOnlllR ,lgnatu,e a, welt a, ,clf-prmectlOn countcnllca,ur", 
opcr.,uons m an wIth op"rational 
pcoJcctmg an erroneous l"gb-thrcat di)emmJ In which the CBG cannot pcrf(JnTI iI, m""ion 
A, the lhreat cnVlfonmCni dic\"\~,_ SEAD JH",lOn' mllq be flown 10 c,,,urc ,urvivahilily Jnd IllISS!on 
v.lll allow the eRG to orerale in a higher lhr~al tnVlfOnmtnt 
lOS 
combat persistence must be good. The platform ",,'iJj be carrier-capable with a minimum 
of 1,500 nautical mile (N\ll range. 5' 
The amTaft should be highly mamtainablc. It should ]11\\'e fault detection/Isolation 
on missIOn ayionlc\ anti engineered with ea~y ground/air access to mission ~ystems 
D. CONCEPT CA~lllllATES 
For illu~lrative purpo~e~ the the,is examine~ the E-2C S-3, and V-22 platfonns 
This is by no means an exhaustive list of CEO candidates: there may bc other airframcs 
that hay!" heen decommissioned, currently in serVice, or on the drawing hoard that could 
be modified into a CEG 
1. Technical Considerations 
Two of the most lmpommt eonsideration~ for a CEO candidate are the airt'rame 
maximum grOS'i weight and cabin dimen'iions. rhe following are the approximate weights 
for CBO spccific equipmcnt "I 
1 NVG Cockpit Lighting 
INS/UPS 
3. HLTD 
4 Cockpit Multi-Function Di~plays 
S. EWOf]\'!\VIFCO/(2) Semor Con~oles (5 toLln 
6 EW Warning Equipment (RWR, IRWR) 
2''' ACrLal reiue"img capahillty would he highly ue&lrable 








Removable Re:lIe'll1& Probe 
/) ECM 
9 Radar Beacon 
10 Lighlwe:ght i,mlor Cre\\ Seals 17 Scals) 
11 fuel Tank lncrting System or Foam filler 
12. TRCM 
1:1 IR Signature ReduC"lllln (2 Bathtub . ,) 
14 Infrared Detection Set 
15. Low-Light-Level TV 
16 Seven erc» Members 
17 25-MM Gun/ASHS!Ga~ Purge System 
If) 3.000 Rounds of 25-MM 
19 fiO Chaff and 120 Flare~ 
20 30-mm GUn/ASHS/Gas PLJrge SY,lcm 
21 250 Rounds ot 30-I\.1M 





















Addllionally, the eabin height mu~' be at least five feel high for full articulation of the 
M242 Bllshma~ter 25 MM gun and at least five and one-half feet high for fuB aniculation 
of the 30-MlvI Bushmaster lJ gun. '." 
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2. E-2C Hawkeye 
The E-2C is a high-wing carrier-hased twin-turboprop early warning and control 
aircraft. m It is the same general airframe as the C-2A Grryhound,:,14 however, almost 
every system has been upgraded and it has a rotodome. In addition, the E-2C is still in 
production. The rotodome and associated early warning equipment would be removed 
for the CBG mission. 
The aircraft has a nose-tow catapult attachment, arrester hook and tail bumper 
Parts of the tail are made of composites to reduce radar reflection. 
The power plant consisb of two 3,803 kW (5,100 ehp) Allison turboprops, driving 
Hamilton Standard type four-blade fully feathering reversible-pitch constant-speed 
propellers. Performance (at max T/O weight of 57,500 pounds [#]): maximum level 
speed 338 knots (389 mph); maximum cruising speed 325 knots (374 mph); service 
ceiling 37,000 feet; ferry range 1,541 nm; time on station with a 175 nm combat radius 
is 4 hours 25 minutes; and endurance with maximum fuel 6 hours 15 minutes,2\\ 
Aircraft avionics include the Litton AN/ASN-92 CAINS carrier aircraft INS, GPS, 
Marconi standard central air data computer, and AN/APN-171 radar altimeter.21~ 
External aircraft dimensions: length, 56 feet 10 inches; height, overall IS feet 10 
inches. Internal aircraft dimensions: cargo compartment length, 27 feet 6 inches; cargo 
OJ, See Mark Lambert. ed., Jane's All The World's Aircraft (Alexandria, VA; 1993),480. The Navy 
ordered 174 aircraft and a.s of 1993, 154 had been delivered. Six per }'ear will be produced through 1995. 
,,, Scc John W.R. Taylor, ed., Jane's All TIle World's Aircraft, (Alexandria, VA: 1989),417. The 
C-2A Greyhound is a carrier on-board delivcry (COD) aircraft. It carries cargo, pa.ssengcrs, and maillrom 
the mainland to the carrier There are approximately 41 aircraft in the U.S. Navy inventory. Thi5 versIOn 
i8 no longer in production 
'" Mark Lambert, ed" Jane's All the World's Aircraft (Alexandria, VA: 1993),481 
'-'" Lambert, ed .. Jane's, 1993. 48\. 
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compartment maximum "'Idll! --; 4 inche.'< cargo C(1mpanment ma\Jnlum height, 5 
teet 5 inches.:'" 
Aircraft \\elf'ht~: empty internal fuel weight, 12.·100#: m<l~lmUm 
pa]load 15.000#; maximum takenff welght 5'.5001t.2<f 
The E-2C ha~ weight <lnri space limitations that mmt be eon~idered when 
umfiguring 11 for the CBG role. The ~p<lCI: limJt<ltions dictate a crew of five people. 2<~ 
The height of thc eahm would probabl) be <lble to handle full articulation of both gun~ 
dependmg on where each gun is placed. Therefl'l'e, both guns could be mcluded but the 
2.1-.\11\1 ~ut\ \\ould only h<lve a comb~l lo~d of 1500 rounds to ~a\'e weight. The ba~ic 
aircmft weight pJu..; CBC; spccific hardware would 'A.'eigh approximately ..J:9.24Stt.:""; Thi~ 
would leave 8255# for fuel becau~e of m<lXlmurn gro~s weight re~tnctions.'bl This will 
cut endurance by approximately 33 percent. 262 
The dIsadvantages of modifying: the C-1C into <l eBG are: rclati\'ely smail 
payload (1500 rOlln.j~ of 2.1-1'lM vice 3000); reduced combat per.,istence beeause of 
weight for fuel trade-off (unless aerial refuelin)! is accomplished); the <lln.:raft will alway, 
be hca\y because of the CBG umque equipment (this will cause sluggi.'1h aerodynamic 
S~C John \\.R. Tayl", ed., Jane', All the V,\,rlJ', Alrn~fl (Alex~nJria, VA. 19~<j), 417. n,e,e 
[u,the baSK C-2A J,rframc 
<, See Tavlor, ed .. J,onc s 1~WJ, 417. -n,esc "'tal sl~!lSlic\ arc for the l>asic C-2A airframe. C 2A 
stallSllC' were u,;~d "LC [-2C l>~cau,c all E 2(" speCIfic ~q\lipm~nt would he ]'~mov~d lor modificalHm imo 
a CBG 
,hould con,,,l o[['liot, copilot 'Y'IC!J\1 operator, IR ant] TV operator 
T,me on ,tauan wnll 175nm ~omhat radlu, would be cuI from 4+25 Ie> _hOO 
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response): the hydraulic ~y~le!ll is the only redundant sy~tem; heavy weight single engine 
performance 1~ questionable: and It has no ejectHlIl ~eab 
The advarltages at modifying the E-2C into a CBG are: the basic aid-rame is ~till 
in production; It 1~ a proven carrier-capahle (folding wingq aircraft with good range; 1t 
has a high-strength cargo compartment floor (stressed to 300 lb/sq ft); '0\ ,t f-tas a low 
radar cross-~ection and low IR signature: and it is a high-wing aircraft (the WlIlg will not 
interfere with the firing envelope of the gun~) 
3. S-3A1B Viking 
The S-3 is a high-wing. earrier-hased, multi-mission aircraft designed to proyide 
the carrier battle force with quick-reaction antisubmarine warfare, anti-Mlrface warfare, 
surveillance, and attack capabllity. The S·3 design meets the need for an aircraft thm can 
crui~e at patrol speeds for long penods of time, carry a comprehensive set of sensors and 
"" .. eapons, takeoff and land on a carrier deck, and occupy as little deck and hangar space 
as possible 
A CBG could be ba~eJ on the S-3A COD airframe. It has a removrrble air 
refueling probe, catapult lowbrrr and arrester hook. Shipboard maintenance is simplified 
by the provi~10n of computerized fault-finding equipment. built-in test equipment (BrrE), 
and \·ersatlle a.vlOnic shop test (VAST) compatiollit). Complete deck-level ~ervicing 
aceessibihty (;onlnbutcs to the attainment of a quick tum-around time. 
The power plant cOIl<;ists of General Electric TF-34-G£-2 high bypass ration 
turbofan engines, pylon-mounted beneath the wings_ Perfonnance (at maximum takeoff 
weIght of 52,540#); maximum leyel speed at 20,000 feet is 450 knot~ (SilO: mph): loiter 
,,, Tav10[, cd .. Jan"', I'JH'J, .0)17 
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~peed is 160 knots: serVh:e ceili!1g ·W,OOO feet: m maximum \\elght I~ 1.000 nm: 
and maximum ferr! range i~ nm ,'" 
Aircraft <,ystems l[lcli.~Je: tWD ind~peJldent hydraulic pumps; ga~ turbtrlt' auxihar:-
power unit (APllj for cmergency electm:al power; rctractable tuneted FUR: inverse 
synthellc aperture radar ITSAR: on S·3B 
VHF. UHf; {~eCllfe) radio\.:"6 
CArNS INS; radar altimeter; and HF. 
External aircraft djmenSlOn~: length. 53 feet -1 inche~: height teel 9 inche, 
Internal aircraft dimcnsions: passcngC'f cabm mllximum height. 7 feet 6 inche~: passenger 
cabm maximum \\ idth. 7 feet -::' JJlchc~."" 
Aircraft weights: empty. -::'4,15{l#; maxrmum fuel weight, 1-::'.920#; maximum 
takeoff weight 52.540#!"' 
fhe 5-3 has ~pace Itmita!lOns lha! mUSI be con~idereJ when configuring it for the 
eBG role, 11 could accommodate a crew of only four.'t~ hOVlcvef, the seats would be 
ejectIon capable The ain.:raft could suppOrt a 25-MM gun. 3n·MM gun. and eighl 
He!!firemissiles 2clJ 
,,~ John W.R. Ta}tor. ed,. Jane's All The \Vorld's Air~rafl. {Alexandria. VA: 1')71'1, 
the pu,iuon of a high-,peed, heavily-armed enemy ves,et and sub,t'qucllll} "ank .! 
"" Tuylur. ed" Jane's, 1'177. 331 
'" TaylQr. ed., Janc".,.1977, 
'''Taylor.ed.~, 
W' The ~r~w should v'n.<J,t of a rJiot, l'opilm, '}S!ClllS opcrat(lJ, and" sensor operator. 
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rhe disadvantages of modifying the S-3 mto a CBG arc: the aidrame i~ no longer 
in produ<.:tion; a relatively large TR signature: and four crew members wtll have a vel) 
high workload 
The J.(h-antage~ or modifying the S-3 into a CHG are: it a pn)yen carner-
capable high-wing multi-mIssion mrcraft that can crui~e for long periods of time, carr) 
a comprehensive set of sensors and weapons (already ha5 FLIR and ISAR radar). and 
occupies very little deck space; computerized maintenance equipment (for quick turn 
time); good speed (provtdes excellent flexibility); rclattvely small radar cross-section; and 
it can carry full complement of eRG weapon~ and full combat munition load 
4_ V·22 Osprey 
The V-22 is a twin-engined. htgh-wing, tilt-rotor. multi-mission shon takeoff 
(STO) and vertical takeoff (VTOJ aircraft. The planned buy is for 912 aircraft and intttal 
operational capahility (10C) is slated for 1998. The US Navy version will replace the S-3 
aircraft and the per unit cost will be hetween $5-12 million (1992 U.S. Navy estimate).,ll 
Approximately fifty-nine percent of the airframe i~ made of composites and just 
1,000 pounds of empty weight i~ metal. When compared 10 a helicopter, it b twice;u, 
fast, carrie~ three llmes more payload. and has five times more range. In addition. the 
floor loading is stressed to 300lb/sq ft. J'1 Abo. it has an m-flight refuding probe in the 
lower starhoard side of the forward fu~elage. 
The power plant consists of two Allison turboshafts, each with a takeoff and 
intennediate power raling of 4,5R6 kW (6,J50 shaft hor~epower (shp) and a maximum 
continuous rating of 4.392 kw (5.890 shp). The power plant is installed in Bell-built 
tilting nacelles at each wingtip which drive a three·blade proprotor A cross·shaft keeps 
''1 Lamhcn. ~d _ J.m,·-, 199~ . ..\39 
_" The V·22 (Jspr~\" (1I0~ing Ddcn,c and Space Group: 1')9» 
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both proprojors turnln~ aftcr c;ni<lIlc lo~s_ F"ch nacelle has a Gilrrel! mfrared emi~"lon 
suppressor at tile rear. Performance ,:estimated): maximum cmising ,;peed at sea level 
in helicopter nwde i'i 100 kno['i (- 15 mph!. airplane mode l'i 275 knob 1316 mph): 
maximum nui~mg _'peed at optimuIll altitude In airplane mode i, 314 "nots 1:t61 mph), 
scnicl; cl;lling 1~ 26,000 feet. take off run at norma] 510 weight i~ kss than son fcc!; 
range VTO aI 46,619# glo~~ weight. including a 12.000# payload IS 1,200 nm: fan)!e STU 
at 55,000# gro~~ weight includmg a 20.000 payload l'i 1,8oomn; and 5TO maXImum 
ft:rry range at 60,500ft w11h no payload i~ 2,100 nm."') 
Aircratl ~y~tt:ms include: three hydraulic sy."tems (two independent main system~ 
and one standhy): triple redundant fly-by-wire flight control .,y'tem; and crash worthy 
armored crew seats capable of with.<,tanding strikt:~ from 0_ ~O inch annor piercing 
ammunitiOn and JOg forward and 14,5g vertical de<.:elerations.,71 
Aircraft a\'ionic~ include: VHF/AI\-t-FM, HF/SSB anti UHF secure radws; AAR-
47 mls'iile warnmg sy~tcm; radar infrared warning sy.<,tem; AAQ-16 FUR: APQ-174 
terrain following multi-function radar with multi-function di~play~: pilot'." night vision 
system alld integrated helmet dlsp,ay ~ystem: and chaff and tlare dispensers'"" 
Extern'll aircraf[ dimen~i(lns: length, fuselage (except probe) 57 feet 4 inchc~; 
height, nacelles \'1;r1il:al 22 feet 7 .. ~ inehe,_ Tnternal aircraft dimen~i()ns: cabin length, 
:24 feet :2 inches; maximum width 5 feet 11 inche~: maximum height 6 feet 0 inche.<,270 
Aircraft weights: empty. eqUlpped, 3 I ,1186#; maximum fuel weight. ~tandard, 
13,700-#; maximum takeoff weight. VI0 47,500/5TO 55.000#."7' 
'" Lamben. cd, J"n~, -1-~O 
'" Lamhcn_ eJ Jane's, ]'J'J'., 
" Lamben. ed hne'" 1~93, 
,", Lamhcn.cd JJnc',_ t'l<), >!() 
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The V-22 can support five crew members.27& The aircraft could 
support a 25-MM gun, 30-MM gun, and eight Hellfire missiles.m 
The disadvantages for using the V-22 airframe in a CBG configuration are: the 
weapon system is not yet m full production and may not perform to its advertised 
spccifications; and it must be in the helicopter mode in order to fire its Hellfire missiles. ~'O 
The major advantage of using the V-22 airframe for a CBG is that it could be 
engineered and manufactured exclusively for the CBG mission.m The basic airframe 
already has many of the systems that can make it a CBG; computerized maintenance (for 
quick turn-around time); it will be carrier-capable and occupy very little deck space; it 
will have small radar and IR cross-sections; it can carry a full complement of CBG 
weapons and full combat munition load; it will be able to operate from unprepared fields 
and is FARP capable;2R2 and airplane/helicopter capability offers the flexibility of both 
systems. 
'" The crew should consist of a pilot, copilot, systems speciatist, and two sensor operators. 
'" It cOlild handte a full combat load of 25-MM (3,000) rounds, 30-MM (250) rollnds, and 8 Helljire 
mIssile,. The ba~ic aircraft weight plu~ CBG ,pecifie hardware woutd weigh approximately 44,436#. A fuel 
load of 10,564# (maxImum fuel load is 13,700#) would bring the aircraft to maximum STO gross takeoff 
weight of 55.(){)()H. This would still allow the aircraft to have approximatety a 1.600 nm unrefueled Hinge 
"n There is unly eight feet between pruprulers. The Helljire mi,sites must be:: located at the 
approximate center of each win~. Therefure, they are witbin the proprotor arc in the airplane mode. The 
Helljire system must have a safety circuit that disables the firing mechanism in the airplane mode and only 
allows Helljire launch during hclicoptermode 
18, Unhke the other aIrcraft candidates, the V-22 would roll off the a8sembly line in a CBG 
configuration. This would save money, weight, and provide increased operationat capability. 
,,, This will allow qUIck rearming/refueling near the objective area and preclude the neces8ity of in-
flight refueling and/or return to the carrier 
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E. CO~CEI'T OF OI'ERATlO~S 
L Artillery 
The \l~e of precision fire., requires detmled planning and c00rdination Indirect fife 
support should be ll~cd to augment the firepower of direct CAS pi<lIfum1s. Amllery 
~hould he planned and used fOf firc~ Within the FSCL but out~ide troops-in-contact 
because inaccuracies in artillery systems could cau,e unacceptahle collateral damage and 
fratricide 
During the "enabling·' phase of expeditional)"' warfare. the Marines will lack 
organic artillery and will not have the MLRS system. Therefore, they Wll! not have much 
artillery support until he~\\'y Am\)' forces arnve 1Il the AO. Consequently. the Marine~ 
must have CAS and CASffTC at all time, to off.,et the lack of indirect fire systems 
However, joint fire support coordination procedures mu~t be implemented to increa~e 
mission effectivenes'i and reduce fratricide. Indirect fire support should he coordlllated 
with direct fire \ysterTI.'. to operate with a maneuver force in order to locate and attack 
surface targets. 
2. Air force Assets 
During expeditionary warfare, at the beginning of hoqilities, the Air Force 'ihould 
perform the Al and deep \lrike mi,sions. Thi~ would could be conducted from the 
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CO)JU5 with tanker supporl until forward ba~<:~ arc established in thealer After 
forward basI'S are established. the Air Force could probably perfoffi1 the majorit) of air 
superiorit)", deep ~trike. AI. BAI, SEAD. EW. FAC C3, CAP. and reconnaIssance 
In low-Io-medium threat environments. AC- 130 gunships and the eBG could be 
used 10 complement each other during night mi~slOn~. In ~ome ~ituations. AC-110s may 
have more flexib!lity than the CBG. especially if the COlmer task force is not in the 
vicinity of the AU. However. during sustained operations, the CBG will be more flexible 
if the AC-l10 doe~ not have basing near the AO. In higher threat environments. AC- I 30 
missions must be tempered with operational reality before conducting them to ensure 
realistic chances of survival vi~-a-vis mission accomplishment. Therefore, joint doctrme 
and tactics must take advantage of the strengths and weaknesses of both the AC-J30 and 
the CBG 
3. ~a\'al AS'lets 
In the beginning of expeditionary warfare, naval air assets could be tasked with 
the majority of the following mis~ions: air superiority, fleet air defense, BAl, CAS, 
5EAD. EW, and CAP. The PIA-IS Ale models would be used to conduct air superiority, 
fleet air defen~e_ CAS, SEAD_ and BAl missions. In addition. these aircraft could be 
used to escon the CBG and/or the AC-DO. If the FIA-IS E or F versions are funded, 
then they could be used for the E\V mission. The F-14 should be used for air superronty, 
fleet air defense. and combat air patrol. If the 14B Bombcat tioes come to fruition, then 
it could be employed for BAl and SEAD missions. The 5-3 would be u~ed lor EW and 
the E-2C would be u~ed for airborne early warning and command and control of naval 
air assets_ T\iavy Tomahawk cruise missilc~ would be used for deep strike missions and 
interdictIOn of ~tallC hard targets 
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As forward bases are established, naval assets would augment Air Force aiccraft 
but relain fleet air defense, air superiority, CAS, BAl, and SEAD as its major missions, 
4. Marine Air 
Marine F/A-18 NC models would be used in the same role as their Navy 
counterparts, The Marine F/A-18D would be used for the BAl, CAS, and FAC role, 
AV-8Bs would be used primarily for the BAI and CAS mission, 
5. Attack Helicopters 
The AH-I should be used for day CAS, anti-annor, armed reconnaissance, and 
helicopter escort missions, In addition, it can provide day CASmC with Hellfire andlor 
tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire guided (TOW) missiles. The AH-64 should be used 
during day or night for destruction of annor, artillery, and infantry units. In addition, is 
could be used for day or night CASmC by employment of Hellfire missiles. 25) 
6. The COG 
A CBG would perfonn the CASffIC, CAS, BAl, and BDA missions during 
expeditionary warfare. It would be a force multiplier by providing surgical firepower for 
extended loiter periods, day and night, in poor weather/environmental conditions. This 
would give troops on the ground the required replacement for the loss of organic artillery 
>OJ The Navy bas a lot of "slick" helicopters, It would be a very good idea 10 provide some of these 
with attack capabilities because Army AH·64 Apache's may IIOt be available or loaded via AJFP and the 
Marines do no! have enough oflhe less capable AH-l W Cobra helicopters 10 fulfill all likely expeditionary 
warfare CAS and CASmC requirements, 
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and a quantum leap in the application of CASITIC support. The CBG would be forward-
deployed and thus, ready to perform the CASITIC mission during the earliest stages of 
expeditionary warfare. In addition, it could also support any Special Operation Forces 
(SOF) missions that may presage amphibious/expeditionary operations. Depending on the 
distance to the AD, threat environment, and the clandestine nature of the mission, it could 
work alone or in concert with the AC-130. When the situation is favorable for both 
assets to work together, they can provide each other excellent mutual support. 
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\'T. CO:"JCLLSIOr".S 
AdlH;rence to dopnil" has destroyed more iimlies and eo~t more 
hattles thiin 
(J.F.C 
The bl-polar world pohtleiil ~tnlCture ha'i given way to a world centcring on the 
United Stales as the hegemonic power. Thus. Co!d·\Var containment policies hiive 
triin~itioned to military reglOnaiism with Joint expeditionary warfare becoming the bedrock 
of the L'S National Military Strateg). Naval foree~ will be used to "enahle" operallons 
dunng Joint expeditionary warfare. They will "kick in the door" and con dud sustained 
comhat operations until heavy joint forces arrive in the area of operations. These 
operatlOns will be conducld 111 the huoral areas of the world. Littoral area> arc 
charaettTiled hy confined and congested water and air space occupied hy friend~. 
adversaries, and neutral" which will complicate the identification of friend and foe. This 
hattlefldd environment will reqmfe more frequent and sustained support using CAS and 
CASfTIC applications 
CAS i~ a complicated and difficult mission to perfonI]. Many air power advocates 
have blurred the [l!stirlCtlOn hel\\een CASrrlC, CAS, and EA!, because few air assets are 
capahle of performing the c,\SrrrC miSSIon. The hulk of what air pO""l:r proponenb 
ddine as CAS/TIC IS really EAl to ground foree~. The difference between CASrrIC and 
EAl devolves to a risk assessment deCIsion CASrrrC, from tht' ground force 
prospective, consi~b of puttmg ordnanCI: on a target witilin a one kilometer radius of a 
friendly position. However. air proponent~ generally view the misslOn as air interdiction 
attacks against suJi'ace targets that have a neru--term effect on operatJons or the scheme 
of maneuver of friendly forces. Proximity of ordnance dehvery in relalion to friendly 
force~ is based on platfonTI capabiJny because most a~~et~ are not tl:chnologlcall) capable 
of employing JIlumtlOns within a one kilometer radiu~ wl\hout undue risk of fratricidl: 
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andlor unacceptabk collateral damage. The dchvel)' of ordnance wnhlll a one kilomlCtlCr 
radius of friendly troops requires standardized procedurcs that are adaptable for the tluld 
expeditionary battlefilCld. uIllque sy.<,lems. and dlCdll.:atcd training 10 reduce collmeral 
damage and decrease the chances of fratricide 
Instead of developing a dedicated CASrrTC fixed-wing platfoml. the Services have 
opted for multi-mi~sion T ACATR CAS a\sets hecause of fi~cal con~iderations ami 
hureaucratic politics. However. thlC CASrrIC mission has proven too dlffleult for a multi-
mis~ion aili"rame that is not splCcifilCally configured for the mission or a ta~k-saturatcd 
pilot who does not exclusively train for this complex environment. The historical record 
~hows that the ('AS issue revolyes around doctrinc, inter-servIlCe rivall)'. and money. It 
is clear that CAS and CASrrrC will he the backhone of joint expeditionary firepower but, 
as hudget cuts reduce available airframes. it is uncertain by whom, with what. and how 
(' ASfTIC will be conducted 
The Joint expedlllOnal)' warfare environment plaee~ great demands on the 
traditional U.S. military reliance on firepower and maneuver !O ayoid the negative 
political conseyuences of casualties associated with attrition warfare. The concepts of 
CAS and C ASrrIC operationalizes this idea. Additionally, these are the air missions that 
have the greatest immediate impact on the hattlefield. Historically, CAsrrIC, CAS, BAL 
and AT have demonstrated a beneficial synergy. Since the United States has platfomls 
that can conduct AI. BAr and marginally conduct CAS. it IS imperative to acquire a 
CASfTlC platform that can accomplish the mission in all environmental conditions, during 
day or night. The reality of expeditionary warfare is that the bulk of (' ASrrIC, CAS, and 
BAI during the "enahling" pha.<;e will usually be performed hy nayal force assets while 
the majority of AT will usually be performed hy Air Force asset.<; due to the required 
employment dislance~. If properly performed, this arrangement can provide synergistk 
firepower for the battlefield. However, naval forces do not possess the doctrine, 
airframe~. or technology to conduct CASrrIC mission~ 
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MoctCITI ;llf-lO-groun:J h,l', higllhghtctl ; our mC<1S1lrcs of merrllO evaluate 
the effectiveness of CAS/fTC platforms. These arc large! t.!etectronin:cof;nition, lethality. 
surVivability. Jnd el)~llb<1t pep,i.,tence. 1111:,e mea.,ures reneet a nl:ed to p!ovlde' surgical' 
firepower for extcnt.!ed lOIter period" at r\1ghL and in adverse weather COnlhtlOn~. Tt will 
he ncecs~ary to locate, targl:ts that are (h~per,ed and mobile to dcstro) them with link I'Isk 
of fralrlcide and limited collaler<11 t.!arnage 
Preci~ion navigation and the ability to at night. through ~mokc, fog, or hazc 
arc e%emial eleIl1ellt~ in target detectionireeognitlOIL CAS and CASfTIC platfonm rnu~t 
incorporate redundant multi·speclral sen~ors. strike fadar~. and radar beacon rc(;civers 10 
di~crimmate between friendly and enemy pos1l1on~ and to engage t<1rgets. Thi~ will 
decrea~e target acquisition time and increase posllive target identification thus, redUCing 
the error~ that contribute to fratricide 
Lethahty is the ability of a weapon sy~teIl1 to destroy or neutralize a given target. 
:¥lultiple lightwcight munitions can providc mcrcascd t1exibility as opposed to heavy. 
general purpose, and preelsion-gUlded munitions. In most situations, 
the slandard 500 pound homh will be too brge for CASn'IC missions_ An additional 
force multlplier effect IS provided if thc CASfTIC platfoml is dual target attack-capable. 
Also, the ability to deliver firepower under pOOl envlronmental condition., i~ vital. 
Survivabilny is the ability of a weapon ~y~tem to execU!e its mIssion a threat 
environment. Proper tactic~ coupled WIth good hattlefield mtclhgcnce i~ the he~t method 
for survival. CASfTIC platforms must avoid mthcl than absorh hits from threat systems. 
Two important rules of ~urvival m a hostile enVIronment are to limit exposure ant.! always 
expect to be fired upon; especially when firing. CASrTIC platforms mu,[ employ a 
combination of state-of-the-art defensive countenneasures, maneuver, ~peed, and ordnance 
delivery ~tand()ff range to provide a synergistic cHect against potential threat~ 
AddItionally. survivahility l~ greatly increased by flying at night and in adver~e weather 
because it ncgate, optical ADA as well as IR MANPADS. ['mally, air superiority is 
mandatory for ~u(;cessful mls,ion <lccompll,hrnent SEAD reduces the threat and c~cort 
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procedun:~ \\ill allow C£\SfTIC mISSIOns to be accomplished in a higher threat 
Combat persistence IS the ability of a weapon sy~tem to provIde 
coverage/protectIOn of a target area in terms of time on station as well as the nurnller of 
targets engaged. The ability to engagc ,j brgc number of targels ..... ill be cntlcal when 
friendly forces are opposed by a numerically superior enemy. Comhat persistence al,o 
simplifies the maintenance of battlefield situational Ol\Ulrenes<; because a single crew can 
maintain a combat prcsence for the duration of many ground engagements. Thb 
knowledge of force deploymenh will enable timely applicatIon of TIC t1repower and 
lessen the probability of fratricIde 
Target detecllOnirecognition, lethality, <,urvivability, and combat per~istence were 
u~ed to build an analytical framework to compare Cllrrent U.S. fire ~uppo11 technology 
capabilities and the Carm:r·Based Gunship concept 
Fire support can he divided into t\\O categorie~: indirect and direct Indirect 
firepov,;er can be delivered by artillery, mi~~iles. mortar~. or naval gunfire while dirt:ct 
firepowt:r can be delivered by aircraft or helicopters. In general. direct fircpowt:r IS a 
more accurate method of delivery. 
The extended range and precision of indirect fire sy~tem~. u~ing la~er-guided 
munitions coupled with integrated target acqlli~ition sy'stems. have made indirect 
firepower more lethal than in the past. lIowever, the problems \\ith laser-guided artillery 
munition~ are limited projectile range and ordnance selection. limited mobility of artillery 
pie(;es, and complex coordination to place 1he projectile on targe1. Most important, U.S. 
artillery pieces have shorter effective range than their Russian-built counterparts, In 
addition. due to the proiected aCljuisition of the MLRS, the Marine Corps reduced its 
cannon artillery by 45 percent, reduced self-propelled artillery. and reduced tactical 
aviation. However, the Marine" did not field the MLRS and now must rely on the Anny 
to provide the ~y~tem atter heavy Anny forces arrive in the AD. This event. coupled 
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with the decommisslonlTlg of all ba![le~hlp NSf-'S platfonm. \villlea\"e the :'>kmne Corp 
vitally dependent 011 ntremdy Ilmitc:ci CAS a,~ets 
The rrimary purpose of attad helicopter, I~ the destructlon of enemy armored 
anillery, and infantry units. The:y ean provide CAS regardless of terrain reatun:,. operate 
from unprepared fields, and operatc at night. ;""10st lmp0r1antly. they can provide 
CASn-IC necallse they fly at ,low 
spccd~ and hal'l; capable sen~ors that allow good target detection/recognition. Ho ..... evcL 
helicopters reqlll!"C" strategic ilft to gel them into the AO. ba~lTIg near the objective area 
to sustain operation\. and arc vulnerable to ,mall arms fire. In addition, they lack com hat 
per. ... istence, flexihle range. and have relatively ~malJ mUnltion load-outs 
TACAII{ can carry a large amollnt of heavy ordnance over long distances with 
spel'd. maneuverahility, and defensive sy~tems which generally increase then chances of 
~urvival. But they are hampered by poor target deteetlOn/recognition. pilot task ~atllration, 
mllnition~ that cause too much collateral damage. and ~hort loiter time~ 
Land-ha.,ed TACAIR can play the dominam role in U.S_ com hat operations within 
a few day~ of the start of hostliltle~ prOVided they can use adequate forv.·ard basing. are 
afforded overfhght rights. and have tanker support. This ~tfength derives from their large 
numher~. modem mUllitions. and heavy payload_~ that can rapIdly de~troy major maneuver 
fomlations and fixed target~. Dunng a ~U<;tained conflict, fully deployed land-ba~ed 
aircraft can pro\·ide most of the reljuired air power if fOf\\,'ard bases are availahlc. But 
these platforms are sensitive to the ability of the airlift tleet to deliver large qllantitie., of 
military matenal over long dl~tances. 1\.111nition prepo~itioning and acces~ to a large 
~urvivab1c base infrastructure I, essential for ~ustained land-based T ACAIR operations 
If properly located. carrier-hased TACAIR can prOVide an early re~ponse in a 
shor1- ...... aming conflict by quickly cstahli ... hing an air defen~e and conducting initial strikes 
on ~lIrface target.'. Later. as hostilities progress into a sustained war. these as~et~ can 
supplement the follow-on arrival of land· based airpower. But carrier-based "]"ACAIR 1 ... 
c(ln~LraineJ by a lllnited number of strike aircraft, deck cycle time, ~ortle gener,l.lion rate6. 
and modest payloads whose lype can came too much collmeral damage 
The abilllY to proJcct power ashore. suppress encmy defenses, and estabh'ih an air 
ddense over arnvmg forces in the first week of a campaign is very important. This 
capahilily can be: enhanecd by poslllonmg naval forces in proximity to the theater of 
operalion~ dunng the: Hme of crisis preceding a conflict 
Analysis from the AC-130 case ~tudy demonstrated that it is an effective C ASnlC 
platfonn with unique night capabilitie~, a large munition load-out, and long combat 
persistence that make it adaptable for a variety of ~pecial mis~ions. It can proVide 
flexihle, mobile, firepower and it can limit collateral damage with linle nsk of fratricidc 
It is especially effecti\·e in CASffIC, CAS, BAl, and armed reconnaissance missions 
The AC-130 gunship is the best mght CASfTIC platfom1 currently in the U.S 
inventory. It can locate and identify targets and distinguish friend from foe. Redundant 
360 degree sensor cowrage, multi-spectral ~ensors, strike radar, and precIsion navigation 
make it the optimal platform for rapidly sorting out friendly and enemy forces. Most 
importantly, the gunship can receive friendly locator heacons and "see" GLl!\""T tape 
employed hy friendly ground forces to preclude incldent~ of fratricide. 
Control of collateral damage is crillcal to CASfTIC missions. and the AC-\30 i~ 
able to work close to friendly forces. Because the side-firing weapons on the gunship 
shoot round~ that impact almost vel1ically. there is little chance of them ricocheting off 
a target. If ground per'ionnel are behind sufficient cover to be protected from the blast-
fragmentation of the warhead, the gunship can fire in extremely close proximity (less than 
100 meters) to friendly troop~ 
The AC-130 lach the kdling punch of a 2,000 pound bomh, hut it is extremely 
lethal against targets up through lightly armored vehicles and small vessels. as well as a 
wide variety of struclure."'. While the large combat load offers neXlbility and limits 
collateral damage, the gunship lach a true hard target kill capability which is a serious 
weakness. 
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The major disadvantage of the gunship is lack of survivability_ It lacks speed, 
maneuverability and also has a large IR signature and radar cross-section. The proper use 
of tactics and the adoption of countermeasures will allow the AC~130 to operate in a low-
to-medium threat environment with a good chance of survivaL As the threat environment 
dictates, SEAD missions must be flown to ensure survivability and mission success. 
Escort tactics will allow gunships to operate in a higher threat environment. But 
operational employment must be tempered with operational reality to avoid projecting an 
erroneous high-threat dilemma in which the aircraft will not survive. 
The combat persistence of the AC-130 is excellent provided that basing is not too 
far away from its objectives. The aircraft is in-flight refuelable; its range is only limited 
by crew endurance and tanker availability. Nonnally, one AC-130 can provide four or 
more hours of continuous coverage of a combat area providing CASmC, CAS, or an 
equivalent amount of armed reconnaissance coverage. The large ammunition load-out and 
accuracy of the AC-130 allow it to engage and neutralize a large number (potentially over 
100) of targets during this period. 
The AC-130 is designed to be an integral part of a force package whereby its 
distinctive capabilities of target detectiOn/recognition, precision strike, and high combat 
persistence are balanced against the issue of survivability in the threat environment. It 
should never be employed on a daylight mission if there are known threats. Therefore, 
the AC-130 is currently the best night CASffIC platform but it must have basing fairly 
near the AD for sustained operations and it is only survivable in a low-to-medium threat 
environment. It does not have the required responsiveness or survivability for the 
increasingly uncertain expeditionary warfare environment. 
A comparative analysis of the F/A-18, AV-8B, A~lO, and AH-64 was conducted 
based on the four CASffIC measures of merit. The results paint a bleak picture for the 
current state of U.S. CASmC capability. 
The F/A·18 has limited target detection/recognition capability because it flies too 
fast, has marginal sensor perfonnance. and the pilot is task-saturated. It can carry a wide 
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variety of heavy ordnance but it is too letha! for the CASrrIC environment. While the 
strength of the F/A-lS is its survivability, it still remains vulnerable to IR SAMS. 
Combat persistence is poor because it takes time (generally a minimum of five minutes) 
to set-up for a bomb run or gun pass. Therefore, few targets can be engaged before it 
must depart for fuel. This severely hampers battlefield situational awareness in sustained 
CASrrrc circumstances. 
The F/A-lS is an excellent multi-role fighter. It excels in the air-to-air, SEAD, 
BAI, and AI missions. However, it fails three of the four CAStrIC measures of merit. 
The A V -SB has relatively good target detection/recognition capability because of 
its slower speed and GPS navigation system. The integral NVGIFLIR helps locate targets 
but its single pilot can still become task-saturated. Additionally, it lacks an adverse 
weather/environmental capability because it has no beacon receiver. The AV-SB is lethal. 
Its smallest bomb is 500 pounds and the 25-MM gun offers good area suppression but has 
problems with ricochets, collateral damage, and small ammunition load-outs. 
Survivability is marginal. In general, it is more survivable than a helicopter but less than 
T ACAIR. If forward-basing andlor FARPs are available, then combat persistence is fair. 
However, if neither of these options are available, then combat persistence is poor. 
The A V -SB excels in the BAI and CAS roles. It perfonns well in target 
detection/recognition but fails the other measures of merit. 
The A-to has relatively good day visual target detection capability but poor night 
capability. The INS, IR Maverick, and NVGs are inadequate for the night TIC mission. 
It is too lethal. During Desert Stonn, Maverick attacks were pennitted only if over two 
kilometers and guns only when over one kilometer from friendly positions. It has 
marginal survivability because its slower speed and long loiter time make it susceptible 
to enemy fire; however, its small vulnerable area and redundant systems allow many 
battle-damaged aircraft to safely recover. Combat persistence is only fair because even 
with a relatively long loiter time over the battlefield, it cannot engage many targets before 
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it must in-flight refuel or return to base. The A-iO excels in the AI, BAl, CAS, and FAC 
role but it fails all measures of merit for CASrrlc. 
The AH-64 has good target detection/recognition capability because of its slow 
speed and integrated FUR and NVG system. The additional crew member also reduces 
task saturation. The Hellfire missile is very accurate and lethal but the 30-MM chain gun 
shoots at a relatively flat trajectory which causes ricochets. In addition, the 30-MM load-
out is too smalL Its survivability is poor because it is vulnerable to almost every weapon 
on the battlefield. Combat persistence is also poor because it has only 1.8 hours of 
endurance with a top speed of 145 knots. 
The AH-64 excels in target acquisition/detection and Hellfire delivery in the 
CASmC environment. However, it lacks flexibility in range and payload and it is 
vulnerable to all banlefield threats. 
This analysis shows that the United States still lacks precision fire support for 
expeditionary warfare, and specificaJly for the troops-in-contact mission. A CBG concept. 
modeled after the AC-130 including modifications to enable better hard-target kill 
capability and survivability. offers a potential solution to this problem. 
To be effective. any CBG must excel in the aforementioned measures of merit. 
It must have an appropriate blend of sensors, crew complement, weapons and fire control 
systems, avionics, defensive systems, and battle command station capabilities. 
The operational mission of a CBG will be to provide surgicaJ firepower for 
extended loiter periods, in poor weather/environmental conditions. with limited collateral 
damage, and with little risk of fratricide. Its main missions will be CASmC, CAS, BAl, 
and BOA. 
A CBG must have the capability to identify friendly positions using radar with 
beacon track and/or beacon receive capability. Navigation accuracy will be precise with 
an integrated lNS/GPS system. The platform will be highly lethal. It would be equipped 
with two precision gun systems that will deliver heavy fire power to autonomously 
located 
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targets with the capability to spot ami correct its own rounus. In audition. it will employ 
laser designated mis~iles to kill hard tar~ts. These will be self-launched or used for 
cooperative attack. The platform will be survivable. It will have state-of-the-art 
defensive/self-protection capabilIty coupled with armor plating and redundant systems 
Combat persistcnce will be good. The platform will be carrier-capable with a minimum 
of 1,500 NM range. 
The CBO concept is more imponant than the selection of a particular platform. 
However, for illustrative purposcs, this thesis evaluated modified versions of the E-2C, 
S-3, and V-22 airframes to ascertain the practicality and effectiveness of each in a CBO 
role. The results showed that all of these platforms could be u~ed as a CBO but with 
different degrees of effectiveness. Also, this analysis has highlighted the following 
technical re4uirements that any potential CBO must be capable of fulfilling: high-wing; 
carrier-capable; high-strength cabin floor; maximum aircraft gross weight that can 
accommodate a minimum of 15,300 pounds of CBG-speeific e4uipment; cabin dimensions 
large enough for weapons suite and crew complement; appropriate range; and combat 
persistence 
The new expeditionary warfare environment will require more frequent and 
sustained applications of CAS and CASfflC missions because of the reduction in organic 
firepower and virtually non-existent NSFS. Current and future strategy, doctrine, and 
programmed systems are inadequate to perfonn joint expeditionary fire support and 
specifically, close air support missions. A CBO could become the premier CAS and 
CASfflC platform to fill this crucial void in America's warfighting capability 
Acquisition of a CBG would give joint expeditionary ground forces a feasible replaccment 
for the loss of organic fire power and provide a quantum leap in CASffiC capability. 
Today, a window of opportunity exists to procure a CBO using off-the-shelf 
technology and hardware. It could also be fielded in a timely manner. The AC-130 
"Surprise Package" can be cited as a textbook case to prove this point. It was flying 
combat missions in Vietnam less than five months after the concept was first presented 
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to Air Force Systems Command. However. as long 3.5 the CAS and CAsrrIC issue 
centers around which Service stands to gain or lose the most, or the doctrinal implications 
of changes to traditional roles, missions, and functions, future perfonnance of the 
CAS{fIC mission will be in jeopardy. Only one issue really counts, and that is how to 
ensure that American troops, locked in combat with the enemy, get all the fire support 
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